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News In Brief
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It's official: Toyota coming

Farmer in financial trouble
kills three and then himself
HILLS,Iowa(AP)- A financially troubled farmer who fatally
shot three people, including his wife and a bank president and
then killed himself, was like "something that we've been anticipating," says a sheriff who had warned Congress that the poor
farm economy could- breed violence. - •
•
Dale Burr,83, walked into the Hills Bank and Trust Co. shortly
after 11 a.m. Monday with a 12-gauge shotgun under his coat,
entered the office of president John Hughes and killed him with a
single blast to the head, police said.
A sheriff's deputy stopped Burr in his pickup truck near his
home a short time later, said Johnson County Sheriff Gary
Hughes, brother of the slain bank president.
While the deputy waited for reinforcements, "Burr committed
suicide, a single blast to the chest, with the shotgun," Hughes
said.
Deputies then found Burr's wife, Emily,65, shot to death at the
Burrs' farmhouse, just east of Lone Tree near this southeastern
Iowa town of 550 residents.
'Police also said Burr shot and killed farmer Richard Goody,38,
and fired at Goody's wife, Marilyn, and 6-year-old son Mark as
they fled their rural Hills home Monday.
"At this time we believe the shootings were related to financial
difficulties that Burr had with the bank and Mr. Goody," the
Johnson County sheriff said.
According to records in the Johnson County recorder's office,
the Burrs owed the Hills bank almost $800,000 - a March 16, 1984,
loan for $360,000 for a parcel of land, and a March 13, 1985, loan
for $425,606 for more land, the Des Moines Register reported
today.
The Register also reported that Burr and Goody were involved
in a conflict over 80 acres that the Burrs and their son, John,
bought from a Leslie Perezek,for $139,903 borrowed from the-Columbus Junction State Bank on March 16, 1984.
Even though the Burrs had bought the land, a quirk in Iowa's
farming laws apparently prevented the family from getting any
income from the new farm.

Elsewhere...
It, the Associated Press

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - A civilian court has convicted
five former military rulers of thousands of kidnappings and killings during the 1970s "dirty war" against leftists but acquits four
other military chiefs.
OSLO, Norway - An organization of Soviet and American
physicians received the Nobel Peace Prize today for its work
against the danger of nuclear war, but there are promises of protests and hints of unhappiness among Western diplomats.
WASHINGTON - House and Senate leaders from both parties
are meeting with President Reagan to discuss Congress' spending bills, balanced budget plan and tax overhaul.
WASHINGTON - The tax overhaul plan written by House
Republicans would give a slightly better break to a $30,000-a-year
family of four with average itemized deductions than would the
bill drafted by the Ways and Means Committee.
WASHINGTON - Otis R. Bowen, the "country doc" chosen by
President Reagan to head the Health and Human Services
Department, said in his first statement since being nominated
'that Medicare should be expanded to cover the expense of
catastrophic illnesses among the elderly.
WASHINGTON - Calling tobacco products a national health
problem, the American Medical Association is considering a
broad new attack on magazine and newspaper ads, cigarette vending machines and smokeless tobacco.
WASHINGTON - Sen. Alan Cranston concedes that $1,631.832
is a lot of money to spend on government-paid newsletters to his
constituents in just three months, but he insists that they - and
the taxpayers - are getting a bargain.
FAIRBORN,Ohio - Roger D. Tackett was paralyzed 18 years
ago and once felt he had almost accepted it. Now, he knows that
someday he will walk again.
WASHINGTON - Snow covered a greater area of the Northern
Hemisphere last month than in any previous November since the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration began keeping track with satellites in 1966. Snow covered 6 million square
miles of North America, topping the 5.1 million record set in
November i973, the agency said.
WASHINGTON - Barring objections from Congress, the Pentagon plans to sell 133 Stinger air-defense missiles, 599 reload
rounds and associated spare parts to South Korea for $57 million.
The Stinger is a portable, shoulder-fired missile that can be used
by troops against low-flying airplanes and helicopters. The
missile features an advanced infrared-guidance system and has
a range of more than three miles

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The rolling
pastures of the Bluegrass will become
home to a Japanese automobile plant and
Its 2,000 jobs, Toyota Motors Corp. officials
have confirmed.
"Toyota is indeed coming to Kentucky,
and the announcement will be made official
Wednesday," U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., revealed Monday night from
Washington.
Shortly after his announcement, Gov.
Martha Layne Collins, who earlier declined
to confirm Kentucky had been selected
after meeting with Toyota Chairman Eiji
Toyoda, also issued a statement.
"In fact, chairman Toyoda in his
meetings with me today did confirm that
Kentucky has been selected as the site for
the new Toyota plant," she said..
McConnell said he, U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford, D-Ky., and U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins,
_R-Ky., met with Eiji Toyoda and Toyota
President Shoichiro Toyoda for dinner,
where they confirmed that a location near
Georgetown in Scott County would be the
site for the $500 million assembly plant.
McConnell, who visited Japan in
September and lobbied for the plant, said
the state's location was a big factor in
Toyota's decision. The site selected is near
the intersection of two interstates.
"I think the - quality of life in Kentucky
was something they referred to," McConnell added.
McConnell also credited Collins'
Democratic administration with "putting
the best foot forward" in luring the world's
third-largest carmaker to Kentucky.
The official announcement will be made
Wednesday in Lexington by Toyota, McConnell and Collins said.
Collins, apparently unhappy that McConnell had confirmed the site, said,-"We have
dealt with Toyota officials in a professional
manner throughout these past months and
have honored their requests in releasing in-
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A site near Georgetown in Scott County has been selected by Toyota Motors Corp. for the
location of a new $500 million assembly plant, officials have announced today with the official announcement scheduled for Wednesday. The new plant will reportedly employ approximately 2,000 people when completed. Georgetown is located just north of Lexington and
east of Frankfort, the state's capital.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Whaley re-elected chairman of authority
Reaffirming its support of Dr. city and county governments.
Peter Whaley as its chairman, Those original members were
last week the Murray-Calloway
Joe Dyer (the original chairman). Graves Skip Neale,
County Transit Authority reUdell ''Duff" Erwin. Kathryn
elected him chairman of the
Jackson. Max Bailey. David
authority for his third term.
Howell and Jerry Key.
Ralph Morris was re-elected
As one of only two original
vice chairman.
Whaley, who is employed as a „members to the board that is
still serving. Whaley has seen
professor at Murray State
the transit authority grow from
University, was named by the
county to the original transit
its first two buses to its current
authority board of directors
fleet of four. The authority
received a new van and large
when the authority was first
bus only this past winter.
founded in 1980-81.
"More than 50 percent of our
He joined the other seven
fleet is lift equipped for the hanmembers of the transit authoridicapped and that's more than
ty, appointed to the board by the

you are required to have," said
Whaley during an interview in
his office. Looking back on tiie
transit authority's original dayl
of operation. Whaley recalled,
"when we began, we weren't
enough of an authority to decide
where people wanted to go in
Murray so we operated on a callin basis."
The transit authority still
maintains its call-in based
operation, but supplements the
service with regular daily routes
in high service areas in the city.
Whaley boasted that ttig local
transit authority cOriffilttes
favorably to other comparable

systems and that it serves more
passengers per mile than
Paducah's transit authority.
"We transport the majority of
the handicapped for the city and
county schools on a contract service," explained Whaley. "We
have become more efficient in
grouping our passengers. What
we are trying to provide is the
best service for the best use of
money.The Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority, since setting
its in-city rate at $1 and county
rate at $2, has not raised its
(Cont'd on page?)

Shopping fever underway in Murray
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Checkout lanes, such as these at the local Wal-Mart store, are very busy during the
holiday shopping
season. With a shopping season that is appro‘imately a week less that usual,shoppers
are having to do
their shopping in less time. This does not seem to present a problem for area merchants
except that
several say that It may just be more of a rush closer to Christmas.

By LAURIE BM -MI.1:V
Staff Writer
This is the time of year that
Santa Claus comes to town and
when Santa shows up. there are
lots of Christmas lists. With
Christmas lists. comes
Christmas shopping.
Because of a late Thanksgiving (the traditional start of the
Christmas shopping season i the
number of shopping days was
reduced almost a week from last
year.
This shortened shopping
season has not had much of an
effect on the shopping in
Murray-Calloway County, according to several merchants.
Dick Peyer. manager for JC
Penney. said that business
might be compressed into a
smaller time frame, but that
overall it would hopefully be a.
litUe ahead of last year. There
might be more of a rush closer to
Christmas. he added.
E.W. Dennison, owner of,
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods,
agrees. Volume increases the
closer it gets to Christmas. Dennison added that "peopke put us
off till the last because they
know we've got it" because the
store stocks so much.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Its official:
Toyota coming...
(Cont'd from page i)
formation. We will continue to be professional as we bring these jobs to
Kentuckians."
Collins also visited Japan this year and
spoke with Toyota officials while there.
Collins said the Toyota delegation she
met with was headed by Eiji Toyoda, and
that she later drove with him to Scott County for a quick look at the reported site during a helicopter ride.
Collins also said Toyota officials were in
the process of informing all the states" that
courted the company.
Kansas was among the first to concede
defeat. An aide to Gov. John Carlin said in
Topeka tnat notice of Kansas formal
elimination came in a letter from Toyota
President Shoichiro Toyoda.
The letter was hand-carried by a
Japanese delegation that went on to Jefferson City, Mo.. to similarly inform Missouri
Officials, said Carlin's press secretary,
Mike Swenson.
In Michigan, Department of Commerce
Director Doug Ross said his state also had

Shopping feier
underw -ay...
(Cont'd from page 1)
This is basically the situation
at Buckingham Ray Ltd., according to owner Robert "Buddy"
Buckingham
Sales are just
beginning to pick up and are
running about normal for this
time of year. Buckingham said.
If sales stay the same as they
are now, then the shorter shopping season will not make any difference except perhaps "cause a
more frantic pace in the last two
eeks,
he noted. He added
'buyers haven't seemed to be
panicking yet." The shoppers
are still taking their time, he
sa

Tt

Ill.:(1.:MBEK in, ins.)

been eliminated.
In South Carolina, press secretary Russ
McKinney said Gov. Dick Riley "did meet
with an official of Toyota this morning, butI'm not at liberty to say more than that."
In Tennessee, press secretary John
Parish said Gov. Lamar Alexander would
make no statement until Toyota makes its
announcement
Indiana had also been listed as a possible
host state. But spokesmen said Monday
that neither Gov. Robert Orr, who was in
Delaware at a Republican governors'
meeting, nor Lt. Gov. John M. Mutz, who is
in charge of economic development, had
been notified of a decision by Toyota.
The site reportedly chosen by Toyota is a
1,600-acre triangle of farmland near
Georgetown. It is bordered by north-south
Interstate 75, a few miles north of its intersection with 1-64, which runs east and
west.
Two Scott County leaders, JudgeExecutive Charlie Sutton and Donald B.
Wise of the Farmers Bank & Trust Co., said
Monday the state has agreed to buy the
land and lease it back to Toyota. State
ownership would mean the firm would not
have to pay property taxes on the land.
The state has also agreed to improve

Steve Andrus, owner of Pier 1
Imports, said that his sales are
"up quite a bit," as compared
with last year. His store has sold
lots of decorative-type gifts as
well as furniture. The furniture
are not necessarily being bought
as gifts though. Andrus said.
There has been "lots of
building" in Murray as well as
furnishing and redecorat ng
which has resulted in sales of
furniture.
"It's kind of hectic," at
Shirley Florist and Garden
Center according to partner and
manager David Jewell. Last
week and this week the florist
will be starting to send poinsettias and putting together quantity orders as well as making
home decoration items.

Total auction floor tobacco
sales reported this week
from Murray and Mayfield
Total auction floor tobacco
sales for the week ending
December 6 in Murray were
:01.664 pounds, according to the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
;rowers Association. The
average price for the Type 35
tobacco was $116.71 per 100
pounds.
A total of 399.170 pounds in
ombmed sales were reported at
the Murray and Mayfield auc-

tions this past week to bring the
season's total sales to 880,220
pounds, according to the
growers association report.
Murray floor sales have totaled 261,280 pounds at an average
price of $122.20 per 100 pounds
for the season to date, while
association receipts for the
season to date have totaled
$112.732 for an average of $111.27
per 100 pounds.

roads and sewers near the site, as well as
an interstate bypass for Georgetown.
Lexington, about 12 miles south, is the
nearest large city, but both Louisville and
Cincinnati are within a 90-minute drive.
There was a snag last week when a
woman who helps administer a 136-acre
parcel of the triangle refused to sign an option for the land.
It was later determined that Marilyn
Singer's signature on the option wasn't
needed. The agreement had already been
signed by her husband. Billy Singer, and
mother-in-law Ruth Cooper Osborne, who
owned it.
Asked if any legal obstacles remained to
acquisition of the reported site, Collins
said: "No. ... We feel good about our
proposal."
Monday's meeting, which apparently
lasted about three hours, included Collins'
top Cabinet secretaries, state Senate President Pro Tern Joe Prather and House
Speaker Don Blandford.
The plant would begin operating in 1988
and assemble 200,000 cars a year. It also is
expected that the plant will have a considerable ripple effect on Kentucky's
economy, spinning off support industries to
supply the plant under a "just in time" inventory system.

Tommy Alexander, owner of
Ward -Elkins, said that his
Christmas business was "a little
soft." "We haven't had the
number of people shopping that
we expected," he said. Alexander said that it is hard to say
the reason for this. It could be
that people may not have as
much money as they normally
he trend this year seems to
be toward buying more practical items as opposed to more of
a gift item, according to James
Poston, manager of Wal-Mart.
Housewares, microwaves and
microwave accesories are the
"hot" item in his store, said
Poston.
George Owen, assistant
manager of K-Mart, said that
the people are buying anything
from jewelry to dishware sets.
In the toy department the big
items are G.I. Joe and Master of
the Universe toys. Video
cassette recorders are the big
appliance item."People are just
going hog-wild over them this
Christmas," Owen said.
At Shirley Florist, Jewell said
that anything with geese, ducks,
and bears are popular items.
"They're neat and they're selling well," he said. This is also a
good year of poinsettias. Jewell
said. Red poinsettias are selling
better than the pink and white
variety. There is a new variety
this year, he added. The white
with pink blotches is called
"marble," Jewell said. The
country look is also selling well,
according to Jewell.

Sweaters are a big item for
both men and boys as well as
girls and women, according to
Buckingham. Jeans and jackets
are also being sold for men and
boys with jewelry and accessories being sold for girls and
women.
Basic and conservative
fashion items seem to be selling
more than the last few years according to Peyer.
Shoes and warmups are the
big item at Dennison-Hunt, said
Dennison.
The shopping season also brings about an increase in shoplifting. While area stores may not
have Santa checking up on their
customers, their employees are.
Several -merchants have not
noticed a substantial increase of
shoplifting during the holiday
season but acknowledge that it
does exist and are taking extra
care to be on the alert.
Shoppers also need to be on
the alert to prevent personal
thefts or assaults.
Area law enforcement officials agree that some tips to
remember going into the holiday
season would be: don't carry
more packages than you can
easily handle; lock belongings in
the trunk of the car; don't leave
a purse or wallet unattended
while shopping; lock car doors,
not only after leaving the car,
but as soon as you re-enter your
automobile; check for backseat
intruders before stepping into
the car; and if someone follows
you on the way to your car, turn
and go back into the store.

School hostages overpower
abductor; end hours of drama
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A mental patient who took six
hostages at a school and demanded President Reagan's resignation faces charges inclutling assault and kidnapping after three
teen-age captives realized his gun was fake and overpowered
him, ending the 7%-hour drama, authorities say.
Steven Gold, 22, was captured Monday evening at Archbishop
Ryan High School For Boys after one of his six hostages escaped
and he released two others.
The remaining three, Michael Wissman, 18, Patrick Hood, 17,
and Raymond Smith, 16, sons of police officers or firefighters,
"seemed to collectively agree the gun was not real" and realized
it was a starter's pistol loaded with blanks, said police Sgt. Daniel
Rosenstein.
Gold also was armed with a knife, authorities said, but no one
was injured.
Gold, who was charged with kidnapping, simple assault,
possession of an instrument of crime and felonious assault, walked into the school's main office about 12:55 p.m. Monday and
began talking to no one in particular about the problems of the
nation, school officials said.
He then pulled his gun and herded the hostages into an office,
police said.
After about 2% hours of negotiations with Rosenstein, Gold
released secretary Dorothy Gay after Rosenstein promised he
could read over the radio his statement insisting President
Reagan step down.
A short while later the gunman released the Rev. Carl Graczyk, a member of the disciplinary staff, said police spokesman
Capt. John McLees.
The other student, David Hajduk, 15, escaped minutes after the
incident began when Gold let him leave for a soft drink, Police
said.
"The man was clearly mentally ill," said Guy Sepielli, clinical
director at the Benjamin Rush Center for Mental Health itr Mental Retardation, where Gold had been undergoing treatment as
an outpatient.

(Cont'd from page 1)
fares since it began. A
passenger can get on a bus,
Whaley explains, and ride all
day in the city and when get off
only owing $1.
Restrictions by the Federal
government forbid the transit
authority to show a profit, and
through funding on the Federal,
city and county levels, the transit authority has operated on a
break-even basis while managing to keep full-time and parttime bus drivers on the payroll
and maintaining its growing bus
fleet in good repair.
The transit authority's budget
is broken down into administrative and operational
costs, for which it receives funding and a variety of in-kind services, such as office space, parking priveleges for the buses, and
other services, according to
Whaley.
Growth of the transit authority is also documented in a fiveyear financial statement, which
illustrates growth from the transit authority's total local cash

support of $60,638 during its five
years of operation compared to
the $206,417 in Federal funds
which have been brought to the
city and county.
During those five years of
operation, the transit authority
has provided transportation to
73,753 passengers, according to
the financial statement, with
18,410 passengers riding the
buses in 1983-84 compared to
7,351 passengers during the
transit authority's first year of
operation.

Local jury finds
Fortner innocent
of 1984 charges
Ronnie Fortner. of Route 3,
Murray was found not guilty
Friday by a Calloway Circuit
Court jury after being charged
with theft by unlawful taking
over $100 in December 1984.
The jury, which reached the
unanimous decision, found
Fornter not guilty of the theft of
money on or about December 12,
1984 from J & S Oil and Monk
Stallons, according to court
records.•
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2OFF STOREWIDE

Men's Dept.
Suits, Sport Coats, Blazers, Dress Pants, Casual Pants, Sweaters,
Sweater Vests, Dress Shirts, Casual Shirts, Pajamas, Robes, Jeans,
Ties, Belts, Suspenders, Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Work Pants and
Shirts to match, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes, Plain & Steel Toe Work
Shoes, Athletic Shoes, Rubber Footwear, All Weather Coats, T-Shirts
with Pockets, Light Weight Jackets, Heavy Weight Jackets, Light
Weight Rain Coats, Coveralls, Insulated Coveralls, Overalls, High
and Low Back, House Shoes, Socks, Hats, Gloves-Work & Dress,
Hooded & Plain Sweat Shirts, Carpenter Overalls, 1 Piece Long
Underwear, Thermal Underwear, Corduroy Casual & Work Pants,
Billfolds,

Boys Dept.

Ladies Dept.
Dress, Purses, Blouses, Sportwear, Robes, Gowns-Nylon-BrushedNylon-Flannel, Pajamas-Nylon, Sweaters, Sweater Vests, Cotton
Dresses, Dusters, Slacks, Slips, Hospital Gowns, Jeans, Bed Jackets,
All Purpose Coats, Three Quarter Length Coats, Wool Coats, Active Wear, Hose, Bras, Girdles, Pant Liners, Dress & Casual Shoes,
Steel Toe Casual Shoes, House Shoes, Rubber Footwear, Towels,
White Uniforms.

Girls Dept.

Jeans-Slims, Reg. & Husky, Heavy & Lightweight
Jackets, Socks,
Underwear, Dress, Casual & Athletic Shoes, Overalls
to 7 Years, Belts, Pajamas, Good selection of -Infants size
Infant Wear,
Sleepwear, Activewear, Casual Pants, Insulated Coveralls
.

Dresses, Sportswear sizes 21-14 Years, Jeans, Athletic Shoes, Dress
& Casual Shoes, Rain Coats & Rain Jackets, Slips, Socks, Tights,
Good Selection of Infant Wear, Gowns, Sleepwear, Activewear.

Building Is For Rent. Call Fred Workman 753-2447 or 753-2758

SETTLE-WO KMAN C

- CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

•

ALL SALES FINAL, NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS,
ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE BANK OF MURRAY

PERSPECTIVE
A plea for
an appointed
superintendent
Dorothy 8. Ridings,Chairman
Prichard Committee
Of all the vital education
elect hundreds of these local
issues expected to be debated by school board members is
true
the 1986 legislature, one stands
public control, at the level where
alone in clarity and importance:
it's most critical.
the need for a professional, apBut even though the Prichard
pointed state superintendent of Committee has a clear
position
public instruction.
on this issue, we believe even
The need has never been so
more strongly that there needs
acute a need for top flight to be widespread public
dialogue
leadership, continuity, and good
on this critical question. We
planning in Kentucky education. hope to provide the
opporYet under the current system, tunities for just such
discusour state superintendent sions, discussions that will
inbecomes our chief educator by
clude school officials, teachers,
being a good politician. Most of the media, and every concerne
d
the superintendent's four years parent and citizen.
in office are spent learning the
During the next few weeks we
ropes of this complex job, and
will identify individivals in comthe remainder is often spent runmunities across Kentucky to
ning for some other elective* organize these conversations,
office.
provide discussion materials,
The Prichard Committee for and help bring the issue before
Academic Excellence, a state- the public.
wide citizens group dedicated to
education reform, believes there
We're confident that
is a better way. In many states,
thoughtful reflection will
the State Board of Education —
underscore the need for a proappointed by the governor with
fessional educator in the job of
staggered terms of office so it is
superintendent of public instrucnot controlled any one governor
tion, an educator who can be in
— carefully selects the best prothe job long enough to plan and
fessional possible for the job. We
implement an effective system
believe the Kentucky constituof public schools. We're confition should be amended to select
delft of the logic in our view the
the superintendent in this way. education is too important to be
We do this now in Kentucky
decided by partisan politics
when we select university perevery four years, too important
sidents — university boards of for rapid turnover in officials
trustees search for the best inand staff, and too important to
dividual available to do what
be saddled with obligations to
needs to be done. And Kentucky
narrow interest groups or with
school districts do this when
great potential for political
they select local school
abuse. .
superintendents; "search comWe ask simply that the people
mittees" look long and hard for
have the opportunity to
just the right person.
thoroughly discuss the issue,
It all sounds quite logital. But and then be allowed to vote oti its
there has been strong resistance
merits — a possibility only if
to the concept of.an appointed, state legislators put the question
professional state superinten- on the ballot so the people can
dent, and sometimes the argudecide.
ment has revolved around
Our convictions have been
public control of our schools. shared by many Kentucky
Supporters of that argument say
governors, including Governor
that electing the superintendent Collins, and by many of our
gives the public needed control, suprintendents of public instructhat public schools are public
tion, including current ofproperty and the voice of the
ficeholder Alice McDonald.
public must be heard.
These convictions are also
Actually, the public has little shared by the Kentucky
control now; a superintendent Chamber of Commerce and
cannot be removed for four
Kentucky Farm Bureau, by all
years except for the most dire education task forces and comreasons, even if that person is
missions, and by school board
doing a poor job. On the other
members and superintendents.
hand, a superintendent hired by
We all believe that the
a board of education could be superintendent of public instrucremoved just like any other tion is the key to good schools.
employee.
And to ensure strong and effecAnd it seems to us that the
tive leadership in that position,
most important public voice in
we must be enabled to choose
education must be at the local the best educator we can atlevel, through the election of tract, not the best politician
local school boards. That we around.

letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
The AMVETS Auxiliary of Post
45 Paris, Tennessee, would like to
take this means to thank John
Parker of Parker Ford for the use
of the Ford pickup truck that we

used in the Christmas Parade
Saturday. December 7, 1985.
Thank you Mr. Parker.
Sincerely.
Mary Norwood — P.R.O.
AMVETS Auxiliary Post 45

Dear Editor.
This being the season to be
thankful, we at the Humane
Society wish to thank our donorspast and present-for the
numerous ways in which they
have helped.
We do, however, have needs
and ask for your continuing support. Below is our Shelter
"Christmas Wish List." It contains small to large itemsinexpensive to expensive. If you
can donate any of these items or
funds designated for a specific
item, we will be most grateful.
Washing machine neededbadly 1, puppy warmers !30). large
scissors, towels, blow hair dryer.
lg. Roughneck garbage cans,
note pads, bleach, throw rugs, cat
and dog food, carpet scraps, kitten and puppy chow, paper for
newsletters, plastic bags all
sizes 1, doggie door i $30 I. tools

(all kinds), clothes line et poles,
litter pans (8x11), double plastic
food bowls, metal dog food bowls.
paint for dog houses, paint for
building, bug light, clothes drying
rack, cages for cats t $60 ea.(.
bulletin board, pegboard and
hangers, plywood and scrap
wood, garden pump sprayer.
Remember-sweaters, coats, or'S
sweatshirts with holes may not
wear well but they will make a
cuddly bed for a kitten or puppy
this winter.
Send donations to Box 764. Murray, Ky. 42071. Items to be
donated may be brought to 507 S.
6th St. Questions or pick-upplease call 753-6147.
Thank you.
Shawn Maxwell
507 South 6th St
P.S. Please join the Humane
Society. We need you'
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Sightless Benton couple lives normally,
including regular howling and crocheting
At 57 years of age, Robert
Knasiak of Benton loves to bowl.
He carries a game average of
120 pins, and the highest game
he ever rolled was 220. His
highest three-game series is 483
— or an average of 161 pins for
each game.
His wife, Faye, also loves to
bowl. The two of them have
bowled regularly at the
Gateway Lanes in Calvert City
since retiring from their jobs in
Chicago and moving to Benton
almost two years ago.
What's so remarkable about
Robert and Faye's bowling is
the fact that they both are blind.
They use a portable, aluminum
rail when they bowl, using it as a
guide and sliding their left hands
along it as they approach the
line from which they start their
ball.
Perhaps you saw them bowling on Sam Burrage's "People's
Beat" program a few weeks
ago.
I became acquainted with
Robert the other day in Room
310 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The next day I met
Faye, who had come to take him
home. He had been hospitalized
with torn cartilage in his left
knee, suffered one evening at
home when he accidentally
twisted his knee while getting up
off a couch.
• • •
The longer I talked with
Robert that first day, though,
the more I had the feeling that I
had known these people — or, at
least, about them — in the past.
"Are Crate and Lucy Tolbert
of Benton by any chance your inlaws?" I asked him. "Why, yes,
they are," he'replied. "Do you
know Crate and Lucy?"
Of course, I did. Crate is my
wife's first cousin. I hadn't seen
Faye since our family visited in
Crate and Lucy's home in
Peoria, Ill., back in the mid-50s.
At that time,she and her mother
were operating a beauty shop.

looking back
Ten years ago
Officials of Murray Post Office are urging local patrons to
get their cards and packages in
the mail early to insure delivery
by Christmas. Pictured are Don
Wells, Larry Hurt and Cleo
Sykes, Post Office personnel, at
post office window.
Huong Nguyen. Murray High
School, placed first in French at
Foreign Languages Festival
held at Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee
Kelso, Dec. 4.
Amy Pittenger, Buffy Stokes,
Kim Johnson and Tabethia
Johnson, students at Sandy Coleman Twirling Academy here,
attended Kentucky State Twirling Contest at Paris. Ky.

Even then, Faye was having
problems with tier eyes.
She met 29 years old when, in
1967, she finally completely lost
her sight. Shortly afterwards,
she went to Chicago and enrolled
In a rehabilitation program to
learn how to operate a concession stand•in a public building.
She and Robert 'were participating in a bowling tournament in Minnesota when they
met. He had grown up in
Chicago, and had been sightless
since suffering an unusually
high fever when he was two
years old. They went together
for more than a year before they
were married in August of 1969.
• • •
For a year-and-a-half, they
lived in a small apartment in
Chicago before buying and moving into the house they occupied
there until they moved to 1402
Mimosa in Benton.
For a number of years, Faye
operated a concession stand in
one of the Chicago police stations, while Robert was
employed in the film processing
department at Holy Cross
Hospital, one of the city's major
medical centers.
He only had two jobs in his
life. Before going to work at the
hospital, where he was for 17 1/2
years, he worked with a company which made parts for
automatic transmissions for
automobiles.
A cousin of his had come out of
World War II with injuries
which left him physically handicapped, and he had landed a
job with the transmission company. With his help, Robert was
given an opportunity to work
there, and was with them for 23
years before taking training in
film processing and getting the
hospital job.
"It was a fine company, and
the people were just great," he
said, "But the neighborhood got
a little too tough for me. I

thought it best to leave.
• • •
Robert is one of seven
children, all of whom are still
living. With the exception of a
brother in California, all still are
in Chicago. Their father was a
machinist.
"I had a very understanding
family," he smiled. "They all
treated me just like any other
child in the house. I was allowed
to do anything and go just about
anywhere I wanted to. Generally, though, there always was one
of my brothers or sisters along
to guide me.

was working on while at
Robert's bedside at the hospital
which caught the nurses' eyes.'
He was hospitalized for 32
days, and each day they would
come in to see how she had progressed on it. Each of her spools
of thread or yarns are tagged
with Braille to denote its color.
Friends help by carefully
describing the pattern she is to
follow until she has it memorized. When she makes a mistake,
they tell her, and she pulls out
the strand and does it again and
again, sometimes, until it is
right. "She's a -.real perfectionist," Robert laughed.
"I grew up about like any
Their home also is full.of all
other teenager, and went
kinds of plants and growing
through the eighth grade in
things, "and Faye knows every
school. That's as far as I felt I
one of them by touch," he said
wanted to go, and my parents
proudly.
understood."
As forZobert. he keeps busy
He then learned to read
with his extensive collection of
Braille,the system-of printing or
old-time comedy tapes and dowriting for the blind in which the ing
things around the house like
characters consist of raised dots Installin
g a couple of ceiling fans
to be read by the fingertips. And
once the red, white and black
he learned to type. Since he went
wires had been identified for
to work with the transmission
him.
parts company, he has been on
His tapes include_ recordings
his own.
of such old shows as Amos 'n An• • •
dy, Fibber McGee and Molly,
Robert and Faye live busy, George
and Gracie Allen, Lum
normal lives in their Benton
and Abner as well as some of the
home. Faye prepares all their
major prize fights of the 1930s
meals and keeps the house. One
and 1940s and some of President
of her jobs is coordinating
Franklin D. Roosevelt's famous
Robert's clothes.
fireside radio chain.
Since she had bar sight until
- They both enjoy good music
she was 29, she knows whht the
and attend many of the orvarious colors look like and
chestra and ensemble concerts
which .colors go With which
at Murray State. They also are
others. All their clothing of any
regulars at the Murray Comcolor is labeled with a small tag
munity Theatre productions in
in Braille.
the park. Friends and relatives
"I have no idea what any of are
always there to provide their
the colors look like," he said, transpor
tation.
"so Faye keeps me from going
• ••
out in some outlandish outfit by
If, when I get to Heaven, Saint
coordinating what I am to wear
Peter happens to ask me to
each day."
name .a few of the most
Faye also crochets beautifulremarkable people I met down
ly. Her needlework and afghans
on Earth, Robert and Faye will
are something to behold. It was
have to be near the top of my
one of her afghans which she
list

THE GMOVE to GiMPEACH SANTA

CHAPTER TWO
By Robert J. Boyle
After talking to the reporter about
the impeat.kuent resolution against
him, Santa turned to Juniperperper
awl Jinkersnipes.
"Well, you two better get back to
work now." he said. "You have a lot
to do before Christmas."
"Gee. Santa, will there be a
Christmas?"-they asked.
"Now don't y•ou worry about
that." he said. "Certainly there will
be a Christmas. Now run along. I
have to tell Mrs. Santa the bad
news."
"Good luck, Santa." the elves said
as they left.
Santa walked from his workshop
toward the kitchen where Mrs.
Claus was making brown sugar
starflake cookies.
"No sampling." she laughed as
Santa entered the kitchen.
Twenty years ago
"Not todily." he smiled. "I have
Richard W. Farrell, head of some news for you and it isn't good
Mrs Claus looked at Santa and saw his worried exiye,,-.4,Fine Arts Department, Murray news."
"Don't tell me one of the elves is
State College, has been named
"In the good old days I wouldn't."
"I krom and I ‘t
7..
Ill'
Santa said."But today. maybe I will. lawyer on this on,. Sant
to 27-member Kentucky Arts misbehaving," Mrs. Claus said.
"No.
it15
wIirse
than
that
The
and
world
a
is changing and I don't ness said. "But you see 1
Commission by Gov. Edward T.
very serious matter," Santa replied. know if it is changing for better or school
Breathitt.
with Evei Whone anii I aiso
Mrs. Claus looked at Santa and worse."
Garden Department of Murrepresent t ht. Baailland
saw his %von-4.d expression.
"Oh,
Santa,"
Mrs. Claus said. pany. so I can't represent .,.;
ray Woman's Club has purchas"My. Santa." she said. "You do "You always found so much good in
would he a conflict of interest
ed and planted shrubbery at look worrivd.
Sit down and tell me everyone. This is no time to be think"I'm sorry to hear that .1
Murray-Calloway County about it. I'll get you a
nice cup of ing of the bad in some."
Santa said..1- u've been a
,a‘‘
Hospital. according to Robert cherry leaf tea."
"You're right, you're right." Santa yer."
Wilson, administrator.
''That sounds goid.- Santa said. said. "I'll discuss it with the elves at
"I also iviin't represent
Mrs. Laura Barnett Mosley "Well, here is the news. A move was dinner today. By the way. what
are Whone in this case,- 1 ht. Iat
has been named Mrs. Murray made to impeach me.ive having?"
"I just finished talking 1, huti ;Ind
State with Mrs. Donna Grogan
Mrs. Claus Imiked shticked.
"Your favorite, warm burger:. told him that I
couldn't at ir
"Who in the %vorld would do some- Mrs. ClaUs said. "We're also having
Herndon as a semi-finalist; Anhalf either."
thing
like
that?"
she asked.
drea Sykes has been named a
snow crystal soup. treetop potatoes
"Well that is
S:int a
i
-I t was E ve
'whone from t he and minced green beans. For dessert
campus favorite; and Eddie
'But I'll tell you some; hiflL itt (IL,
Baadland
s."
Santa
said.
"He
we've
introhaving
chocolate snowwhirl reeord Santa.- .larne7.
Grogan and Johnny- Rose have
I ;oolne•—•
been named men on campus at duced a res4,1-ittion into the UN today pudding."
said. "I hope you it Iii I t.,1.1 1-.:‘ 4.1
"Sounds good." Santa laughed. Whine that w hat ht. vi
Murray State College. All are asking for my impeachment."
doing
"Eve' 'hone. Evel Whone." Mrs. "But that is Juniperperper's favor- wrong.
from Murray and Calloway
I explained that ‘‘. it how
Claus said. -Isn't he the boy who got ite."
-Christmas wouldn't Is t 111•,;1111t
County.
coal in his stocking? Burned his sis"It's yours. too." Mrs. Claus
-What did Ill' S;1. 1 ,. .11;11".•
ter's pony tail as I recall. But that laughed.
laughed
t he
Thirty years ago
was long ago."
"Well, I'll get back to my office."
Donald Crawford of Lynn
"You're right.— Santa replied. Santa said. "That cherry leaf tea hit
-Thai Evel Whom, 1-ea:I.\ is
Grove and Paul D. Jones of "Happened back in 194s. But I guess the spot. Maybe I'll call my
lawyer, one." Santa said. "I still .in iinder
Kirksey are heading the United Eve! Whone never4tr.rgot that."
James St. Goodness and hear what stand why he is doing this.Fund Drive in their areas, ac"What 1111 you think the VN will he has to say about the impeach"1 think he is mail at you because
cording to Holmes Ellis, fund do, Santa?" Mrs. Claus asked.
ment."
you once left him coal in his stock
"I know the members must hear
chairman.
"That's a fine idea. Santa." Mrs. ing." the lawyer said.
Elmus Beale. a Rotarian. what Evel Whom. has to say.- Santa Claus said. "But believe me, you
"But itlh1a:4.1%;ahseg
bait:tk
tiii
spoke at a meeting of Murray relied. "I also imagine that some don't have a worry in the world."
members
who don't believe in
"Maybe not:* Santa replied as he 1949 he got a radio, an
Rotary Club held at Murray
erector set
Christmas or happiness will support gave Mrs. Claus a kiss on the cheek.
Woman's Club House.
and many other tovs.the
resolutio
n."
"Maybe
not."
Cpl. C.R. McReynolds. son of
"But he remembers 191s and not
When Santa got back to his office the other years.- the lawyer
Mr. and Mrs. O.P. McReynolds, "You don't think you will be im.s0i.
peached. do you?" Mrs. Claus asked. he called lawyer James St. Good"That's the way. some people are.
is serving with the United States
"The way the world iv today. I ness.
They don't remember your kiniltiess
Marine Corps at Albany..Ga.
don't know," Santa replred. "There
"Hello, Jimmy," Santa said. "Did to them."
E:B. Howton, professor in is an awful Jot of
wail peoulgirt
you hear themews?".
-,
•- Weikrihmttly," Santa • 5aid.
Agriculture Department,' Mur- world. They don't want
happiness
"Yes, I did," he reppod. "And sorry you can't represent me."
ray State College, has been but prefer to live in a v:orld full of Santa I'm sorry
about it."
"I'll stay in touch." the lawyer
eleeted president of Kentucky turmoil, distrust and anger."
"What do you advise I do?"Santa said. "And Santa, good
luck."
Artifical Breeding Association
tsk. and tsk." Mrs. Claus re- asked. - •
When the conversation ended,
at a meeting held in Louisville. plied. "What will you do?"
"I'm sorry, Santa," James St. Santa scratched
A.C. Sanders of J.T. Hale "I guess I'll have to get a defense Goodness said. "But you will have to himself,"Now his head and said .t
who in the world will I
Motor Sales;Murray, hai won a ready," Santa said.
get yourself another lawyer."
ever get to represent
"Defense!" Mrs. Claus said. "I
trip to Boca Raton. Fla., from
"What?" Santa said. "You've been
don't think Santa needs a defense." my lawyer for years."
Oldsmobile Sales Division.
(Mort Ttursorrntr
I
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Giving Tree at church

4

First United Methodist Church has a Giving
Tree in the social hall of the church. This is the
sixth year for the church to participate in this opportunity to share the spirit of Christmas with
those in the community who are not as fortunate
as many others. Attached to each of 208 brightly
colored bows is a paper slip noting an item needed. the item is to be purchased and the bow, with
the slip attached, is to be placed upon the wrapped gift. All gifts should be placed under the tree
by Sunday. Dec. 15, a church spokesman said.

Optimists plan event
Murray Optimist Club will hold its annual TriStar Basketball contest for both boys and girls on
Saturday, Dec. 14, at 1 p.m. at Salloway County
Middle School Gym. The contest includes skills
in shooting, dribbling and passing for boys and
girls, ages 8 to 13. Trophies will be awarded to
first, second and third place for each age, a total
of 36 trophies awarded. First place winners Will
advance to the nxt level of competition. Entry is
free, a club spokesman said.

PA sends message

COOKBOOKS are being sold by the Murray Woman's Club. Club members are at downtown and North
branches of Peoples Bank and downtown and University branches of Bank of Murray during banking
hours this week. These books also may be purchased anytime during the year at both downtown banks,
Calloway Public Library or from any member of the Murray club. Debbie McDaniel, general finance
chairman,shows the three books that are on sale. They are from left, Kentucky Hospitality at $9.95 plus
tax; 1967 Murray Woman's Club reprinted at $5.95; and 1972 Murray Woman's Club at $4. "These
cookbook sales are just one of the many financial projects of the Murray club with funds going to civic
and service projects of the general club.
Staff photo C.,k,lnBoCdCfl

Newborn and dismissals listed by hospital
A newborn admission ty Hospital for Monday.
Newborn admission
an_d dismissals at Dec. 9. have been
Barrow baby boy,
Murray-Callo%vay Coun- released as follows:
parents, Mary and
David Barrow, boy, 321
-South 13th St.. Murray.
Large Selection
Dismissals
Mrs. Cynthia Smith
of
and baby girl. Rt. 3, Box
Maternity Wear
212A, Paris, Tenn.; Miss
Natalie Mitchell, Rt. 1,
1;
0
14
Box 90, Murray; Bobby
_
Entire Stock
Carey, Box 375. Hazel;
20% to 50% Off
Paul Reed, Box 105,
Murray: Mrs. Debra
Patterson and baby girl.
One Large Group
Rt. 1. Camden. Tenn.:
Mrs. Dovie Smith, J4
Sizes 4 44
$3-$5-$10-$15
Southside Manor,
Murray;
Mrs. Juliet Hart, 804
Mayfield Shopping Plaza -Mayfield. Ky
West Main St.. Murray;
s. Modena Latimer,

PARKER'S

Puryear Nursing Home.
Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Opal Morgan,
Rt. 6, Box 352, Murray;
Mrs. Frma Perry, 102
Garden St.. Murray;
Vivon Shelton (expired)
Rt. 5, Box 1186, Murray.

A special holiday message has been sent by
Parents Anonymous Chapter of MurrayCalloway. Inc., as follows: "Kids jingling your
bells, and you need someone to tell? Call Parents
Anonymous at 1-800-432-9251 or 762-6862. The
chapter meets each Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. with
child care available. For information call
762-6862, days.
BRITTANY JANEE OVERBY, 2-year-old
daughter of Darrell and Tammy Overby of Murray, won first place in her age division, 2 to 3, at
Southern Miss America Pageant held Dec. 1 at
Paducah. She received this trophy, her crown,
her ribbon and her entry fee to be paid to national pageant to be held in June at St. Louis, Mo.
Brittany is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Overby and Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Hutson
and the great-granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Overby:- all of Murray.

Ruth Banker, Marion Fox, Mary Gertzen
present lessons at Pottertown meeting
Three lessons were
presented -at the
November meeting of
Pottertown
Homemakers Club held
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
'Don't Count Years -

Shift Gears" was the
lesson presented by
Ruth Banker,family life
leader.
Marion Fox. foods
ltader, present-ed a
lesson on "R-ecipe Ingredients'
Substitutions."
''Christmas
Candlelighting" was the
lesson presented by
Mary Gertzen.

Landscape notes on
lawn and garden jobs in
November and selection
and care of Christmas
trees were given by Iva
ilford.
.
-Group singing was led
by Lurene Cooper with
Louise Short as pianist.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.
Mrs. Short, president,
presided. Reports were
given by Mary Moore
and Lavine Carter. A
donation was made to
7.00, 900
Christmas in MurrayEMILIO ESTEVEZ
Calloway County Park.
THAT WAS
Other members preTHEN...THIS
sent were Lucy AlderIS NOW E
dice, Bobbie Cook,
Christine Collins,
Jeanette Gamster,
7,10. 9,t0
Mary Hopson, Dolly
Lorenz, Elsie Patterson
and Anita Purvis.
The club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 11, at
10 a.m. at Colonial
central center 753-3314
House Smorgasbord.

CINE 1 & 2

Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a luncheon at noon on Friday,
Dec. 13, in Curris Center, Murray State University. Roberta Tarry is class teacher and Pauline
McCoy is class president who urge all members
and interested persons to attend.

Programs scheduled
"The Life of Christ in Living Pictures," a
-nuvrt-P-911:1...."-amatk reenactment of the Life ofChrist, will be presented at Immanuel Baptist
Church, Paducah, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Dec. 13, 14 and 15. The event will be shown
at 8 p.m. each evening. Admission is free with
persons having tickets to have guaranteed
seating until 7:45 p.m. Non-ticket holders will be
admitted after 7:45 p.m. at each performance.
The show will include a 120 member choir and
cast, 30 piece orchestra, drama, lights and narration, according to David Childers, minister of
music, and the Rev. William P. Cubine, pastor,
Immanuel Church, located at 3465 Buckner
Lane, Paducah. For more information call
1-442-4673.

NARFE plans luncheon
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday. Dec. 13, at 11:30 a.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The Chamber Singers of Calloway
County High School, directed by Lavaughn
Wells, will present a special program. All
members and persons planning to retire are invited to attend, a chapter spokesman said.

JPAA will meet tonight
Jackson Purchase Archaeological Association
will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. in Circuit Courtroom of Graves County Courthouse,
Mayfield. All interested persons are invited to attend. For more information call 1-247-7995. A.B.
Puckett, Rt. 4, Kevil, phone 1-462-3210, is
president.
AA UW

CHERI 3
1,15.9,10

ROCKY
111
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SYLVESTER
STALLONE

C:

will meet tonight

Murray Branch of American Association of
University Women will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn. This will be Membership Recognition Night and all members who
have had membership of 20 or more years will be
honored. Reservations are not necessary, a
spokesman said.

Bramley on program

7:10. A:53
Someone s gang to pay

COMMANDO
Arnold
Schwarzenegger X
7

Dorcas Class will meet

Jessica Bogard
19 month old daughter of
Rusty & Renate Bogard

0 10

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

RAMBO
FIRST BLOOD PT. 2
Sylvester Stallone (R)

Wednesday is
Tot s Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

Vision Queeteliremlles(Ode of Sillence•B. H.(Op

Nikin..sat. II am. II p.m.
Sun I p.m. 10 p.m.

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

chestnut at. 753-3314

753-0035

Clara Bramley of Murray, extension assistant
for University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, Calloway County, will appear on
Christmas program, "Favorite Family Foods,"
to be shown on "Accent" on Saturday, Dec. 14. at
6:30 p.m. on Paducah Channel 6 TV. Mrs.
Bramley will show the breads. Chef Gene
Broadley of Paducah's Executive Inn will
demonstrate how to prepare three favorite
meats — ham, turkey and prime rib — and show
how to care and garnish the meats. Other
segments of the program will feature table setting and serving and food preparation of holiday
foods — vegetables, salads, breads, desserts and
beverages. Extension assistants of the Purchase
Area and Mrs. Emma P. Maxfield are in charge
of the program. Free literature shown on the program may be obtained from Mrs. Maxfield, Aria
Extension Agent in Food and Nutrition, 110 Park
Road, Paducah, Ky.. 42001, or from any extension assistant. The local extension office is
located in the basement of Miller Courthouse Annex (old post office building) at South Fourth and
Maple Streets, Murray.

Patients dismissed

Italian Spaghett;
Special
s 1 49
ONLY

3

With Garlic Bread
Salad .5 -- itra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drink..

(LON
. TH.E. SQUARE
RsE ID'MURRAY KENTUCKY

Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include Johnnie
Jourden and Barbara Oakley, both of Murray.

PERM SPECIAL

$25,Thru

Diocember

*Ask fOr 13ftnt
or Maris -

5.
t

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You cant eat this welt et home for this price.

Doris' Beauty Salon
624 Broad Ext.

753-6474
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Holiday customs of countries listed
iwrommolia.
P kin,and Food %rii.r

eighabo6i#iti

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL students and sponsors are pictured, top photo, on steps in Capitol Building, Frankfort, while attending
26th Junior Kentucky Youth Assembly. They are, from left, top row,
Sarah
Hill, sponsor, Catherine Faughn, Lisa Culver, Amy Helm, bottom
row,
Leigh Anne Purr, Christy Smith and Jan Rose,sponsor. Persons near
top of
steps are not identified. In the bottom photo Lisa Culver presents her bill
58
before the General Assembly.

Many of our British
cousins eat turkey on
Christmas, but the roast
goose of Dickens' 'A
Christmas Carol" has
also long been a favorite
alternative.
In case you decide to
try goose this year. I advise you not to cook a
wild one that has swum
in salt water and has
subsisted on seafood.
The meat tends to be
tough and the flavor is
fishy. But geese raised
domestically, or those
which feed on rice, are
usually good.
The French have a big
meal after church on
Christmas Eve to usher
in the holiday. Baked
ham is a favorite, but
many people shun meat
that night and serve eel
baked on a bed of leeks,
moistened with white
wine.
In Germany, where

wild game abounds.
hunters try to bag a deer
or wild boar.
In Brazil, below the
equator, Christmas
comes during their summer and usually people
serve a fish pie on
Christmas Eve and
celebrate the day with a
picnic.
There are other differences in Latin
America. In Nicaragua,
for instance. the
Yuletide feast is often
built around a platter of
tamales.
In Sweden, where the
Yule roast may be ham,
a featured dish is highly
flavored red cabbage
This meal is led off with
the traditional
smorgasbord including
such delicacies as
spareribs, sausage,
pickled herring and a
liver paste.
The African nations
have ideas of their own
_

Best-selling records listed
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of Dec. 8 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have
been released as
follows:
1. "Nobody Falls Like
A Fool," Earl Thomas
Conley
2. "The Chair,"
George Strait
3. "Lie To You For
Your Love," The
Bellamy Brothers
4 "Stand Up," Mel

McDaniel
5. "You Make Me Feel
Like A Man," Ricky
Skaggs
6. "Have Mercy," The
Judds
7. "I Don't Mind The
Thorns (If You're The
Rose)," Lee Greenwood
"Somebody Else's
Fire," Janie Fricke
9. "Morning Desire,"
Kenny Rogers
10. "Betty's Bein'
Bad,'"Sawyer Brown

Calloway at assembly
•

The State YMCA- of
Kentroky sponsored the
26th .unior Kentucky
Youtt assembly in
Louisville and
Framcfort, Oct. 30
througi Nov. 2.
Attriding 'from
Callovay County Middle
Scho)1 were Lisa
Culv,r, Catherine
Faugrn, Leigh Ann
Furr, Amy Helm and
Chr sty Smith,
studeri.s, and Jan Rose
and Lnd Sarah Hill,
advisors.
Ths program is
desigied to provide first

hand experience for the and Helm, sponsors.
youth in state legislative The bill was endorsed
affairs.
by both houses but the
CCMS students in- governor, Heather
troduced two bills that Clark, refused to sign.
Culver and Helm then
appeared on the agenda
for consideration in the brought their bill before
Capitol building.
the General Assembly
One bill, attacking a but failed to get the relocal issue (Bill 59) was quired % vote for the
recommended as a bill to become a law.
"Furr did a
resolution. Smith and
remarkable job as partFaughn were sponsors.
Bill 58, concerning time lobbyist and pressnon-smoking areas in person," Advisor Rose
restaurants of over 25 said. Her article on
persons, was addressed "Lobbying" was
in the Joint Committee published in the State
and Senate by Culver YMCA newsletter.

Many can't match parents

for Christmas feasting.
In Ethiopia, for Instance, raw meat is a
Yuletide delicacy. In
Ghana, they feast on
goat and in Algiers, it is
roast pheasant, which
would doubtless go well
in this country.
In Norway, delicious
teacakes are served
during Christmas Day.
In Armenia, the
villagers eat no meat for

a week before the
Yuletide, and no food at
all on the last day. On
Christmas Eve, after
chtrch service they
serve a supper dish such
as this Boulgeur Pilav.
cup raw lamb, diced 3
cups
. water 2 teaspoons
salt 1 cup rice or cracked wheat Small onion,
chopped 3 tablespoons
melted butter 1,4 teaspoon pepper

Put cubes of meat into
a saucepan with water
and salt. Let boil until
meat is nearly done.
Add rice or cracked
wheat and cook 30
minutes, not allowing
stock to reduce below
21/2 cups. Brown finely
chopped onion in-butter
and pour over meat.
Add pepper. Set aside
for 15 minutes to settle
before serving.

Special Gifts For
Special People
Cosmetics

Christmas Gift Sets
Fragrances Include: Scented Candles
a4,441a/ti

inc

Youth Dew
Estee
Aliage
Azuree
Cinabar
Private Collection
White Linen
*And introducing the new
Beautiful

GERMAINE

Cosmetics &

MONTEIL

Christmas Gift Sets

Fragrances include: Royal Secret. Galore.
Champagne
•

Charles of the Ritz Cosmetics &
Christmas Gift Sets
Fragrances include: Charles of the Ritz, Ritz

SLED!)

EVYNN PERFUMES,in

BOYD
Insurance
Agency

Fragrances include: White Shoulders, Most Prescious,
Red Baron for men)

Christmas Gift Sets

Christmas Gift Sets

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Colognes include; Aramis, Devin

MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
We are your
Mobile Home
Insurance Headquarters

*Buy any Aratnis gift set & receive a FREE umbrella!
Come Shopping With Us
At

Use our
Layaway!

dirgr
Oafteit
on chest t
Open Sunda

1-5

WWHINGTON ( AP ) Families are postponing are being lost. Young
— Mary members of the having children. Good • people feel substantial
"baby boom" genera- jobs in nianufacturing economic pressure."
tion, low in their 30s,
The first persons to drive from San Francisco
are Hiding they can't
matct their parents' to New York City in an automobile were H.
middle class Nelson Jackson "And Sewall K. Crocker. They
achierements of nice made the trip in 1903. It took them 63 days.
homel financial security andchildren's education, he authors of a
All Skirts, Sweaters
new study said'
and Sweater Vests
Saturcity.
"Allaround us. there
are sitris that the middle cliss is in trouble,"
said tie study commissioned by the congressional Joint Economic
Comrrittee.
"Sirgle persons are
postponing marriage.

Welcome!

10% Off
Open: Mon-Sat 9-5

Sue's
Discount Jeans
Hwy. 121 at SWIRL 753-2493

e,
r

•Deborah
David
Parker
•Felesia Montgomery
•Carolvn
Phillip
lowa-rd
•Cvnthia&\\illiam
Parrish
•Cvnthia
Ntark Smith
•Debra
Eddie White
•Debra
Tony
Patterson
•Tercsa
Rickv Clary

•Teresa Y Ronald Pcck
•Lori
Ricky
Raspberry
•Ronda
Darren
Langston
•Cathv .& Gilbert
Ii is
•Kathv
Kenneth
Erwin
•lathx- Charles Wilson

Maternity Wear and Nursing
Mothers Apparel
*Holiday Dresses, skirts, blouses, pants & lingerie
We carry a wide selection of boy's and girl's snowsuits(6-24 months)and snow pants(.4-6X)
— 20-day Performance Guarantee
— Lifetime Warranty

and iftel

Mon-Wed

Thurs-at
Sun

Maternity and Childrens Shoppe—
1-5

'1.2)-any Now for ChrwmaN

Central Shopping- Center

•-viilliorNen.••

Pa Ie9

759-9578

•

•
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Coining community events
Tuesday. Dec. 10

Tuesday, Dec. 10

Alzheimer's Support
Group will meet at 4.30
p.m. in private dining
room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
---Annual Madrigal Dinner will begin at 6:45

p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom. Murray State
University. For information call 762-4288
- --•
Faith and Work Circle
of Kirksey United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church

Tuesday, Dec. 10

Tuesday, Dec. 10

parsonage.
Louella Beddoe Group
of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Genevieve
Adams.
- --Lydian Sunday School

We Sell Only The Best
Let Gibsons ship that
Country Ham now so it
will be sure to get
there for the holidays.
Choice Sides of
225 Lb. or 300 Lb.

Beef

No Chorus tot CutIony

Lb.

Wreppny& Freeing

Partin

Sausage

Lb.

Aged

/
1 2, Whole or
Center Slices

Country Ham

Order Gibson's Delicious
Country Baked Ham for
the Holidays now!
- Wholesale & Retail Meat -

GIBSON HAM CO.

Wednesday, Dec. 11
Homemakers Clubs
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30 will meet as follows:
p m. in Fellowship Hall. Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
Colonial House
- - -Smorgasbord; South
Murray TOPS (tke
Pleasant Grove at 11
off pounds sensibly
a.m. with Ola Brandon.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
---at Health Center.
Blankenship Circle of
- --South Pleasant Grove
Murray Lions Club
United Methodist
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Church Women will
Murray Woman's Club
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
House.
Western Sizzlin
-- - Restaurant.
Murray Star Chapter
---No. 433 Order of the
Murray Bass Club is
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
hall
Stockade.
------Murray Moose Legion
Session meeting will
meeting will be at 8 p.m. be at 7:30 p.m. at First
with officers to meet at 7 Presbyterian Church.
p.m.
Choir practice will be at
--- 6:30 p.m.
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
---at American Legion
Ladies Bible Class of
Building, South Sixth University Church of
and Maple Streets.
Christ will meet at 10
- -- a.m.
Skating party for
---Carter and Robertson
Wesleyan and Ruth,
Schools will be from 6 to Wilson Circles of First
h p.m. at Roller Skating United Methodist
of Murray.
Church Women will
have a joint meeting at
Jackson- Purchase Ar- 6:30 p.m. with Barbara
chaeological Associa- Erwin.
tion will meet at 7:30
---p.m. in Circuit CourHannah Circle of First
trloal Graves County United Methodist
Courthouse, Mayfield.
Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. with
Murray Branch of Mary Ellen DeBoer.
---AAUW will meet at 7
Covenant Prayer
p.m. at Holiday Inn. No
reservations are Group will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
necessary.
Methodist Church.
----

Business Deductions

This year may be the
last year to get
investment tax credit
Buy now in 1985

Phone 753-1601 '
p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N 3rd St.
7 a.m.-'12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"'

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S. 12th St. Murray 753 2617
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Live Nativity Scene
will be at 7:45 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
---Children's Choir Protram of First Baptist
Church will be at 6:45
p.m.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Uncle Joe's Discount at
Dover, Tenn., from 9 to
11 a.m.
-- --

Wednesday, Dec. 11
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third- floor
classroom of Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
---MSU Chess Club will
meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Housing Programming Council of Murray
State University will
sponsor a Christmas
Crafts Bazaar from 3 to
7 p.m. in Hart Hall
Coffeehouse.
-- - Ladies bridge with
Mayrelle Clark as
hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---' Murray Moose Legion
will have a dove supper
at 7 p.m.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library will be
Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.

Thursday,Dec. 12
Thursday,Dec. 12
Dexter Homemakers
Jackson Purchase
Club is scheduled to Section of American
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Society for Quality ConDexter Community trol will have Spouse's
Center.
'Night at 6 p.m. at Holi---day Inn, Mayfield.
Murray Chapter No.
- -92 Royal Arch Masons
Prepared Childbirth
and Murray Chapter Class will be at 7 p.m. in
No. 50 Royal and Select third floor classroom,
Masters will meet at Murray-Calloway Coun7:30 p.m. at Murray ty Hospital.
Masonic Lodge Hall.
------Faculty Brass Quintet
Senior citizens ac- of Murray State Univertivities will be from 10 sity will present a free
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel concert at 8 p.m. in Farand Douglas Centers rell Recital Hall, Fine
and from 10 a.m. to 3 Arts Center, MSU.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
------Young -in -Hearts
Murray High School Class of Seventh and
Student Council will Poplar Church of Christ
have its Christmas par- will leave at 9 a.m. on a
ty from 3 to 5 p.m. in field trip to Nashville.
school cafeteria.
------Adult III Department
J.V. and Varsity Girls of Sunday School, First
Basketball Teams of Baptist Church, Dr. Ray
Murray High School will Moore, superintendent,
play Carlisle County at will have a potluck.supMurray. Pep band wil per at 6:30 p.m. in
play.
Fellowship Hall of
---church.
Kentucky Nurses
---Association District 13
Mothers Day Out will
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at be at 9 a.m. a: First
Happy House Baptist Church.
Restaurant, Mayfield.
----

AUBURN WELLS,left, Jean Murdock and Dorothy Norris, Calloway'oun•
ty Public Library Volunteers, have just completed counting the preeeds
from the used book and magazine sale at the library, sponsored ty the
Volunteers. The funds will be used on the antique photo collection ad the
proposed printing of the photos in book form. The photos are a pioorial
history collection of Calloway County from its beginning to 1935.
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Model GSD70013
•)
Model TBX18AG

5-CYCLE
POTSCRUBBER •
DISHWASHER
Temperature Sensor System 5-cycle wash selection including energy saver
dry option Ten year full
warranty on PermaTuf•
tub and door liner (ask for
dektils) 2-level wash
action

•) 17.7 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
WITH ICEMAKER!
1/.5 5 01 Cu ft freezer Factory $63995
.
•
n sta I ed icemaker with
.-. removable ice bin 3 door

(I) shelves-One holds six
• packs Energy saver

switch Textured doors

Free
lcemaker

$368
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Spacemaker II
Microwave Oven
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A subscription to The Warray Ledger K.- Times is
one of the most thoughtful and appreciated t Aritamas gifts you could give. . . because they can pop',
it each day Monday through Satiirda%.
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UPSWEPT COOK TOPSMART STYLING

318

Co..=
LARGE SkLECTION
•)
.
911
SERVICE AFTER SALE
**:=
HUGE PARTS INVENTORY
)
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICEMEN .4 1
INSTANT CREDIT WITH
(51),
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENT
?.*

Visit One Of The Largest And Most
Complete Display Floors Of G.E. Appliances
In Western Kentucky

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street - 753-1586
Howard Coy EL John Simmons Owners
(5)
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Just Fill Out The Handy Coupon Below For
This Very Special Christmas Gift.'
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Model JEM10
• Wide 8 Cu ft cavity
• Easy to install in less than an hour
• Time Cooking with 35-minute timer
• Defrost cycle
• Variable Power
Levels
• 5-Year Limited
Warranty-Carry-In
Service (Parts &
Labor) See warranty
for details

Our Circulation Department trill eren send a card
explaining that this is a giftfrom you.
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McConnell says he is not wanted at negotiations
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell says
federal officials canceled a
meeting concerning Big Rivers
Electric Corp.'s financial problems because they don't want
him involved in negotiations.
McConnell said he wanted to
attend a Dec. 17 meeting involving Big Rivers officials, the
Rural Electrification Ad-

ministration, the U.S. Justice
Department and two banks that
have backed bonds the utility
issued for its D.B. Wilson power
plant in Ohio County. The panel
is known as the "working
group."
He said he called the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, the
REA's parent agency, to say he
would be present for the session,

Deattk
i

By Abigail
Van Buren

and learned later from the REA
that the meeting had been called
off.
"I think they don't want an interested member of Congress to
truly know what's happening,"
McConnell said Monday in a
statement issued by his
Washington, D.C., office.
Jeanne Kling, a USDA
spokeswoman in Washington,
said today that government officials were surprised by McConnell's statement.
The meeting was canceled
because members of the working group hadn't had time to
study a consultant's report on
the utility's problems, she said.
Kling added that she wasn't sure
anyone other than members of
the working group would be
allowed to attend the meeting
when it is rescheduled.

McConnell held a hearing at
Henderson Nov. 11 to find out
what was being done about the
Henderson-based utility's situation. The hearing included
testimony from every interested
party except the government.
McConnell also asked
Agriculture Secretary John
Block in a letter to persuade the
government drop its suit against
Big Rivers, which owes $1.1
billion for government loans. He
says he hasn't received an
answer.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone ordered a five-month
delay in action in the Big Rivers
case at a pre-trial conference
Nov. 23, and McConnell said he
thinks that might help the utility
by giving it more time to sell its
surplus power.

Woman Who Survived Attack Children treated at White House
Is Now Bound in Red Tape
DEAR ABBY: Three years ago I
DEAR ABBY: As a smoker, I
was raped, beaten and left (or dead want to thank you for your
response
in the middle of nowhere. I found to "Smoked Out," who asked
if she
my way back, identified my attacker had the right to complain
about a
and pressed charges. We went to chain-smoker seated next
to her at a
court, and he is now serving five to baseball game.
seven years. He was up for parole
Your reply: "You had every right
once and was denied. My problem: to complain. Most smokers
need
At the time of the attack, the police only be told politely that their
smoke
took all my personal belongings for is offensive, and they promptly
react
evidence—including the jewelry and with courtesy and consideration."
clothes they took off me in the
Yes, just ask me and I'll gladly
hospital. They told me I couldn't cooperate. I have learned
to be
have anything back until after the assertive. If I want to smoke
in a
case was over.
taxi and the driver doesn't want me
After the jerk was sentenced, I to, I get another cab.
asked for my things and was told I
D.K. CARNAHAN,
would have to wait until the case
NEW YORK
was appealed. Next they tell me that
the case has to be typed up, the
DEAR D.K.: Some cab drivers
judge must read it, sign it, then it are assertive, too. They
light up
must be filed. They said they "lost" without asking their
passengers'
my things. Two months later they permission. And if the
passenfound everything.
gers object, they're told to find
I have been calling them once a another cab.
month for three years, and I still
don't have anything back! I keep
•••
getting one stall after another; they
say the courts are very busy now,
and I will have to wait.
DEAR ABBY: You are always on
OK,now that I have explained my your soapbox about cigarette smokpredicament, I would like to forget ers fouling the air. Well, how about
this ugly incident once and for all, all those people who put on so much
but I can't get it out of my mind perfume, you could gag?
until I get my things back. Can you
Everywhere you go lately you're
help me?
practically asphyxiated by the fraFED UP grances. It's bad enough when
IN CONNECTICUT women bathe in perfume, but now
.that=en have also taken to-smelling
DEAR FED UP: Yes. There is pretty, a person needs a gas mask to
a non-profit organization that keep from fainting.
helps people like you. It is VicYou can edit this any way you
tims for Victims, 1800 S. Robert- want to, but please get it in the
son Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. column before the holidays. Thanks.
90035. Write to it, describe your
GAGGING IN CAMDEN, N.J.
problem and enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope for a
DEAR GAGGING: No editing
reply.
necessary. Readers, "Gagging"
The people there are masters has a point. Ralph Waldo Emerat cutting red tape and letting son said, "Moderation is espeople know what their rights sential to the enjoyment of
are and how to obtain them. If everything." Right on, Ralph!
you live in Philadelphia, New
York or Santa Barbara, Calif.,
•• •
you can contact the local chapters. 'l'o start a chapter in your
(Problems? Write to Abby. For a perown community, write to the
Los Angeles chapter for particu- sonal, unpublished reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby,
lars.
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood. Calif.
90038. All correspondence is confidential.)

ick Off
Your Shoes
eAe
d Kentucky Center
el\add for the Arts
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December 25—Peter
Rowan and Mark
O'Connor Tonight'
3
so,c1A•
•

Irr

What kind of day will tomorrow he' To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your- birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER II. l9tir)
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Affairs at a distance are happily
highlighted ,Some make plans for
travel. Friends afford you opportuni
ties that are much to your liking.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll come up with innovative
methods to add to overall security.
Favors come from others and career
interests get a favorable boost.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be making plans for
holiday travel. Luck comes through a
loved one. Togetherness is today's
theme. Romance is yours to erkloy.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A lucky assignment could drop into
your lap. It's a good time to purchase
office supplies or to use experimental
methods in your work_
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may go out to some place
special. Its the perfect time for
relaxation and you'll have someone
special to share this happy day with
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
-SU
0, Whether it's a home improvement
project or dinner for two, you can
expect success with all domestic
enterprises_ Free-lancers meet with
luck.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to()(1.221
Creative projects get the green
light. Capitalize on today's inspiration. Gooirnevs makes for happiness. Local travel is favored.
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HARDWARE STORES

rm

I

2.1

P

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
A once in a lifetime buy is possible
today Unexpected company drops
by Real estate transactions are
favorable Income should improve
SAG ITTARnis
22 to Ilec 21)
It certainly is tune to do your own
thing or to become your OW71 person
Accent individuality To Ovine own
self toe true'
CAPRICORN
(Flee 22 to Jan 19
Behind-the scenes' developments
are favorable to you careerwise Time
by yourself is well spent Continue
with projects that interest you
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2)) to Feb 18)
Social life picks up for you dramatically and puts you in a party
giving mood Some rise to promi
nence in connectnin with a club
activity
PISCES
(Feb lt9to Mar 20)
•NEW
A business plan kept under wraps
is now ready to be unveiled Connec wins help out now and .you should
end this day in a good position .
YOU BORN TODAY are dramatic•.
high-strung and idealistic Though
your ideas are liable to be ahead of
their time, you should avoid business
risks. You belong in creative areas
though you would also make a fine
physician Do not let a desire for
St'CUrIty cause you to sell out on your
dreams. keep your aspirations high
and learn to listen to your intuition
Also, do not expect others to live up
to your ideals.

qi1P.

(Nov.

A
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ave
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Your local independently owned True Value' Hardware Store has national chain-buyi
ng power.

L

ial HolidaySavings
1 % off all items lintv
Store Wide

10,0 off

December 11—Kornog
and DesaunayiLeBigot
' ft
December 18—J D.
Crowe & New South.
Doc McConnell's One
Man Medicine Show &
Art Stamper and Friends

7 P.M. Eastern,
6 P.M. Central
On ,our

In the State Dining Room, the
youngsters ogled a 3-foot-high
gingerbread house, baked by
assistant executive chef Hans
Raffert. Lights beamed through
the illuminated windows of the
house to show a Red Room,
Green Room and Blue Room, as
well as a "Truman Balcony" —
all characteristics of the White
House itself.

Fraaces Drake

wil‘DP
•

TOO/

Coupon

iiand come home to the

Every Wednesday nIght

Accompanied by Scott — arrayed in Stnta's costume —
Snow White, Goofy and a few
Cabbage Patch kids, the first
lady escorted her diminutive
guests to the East Room. They
had been treated to a mime
show by Avner the Eccentric
and Lewis — star of the
"Webster" series — and had
crooned along with Christmas
songs in the East Room.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
Dec. 13, 14& 15th Only

•

The Lonesome Pine Special
Trad,tioral music dance
and entertainment from
Kentucky and the world

WASHINGTON (AP) — Nancy Reagan warbled "Deck the
Halls" along with weatherman
Willard Scott and television star
Emmanuel Lewis to help get
sortie 350 children into the
Christmas spirit after opening
the doors of a White House
decorated in turn-of-the-century
style.
The children — many attired
in the caftans, kimonos or turbans of their native lands — are
the offspring of the Capitol
City's diplomatic corps and are
treated each year to a party and
tour of the White House in its
new holiday finery.
"We wish you all a very merry
Christmas — but would you all
like to have something to eat and
drink?" Mrs. Reagan asked
Monday, getting a roar of approval from her young audience.
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SHOP US FIRST

AROUND THE HOUSE

Rickman
Norsworthy

Reader asks advice on storm window condensation

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 S. 4th Murray
Stnre Hours:
7.S Mon.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.

753-6450

Rickman Norsworthy
is celebrating its

END OF YEAR
INVENTORY

20% off
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EVERY ITEM
IN THE STORE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY!
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CASH & CARRY 'ONLY
SHOP US FIRST ilealre..it

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Q. — I have read
about how condensation
occurs on a window
when warm air settles
on a cold pane, but I
need some advice on
what is happening on
two of my living room
windows. We have
storm windows on both
of those windows. When
condensation took place
on the inside of the
storm windows last
year, we were told that
the storm windows must
not have been airtight,
so we did everything we
could to make them so,
adding weatherstripping and caulking. It was
near the end of the cold
season and we could not
be sure this remedy had
worked. We find this
season that the same
thing is happening —
that is. the inside of the
storm windows get wet
and drip down. I sure
hope you can solve this
problem for us.
A. — The inside of the
storm windows would
not be fostering condensation unless warm air
settling on them.
The conclusion is that
the warm air is coming
from inside the house.
In other words. it is getting through your
regular windows. To
prevent this, you have to
make them airtight:
You don't say, but
presumably they are
double-hung windows.
which -usually are at
fault because of the
space between the two
windows at the center.
After checking the putty
around the pane to be
sure air is not leaking
through it. weatherstrip
wherever there is a
space through which air

can pass. If warm air
cannot touch the insides
of the storm windows,
there will be no condensation there.
Q. — We have
baseboard heating. One
of the sections does not
heat up as quickly as the
others. What causes
this?
A. — Sounds like trapped air. Air vents on the
baseboard unit can be
opened up to bleed the
air. If this doesn't correct the condition, you
will need a plumber or
heating contractor to
check out the system.

A. — The condition is
known as either checking or alligatoring,
depending on how
severe it is. In its early
stages, it is called
checking. If the lines
are not severe, you
might get by sanding
them down before pain-

Q. — We have a concrete patio we would
like to color. I understand that in most cases
you can't color concrete
except during the
original construction,
but I nave also heard of
a method called
"dusting." Can you tell
me anything about it?
A. — Dusting involves
sprinkling colored
powder on the surface of
the concrete and then
working it into the concrete with a wood trowel
and a steel trowel.
However, this must be
done while the concrete
is hardening, so it cannot be used on a patiothat is several years old.
It appears that staining
or painting the concrete
is your likely solution:Q. = My house was
painted about five years
ago. It has stood up pretty well until now, when I
notice that some parts
of the wood siding have
developed small cracked lines in them that
cross all over each
other. What causes this
and how can I correct it
before repainting'

Ong. But the condition,
known as alligatoring —
socalled because it
resembles the skin of an
alligator — requires
removal of the paint. All
surfaces of this kind can
be due to any one of a
number of reasons or a
combination of them.

Among the causes are
painting over a dirty
surface, using one kind
of paint over another
without a primer or ap.
plying an inferior paint.
but in most cases, it is
the result of not allowing sufficient drying
time between coats.

NOW
OPEN!
Murray Hours:
Monday through Friday 7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

NOW
Homeowners eca Contractors
Do Not Have To
Pay Higher Prices

Treas Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
fq Your Complete Home Building Supply Center Cq
*Other Locations — Benton & Lake City, KY*
54Fialt
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AND MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY

ACE

Register for Free Prizes

Offer You Practical Gifts For Christmas
— Plus
HARDWARE

Muray Supply will have a drawing for
1. a Kerosene Heater
2. a Case Collectors edition of Roy Acuff Knive
Set in a Music Box
3. a Skil Twist Rechargable Power Screwdriver

There are a few more days to get a

discount on all items marked
with an ACE Hardware Price Tag
Through Thurs., Dec. 12

(Sale Items Excluded)
Cash & Carry

Wholesale Electric will have
a drawing to give away
1. a Tappan Microwave
2. a Paddle Fan, and a
3. $159 Genie Garage
Door Opener.
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easy reading angle Folds up
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Carkeek Reek

Rog. 21.88

Folds by lifting handle. Features a sturdy
steel frame, molded safety treads and
leg taps. With 8/
1
2- and 17- step heights.
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Company written letter by NHTSA
WASHINGTON (AP)
— A spokesman for Honda Motor Co. declined to
say whether the company would respond to a
government request to
recall 1 million 1979-80
Accord and Civic
models to correct, if
necessary, front seat
belts that fail to retract
properly.

"The company received a letter from the
NHTSA (National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration),"
American Honda Motor
Co. Inc. spokesman
Takanori Sonoda said
Monday. "The company
is undertaking the study
of that issue, and that's
about all."

The Center for Auto
Safety, a group founded
by Ralph Nader, said
Monday that the NHTSA
directive was in the
November summary of
defect investigations.
The consumer group
claimed that Honda has
received at least 140
complaints about seat
belts not retracting pro-

perly in the 1979-81 Accord and Civic models
and has made some
repairs under the warranty provisions.
Faulty retraction of
the belts could affect the
way the belts work in an
accident, said Dan
Howell, a spokesman
for the Center for Auto
Safety.

Seven persons arrested during raids
BRANDENBURG,
'Ky. (AP) — Seven people were arrested during raids at a rural
Meade County farm and

two Louisville apartments in connection
with what the FBI called one of the largest
clandestine drug

Three die, mobile home fire
NICHOLASVILLE,
Ky. (AP) — Three people were killed in a fire
in their mobile home in
Jessamine County,
authorities said.
The victims were
identified as EliVeth
Sue Cochran, 23; her
son, Stanley Ray
Cochran, 2; and Mark
Allen Berryman, 18.
Mike Wheeler, assistant chief of the
Jessamine County
Volunteer Fire Depart-

ment, said firemen arrived at the trailer at
6:47 a.m. Monday. It
was located at the Tates
Creek Trailer Park,
about 12 miles east of
Nicholasville near the
Fayette County line, he
said.
The fire, which apparently started in a
couch, had already
burned out. The three
occupants died from
smoke inhalation, he
said,

laboratories in the central United States.
Joel A. Carlson,
special agent in charge
of the FBI in Kentucky,
said experts estimated
the laboratory at a farm
in Guston could produce
up to $8 million in illegal
drugs.
The laboratory was
capable of producing up
to 220 pounds of
Methamphetamine,.also
known as "speed" and
"crank" in the illegal
drug trade, Carlson said
In a statement.
Narcotics, cash,
vehicles, records,
documents and other
items were siezed Monday in addition to the
components of the II-

OBITUARIES
Vivon 0. Shelton, 84, dies
Vivon 0. Shelton, 84,
of Rt. 5, Murray, died
Monday at 8:55 p.m. at
Murray-CaIloway County Hospital.
He was a member of
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
Born Jan. 19, 1901, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
George Elmer Shelton
and Mary Ellen Barnett
Shelton.,
Two brothers, Hassell
Shelton and Bill Shelton,
both died in 1979.
His wife, Mrs. Carman Dowdy Shelton, to

Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Thomas, 56, 1508
Henry St., Murray, died
Sunday at 1:20 a.m. at

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Industrial Average
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Briggs & Stratton
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am 28 years
old and have had active psoriasis all
over my body for five years. It seems
to have started after the birth of my
first child. I have used dozens of medications (currently Diprolene) and use
a sunlamp seven days a week. No matter what I use, it either does not work
or it is a temporary (one- to two-week)
solution. Is there any help for me?
DEAR READER — Psoriasis is
more than a heartbreak for many patients. However,you seem to be in the
hands of a capable dermatologist who

Johnson's
rites today

Funeral rites for Mrs.
Imagene Johnson are
today at 2 p.m. in chapel
of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
Julian Warren is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Dale
Morgan. Darrel
Morgan. Jimmy
Holland, Wayne
Holland, Eddie Don
Turner and Bill
Berberch. Burial will
follow in Brewers
Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson, 63, of
Rt. 1, Benton, died Sunday at 1 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She is survived by her
husband, James
Johnson; two
daughters, Mrs. Diane
Barsher and Mrs. June
Turner; one son, Gary
Johnson; two sisters,
Mrs. Ava Lou Morgan
and Mrs. Novice
Holland; two brothers,
Orlyn Johnston and
Glen Johnston; five
grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

Auction not held

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
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Penwalt .
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C.E.F. Yield
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Let Us Mail You A Check
For Up To $700!
•AMC will pay you $400 on all 1985 and 1986 Alliance and Encore Base,
L, S, or Electronic models and $700 on all 1985 and 1986 Alliance and
Encore DL, LS, GS, Limited and Convertible Models (excl. 1985 Convertibles) delivered by Jan. 10th.

WASHINGTON
AP
The government's
regular Monday auction
of short-term Treasury
securities was postponed this week because of
congressional failure to
pass legislation raising
the debt limit.
The Treasury Department had been scheduled to auction $7.6 billion
in three-month bills and
the same amount in sixmonth bills.

BUENOS AIRES,
Argentina (AP) — A
civilian court found five
former military rulers
guilty of responsibility
for thousands of kidnappings and killings in a
1970s campaign against
leftists, and sentenced
them to prison terms
varying from 41,42 years
to life.
The trial that ended
with the reading of verdicts Monday marked
the first time Argentine
military officials had
been tried by a civilian
court, and the first time
in Latin America that
members of a former
military regime were
judged for human rights
abuse.
The six-judge federal
panel ordered life imprisonment for ex President Jorge Videla
and former navy commander Emilio
Massera, and terms of
17 years for former
President Roberto
Viola, eight for ex-navy
leader Armando Lambruschini and 4142 years
for former air force
chief Orlando Agosti.
Four others, ex President Leopoldo
Galtieri, former navy

*Off•r rinds January O. 1186
Ker1.611,
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wrap up its business for
the year, and that
special status makes it
an attractive target for
senators looking for a
way to assure passage
of their pet projects.
The bill would replace
a temporary spending
measure that expires at
midnight Thursday, and
final Senate passage is
expected either late today or Wednesday.
Senate Republican
Whip Alan Simpson of
Wyoming referred to
the bill as a
"remarkable piece of
legislation" — and said
the leadership's job of
counting possible
amendments was akin
to a hunter "flushing

quail" from cani(,
ed hiding places
Among the arr,enl
ments that passed Mr,r.
day was one by St.,
John Glenn. I (rt..•
that would restr; ti.
port of
technology to
under the Heag;.in
ministration . agreement unles,
mg agrees to ().t -!d.verification that tt,,
equipment is
peaceful uses
The Rea g a :.
ministration oppo,--,
the restriction, but
attempt to table. at .!
thus kill it.
,,defeated, 59-2$, aril
was then adopt.-d
voice vote

chief Jorge Anaya and
ex -air force commanders Omar Graffigna and Basilio Lami
Dozo, were acquitted.
In statements
preceding the verdicts,
Court President Leon
Arslanian said the
federal judges had
reviewed both national
and international law
and had not found "a
single law that justifies.
.. the acts made known
at this trial."
Leaders of some
human rights organizations criticized the acquittals and said most
sentences were too
lenient.
Monday night, about
3,000 people marched in
protest around the
historic obelisk on
Buenos Aires,' broad
Ninth of July Avenue.
They carried a banner
that said "Trial and
Punishment for the
Guilty" and chanted,
"They made it a circus
and set them free!"
An investigating commission picked by President Raul Alfonsin
reported that at least
9,000 people died or
disappeared in an antisubversion campaign

launched by three successive military juntas
in the 1970s.
Videla alone was convicted of responsibility

_
FRAMERS
GALL
ERY
Dixieland Center
Betty

Same Day to 5 Day Service!
ii Santa's Checklist
Custom & Designer Framing

for 66
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homicide. 306 of ;•;:ol_a;,
ping, 93 of torture ;i1 ,1
of robbery.

SHELTER
INSURANCE
CAR INSURANCE
Another good
from the
Shield of Shelter

Needlework Specialists
Ready Made Frames
Ray Charles Fans,' Prints
Bill Granstatt Prints
Ken Holland Prints
Duck Prints
Early American Prints
_Teddy Bear Prints
Occupation & Sport Prints
Floral 8 Bird Prints
Wild Animal Prints
Bird Dog & Hunting Prints
_ Old Barn & Wood Prints
_ Coca-Cola Prints

VProson4 this Ad tor Discount.

753-0077 Murray
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AT SHELTER,
ITS A MATTER OF
PERSONAL PRIDE
Agent-Don Cullen
201 N. 5th
759-1033
UMW

Business Deductions
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
We con onto', Stumps uo
to 34 below the ground
435•4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

This year may be the
lost year to get
investment tax credit
Boy now in 1985
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet. Inc.
S 12th St Mur,ay 753 2617

YOU CAN'T BUY this
washing machine...
BUT YOU CAN USE IT HERE!
‘. ,k
.."-'ONLY

Perfect For
•Permanent Press
•Delicates
•Cottons
,•

50°

Only At The
6th & Poplar •
;

You'll get the Cleanest, Whitest,

Brightest Wash ever...
We Guarantee It!
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If she becomes disabled, she will not
be able to be there when he really
needs her.
For most people. going to the doctor
is a lot like waiting for a spanking The
anticipation is often more fearsome
than the event itself. As I'm sure you
know, many symptoms turn out to be
less serious than they were originally
perceived to be. In addition, those that
are serious are almost always easier
to treat
before they
become
catastrophic.
What your mother may need most is
some firm but gentle encouragement
to look out for herself so she can continue to be healthy and useful I ant
sure that your father would want this
for her Really sick patients are usual
ly comforted to see that loved ones
continue to make a commitment to
keeping themselves well Your mother
will need good health in order to meet
the challenges that lie ahead fir her
Send your questions to Dr i;‘,If ,r:
care of this newspaper at PO BOA
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101 but ti
volume of mail, individual questions
cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be answered in !uture columns

Former rulers sentenced in Brazil

Take advantage of this
great offer now!
•

P.At.E

Senate votes restrictions on exports

WASHINGTON (API Indiana; and provided
— Like holiday shoppers $1.7 million to construct
in a department store, fish hatchery facilities
members of the Senate on the Nisqually River
are rushing up and down in Washington.
the legislative aisles,
At the same time, the
tossing a few tempting senatorial shoppers reitems into a $498 billion jected a proposal to cut
yearend spending bill, the government's conbut rejecting others as tributions to the United
inappropriate.
Nations; defeated a
Thus, in the course of plan to restore $91
11 hours of debate on a million to the Internal
single, mammoth Revenue Service
measure, the Senate on budget; and rebuffed
Monday slapped new two attempts to delay or
Edmonds. Murray; four restrictions on export of reduce anticipated ingreat-grandchildren; nuclear technology to creases in hospital fees
several nieces and the People's Republic of charged to Medicare
China; called for $3 patients.
nephews.
million in new federal
The measure is one of
loans to eliminate several "must-pass"
unpleasant odors at an bills Congress needs to
alcohol fuels facility in complete before it can

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
93%
19%
241/8
27%
42%
14
23%
15

Mother should
see a doctor

is undoubtedly aware of new treatments for this chronic skin condition.
One of the new therapies uses methotrexate, an anti-cancer drug. Ask your
doctor if he thinks this would be appropriate for you.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My mother is
69 and in reasonably good health, although overweight (5 feet 2, 190
pounds). She has been complaining of a
constant nagging ache in her lower
left groin. Pressure doesn't hurt, but
it's always there. My father is very
sick with cancer and my mother refuses to see a doctor for fear of worrying him. She had a gallbladder operation 15 years ago and a cytoscope for
kidney stones three years ago. She
says it's a "gas pocket," but it never
goes away. Could this be dangerous'
DEAR READER — No doctor could
reasonably be expected to diagnose
the cause of your mother's ache without examining her. She may have a
small hernia, arthritis of the hip, a
chronically pulled muscle or — as she
fears — something more serious. If
there is a problem that hasn't disappeared within a few days, your mother
owes it to herself to see a doctor to obtain answers and, if necessary, treatment. She also owes it to your father

Parker's rites Wednesday

whom he was married
Services for John
on Dec. 25, 1922, surLowry Parker will be
vives, along with one
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
daughter, Mrs. Wallace
the chapel of J.H. Chur(Kay) Deicken, Tuchill Funeral Home.
junga, Calif.; one son,
Elder Arlie Larimer
Jimmy R. Wilkinson,
and the Rev. R.J. Bur259 Riviera Court, Murpoe will officiate.
ray; one sister, Mrs.
Burial will follow in
Walter (Polly)
Old Salem Cemetery.
Benedict, Junction City;
Friends may call
three grandchildren,
after 3 p.m. today
Jennifer Deicken,
(Tuesday) at the
Joshua Deicken and
funeral home. He was a
Trina Wilkinson.
member of Murray
Max Churchill
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Funeral Home will be in
Accepted Masons and
charge of funiral and
Masonic rites will be
burial arrangements.
conducted tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Mr. Parker, 82, of 1007
Vanderbilt Hospital,
Olive St., Murray, died
Nashville, Tenn.
Monday at 5:34 a.m. at
She is survived by her
Murray-Calloway Counhusband, Alfred Gentry
ty Hospital.
Thomas; one daughter,
He is survived by his
Mrs. Patricia Nance;
wife, Mrs. Edna Grogan
two sons, Wayne
Parker, to whom heivas
Roberts and Billy Wade
married on Oct 14,
Roberts; two step1929; one daughter,
daughters, Mrs. Randy
Mrs. Billy (Joan) EdBurkeen and Mrs. Billy
monds, Murray; one
Wade Roberts; one stepbrother, Perk Parker,
son, James Thomas;
Rt. 5, Murray; three
one sister, seven
granddaughters, Mrs.
brothers, five grandDeborah Ann Tucker,
children and four
Owensboro. Mrs. Deena
stepgrandchildren.
Blalock and Miss Kim

Thomas' funeral at chapel
The funeral for Mrs.
Dorothy (Dottie)
Thomas will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Larry
Salmon will officiate.

legal lab, he said.
Charged with conspiracy to manufacture
a controlled substance
were:
Tonie Marie Hinton,
28, of Louisville; James
Anthony Paul, 54,
Newport Beach, Calif.;
Jesse A. Martin, 50, of
Shreveport, La.; Sherman Ray Gross, 54, of
Louisville; John Mercy,
49, of Turlock, Calif.,
James Ronald Cannon,
36, of Louisville;
Richard Ray Edlin, 28,
of Louisville.
If convicted, those
charged could be
sentenced to a maximum of 15 years in
prison and fined
$125,000.

DR.GOTT

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, i985

COMING SOON!
A NEW Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
*Prescription Mail Service
*Computerized income tax and
insurance statements—We will
also help you fill out your out-of
state insurance forms.
*We Fill State Medicade
Prescriptions
*We accept Blue Cross, PCS, Medi
Mat, Paid and APS Prescription
Cards.

SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY.PRESCRIPTION
Our Most Important Service
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SPORTS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

The Polls

'Bama buzzsaw
chews up Racers
in 99-65 collision

College Football Top 20
The Top Twenty teams in the final regularseason Associated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses, season
record, total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.Penn State ( 45)
11-0-0
1,086
1
2.Miami, Fla.(2)
10-1-0
1,001
2
3.0klahoma ( 5)
10-1-0
978 4
4-Iowa (2)
10-1-0
973 3
5.Michigan 11
9-1-1
886 5
6.Florida
9-1-1
809 6
7.Nebraska
9-2-0
707 7
8.Tennessee
8-1-2
690 8
9.Brigham Young
11-2-0
633 9
10. Air Force
11-1-0
561 10
11.Texas A&M
9-2-0
556 11
12.LSU
9-1-1
490 12
13.UCLA
8-2.1
387 14
14. Arkansas
9-2-0
381 13
15. Alabama
8-2-1
377 15
16. Auburn
8-3-0
277 16
17 Ohio State _
8-3-0
226 17
18.Florida State'
8-3-0
130 18
19.0klahoma State
8-3-0
112 19
20.Bowling Green
11-0-0
74
tie ) Maryland
8-3-0
74

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) - Buck Johnson
continued his reign as Alabama's leading scorer,
hitting 24 points to lead the Crimson Tide to a
99-65 non-conference basketball win over Murray
State.
"We ran into a buzzsaw and that's an
understatement," said MSU coach Steve
Newton."They shot the ball extremely well from
the perimeter and they had a great game out of
Buck Johnson.
Johnson, averaging 23 points and 8.3 rebounds
per game, went eight of 14 from the floor and
eight of eight from the foul line Monday.
"There wasn't much wrong with their game
tonight," Newton continued. "They took us out of
our half-court offense early on and we never
really got into our rythm."
Alabama trailed briefly in the opening
minutes, but took the lead for good when
freshman Michael Ansley hit the first of 10 field
goals for a 12-11 advantage With 15:40 remaining
in the half.
The Tide built a 22-point lead in the first half
before going into the lockerroom with a 47-31
edge.
In the second half, the Tide successfully played
the outside, hitting 77 percent of its shots from
the field to Murray State's 37 percent.
The win leaves Alabama undefeated at 4-0,
while Murray State stands at 4-2.
Chuck Glass, Murray's leading scorer in every
game this season, continued his leadership with
13 points Monday. George Kimbrough added a
dozen as the only other Racer in double figures.

College Basketball Top 20
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press' college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-1211-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1,
record through Dec 8 and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.North Carolina (47)
6-0
1281
1
2 Michigan 1131
6-0
1213 2
3.Duke 14
8-0
1162
3
4.Syracuse
5-0
1100 4
5.Georgetown
)
4-0
956 6
( tie Georgia Tech
4-1
956 5
7.Kansas
6-1
918
8.0klahoma
6-0
777 8
9.Kentucky
5-0
774 9
10.Illinois
5-1
614 12
11.Louisiana State
6-0
613 11
12.Memphis State
5-0
595 13
13.tiev.-Las Vegas
5-1
518 14
14 St. John's
6-1
474 15
15.Louisville
3-2
311 16
16. Ala.-Birmingham
5-1
302 17
17.Notre Dame
3-1
281 10
18 Indiana
2-1
226 19
19.DePaul
3-0
113
20 Ohio State
5-0
85 Others receiving votes: Iowa 82. Auburn 32,
Virginia Tech 31, Pittsburgh 28, Maryland 23,
Bradley 19, Pepperdine 17, Virginia 17, Arizona
State 15, New Mexico 15, Boston College 14,
Alabama 13, Washington 12. Western Kentucky
11. Arkansas 10. Lamar 10, North Carolina
State 8, Minnesota 4, Temple 4, Clemson 2.
Houston 2. Tennessee 2, Wisconsin 2, Xavier,
Ohio 2, Georgia 1. Michigan State 1, Nebraska
1. Richmond 1, Southern Methodist 1.

76ers trying to overcome
mounting problems in '85
The Associated Press
The Philadelphia
76ers look like anything
but the team that has
challenged the Boston
Celtics for supremacy in
the National Basketball
Association's Eastern
Conference during the
1980s
League champions
just three seasons ago.
the 76ers started 1985-86
with a 6-8 record, including two straight
losses to the archrival
Celtics.
Owner Harold Katz
blasted the team and
new Coach Matt Guokas
after a narrow victory
at home against Golden
State, suggesting the
76ers were boring the
Spectrum crowds. The
atmosphere in the
locker room appeared to
be especially tense.
But in a scenario
straight from a
Hollywood script, a
team meeting with Katz
present sent the 76ers
off to a five-game winning streak. After that.
however, came two
straight weekend losses
at home, to Denver and
Seattle.
Forward Charles
Barkley said the
meeting after the second Boston loss on Nov.
26 was a turning point.

EDITOR'S NOTE: George Kimbrough was incorrectly identified as Toney Kimbrough in Monday's sports story concerning the Murray State
victory over Eastern Kentucky.
Kimbrough hit a free throw with :03 remaining
to provide the final margin in the 63-61 Murray
triumph.

Shakedown
Murray State coach Steve Newton discusses basketball tactics with his Racers during a recent home
game. Monday night the NISI: squad ran into an unyeilding, undefeated Alabama squad and suffered the
school's second loss in six games this season. Saturday Newton's Racers travel to Evansville for a 7:30
p.m. matchup.
File photo by Jim Rector

Douglas leads local athletes on C-J All-State team
LOUISVILLE Calloway County High
senior Allen Douglas, a
first-team All-State
selection on the
Associated Press squad,
earned similar distinction on the 63rd annual
All-State team selected
by the Courier-Journal
newspaper.
Sunday's

All-State

listing in the CourierJournal included
Douglas as a first-team
center although he switched from center to
tackle for his entire
senior season. As a
junior he earned
Associated Press
honorable mention AllState honors at center.
The 6-4, 241-pound
Douglas has been

In 1985 Douglas led
the Calloway County
Lakers to a 7-4 record their best in three years.
He is also the first

Murray High suffered
what Lady Tiger coach
Jimmy Harrell described as, "a typical Monday," as the host MHS
squad dropped a 62-44
decision against Lone
Oak.
"It was one of those
nights when nothing
went right," Harrell
said. "I hope we're not

Julius Erving, at 35,
obviously is not the
smooth operator he was
five years ago, or even
two years ago. And Bobby Jones, who will be 34
this month, won't win
any more awards as the
best sixth man in the
league.
Erving said the
team's slow start has
him thinking more
about retiring after this
season, although he is
far from making a final
decision.
The 76ers play down
the fact that they are the
shortest team in the
NBA and give up nine
inches on the front line
to the archrival Celtics.
There are more than 50
7-footers in the 23-team
league, but Philadelphia
PASSING BY - Michelle Westerfield, who
has no one taller than scored four points Monday night, seeks a Murray
6-10
/High teammate to pass to during Saturday's victory over Fulton City. Monday the Lady Tigers
weren't so lucky as they fell to Lone Oak. 62-44.
Photo by Chris Evans
For all your T-oyel Re)eryotions Coll
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recruited by such
schools as Indiana, Kentucky, Louisville,
Missouri, Murray State
and Vanderbilt, but he
has yet to announce his
college choice.

player in the school's besides Douglas, were
history to earn first- included on the C-J
team All-State honors honorable mention list.
on either the Associated
Press or Courier Murray High senior
Journal teams.
center Kelly Steely, an
The Courier-Journal honorable mention by
announced only first- the Associated Press,
team, and honorable was the only local
mention players this player besides Douglas
year, as did the to make both honor
Associated Press.
squads.
Eight local players,
Others making the C-J

list include freshman
place-kicker James
Payne, junior quarterback Mark West, junior
punter Hugh Houston,
and senior linebacker
Jason Billington - all of
Murray; and senior
linebackers Mickey
Garrison and Tony Ray,
and senior defensive
end Kelly Starks - all of
Calloway County.

MHS girls suffer 'typical Monday' loss

"We had been playing
like a bunch of individuals, but since we
got everything out in the
open at the meeting,
now we're a team," he
said.
Philadelphia critics
have pointed to three
factors contributing to
the team's slow start:
Andrew Toney's foot
and ankle injuries, age,
and the team's lack of
height.

• Marjorie and Bill Major.
)53-0880

MURRAY ST (65)- Glass 3.12 7-8. 13. Klmbrough 3-9 6-6 12. Pace 2.3 1-2
5. Macklin 2-7 1-1 5, Sanders 5-11 0-0 10. Ford 370-0 6. Martin 2.2 1.25. McQueary 00-000. Mann 2-4 0-1 4, Jeffry 0-0 0-00. Bronston 1-2 3-4 5. Flowers
0-3 0-0 0 Totals 23-60 19-24 65
ALABAMA (99)- Farmer 4-5 4.5 12, Johnson 8-14 8-8 24, McKey 1-1 0-02.
Coner 3-3 4-4 10, Gottfried 3-8 0-06. White 3-4 2-28. Jackson 1-3 2-2 1. liodley
1-2 0-0 2, Pierce 14 0-0 2, Neal 3.7 0-0 6. Smith 0-0 2.3 2. Ansley 10-10 1-2 21
Totals 38-59 23-26 99
Halftime - Murray St. 31. Alabama 47 Fouled out - none. Rebounds
- Murray St 27 I Glass 81. Alabama 35 Ansley 0- Assists - Murray St
15 OKImbrough 3I. Alabama 26 (Coner 9 Total fouls - Murray St 21
Alabama 20 Technical. - none A - 4.174

Murray Store & Lock
641 Worth
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
-

Calloway Middle
School hosted and split a
pair of basketball
games against North
Marshall Monday night.
The Lakers lost their
season opener by a
single point, 45-44, while
the Lady Lakers overcame 25 turnovers to
win 33-23.
CCMS had a one-point
lead in the boys game
with 1:32 to play, but
coach Stan Waller said
it was the sign of an inexperienced team that
his boys couldn't hold on
for the victory.
Twice the Lakers had
the ball stolen in the last
minute and they missed
the front end of a oneplus-bonus situation
that could have won the
game. Waller pointed
out. "We'll get better as
the season goes along.

We're just a very young
team right now," Waller
said.
Andy Rickman led the
CCMS scorers (ll) and
rebounders (10) and
teammate Robert Jones
added eight points and
six boards.
North Marshall improved to 4-0.

In the girls game,
Dawn Sledd barely
missed the CC-MS scoring record by hitting 11
of 14 field goals and two
of three free throws for
24 total points. The
school record for girls
or boys is 27.
Sledd also had seven

an effort to even its
record at 2-2.
In junior varsity action Monday, the Murray girls won 34-29.
MURRAY HIGH (44) - Bazzeil 2.
Randolph 5. Roos 3. Long 4. Wolfe 8.
Ridley 14, Westerfield 4, i'rescott 2,
Jones 2. Hamilton 2 Totals - 16-60
12.21 44
LONE OAK (62) - Nelhoff 5, Shirtfer 12. Norris 9. Gilbert 21. Godman
10. Brant 3. Tick 2 Totals - 23-51
16 23 62

This year may be the
last yeor to get
investment tom credo(
Buy

110W

in 19V,

Dwain Taylof
Chevrolet, Inc.
17tt. sr

Motoy

%1 )617

rebounds, five steals,
and four blocked shots.
Her teammate, Angie
Miller, grabbed eight
rebounds and had four
assists
North Marshall dropped to 2-2 while the Lady
Lakers inititated their
season, 1-0.

Lady Laker frosh improve to 2-0
Calloway County's
freshman girls will take
an undefeated record
through the Christmas
holidays as they ended
their pre -January
schedule, 2-0. Monday
night

The Lady Lakers hauled down 10 returned back visiting bounds for the victors.
South Marshall, 46-21.
Saturday the
April Woods led all Calloway girls defeated
scorers with 18 and Graves County.
Lady Laker teammate
Erica Muskgrow added
Mayfield tops
15 Shannon McCuiston

MHS freshmen

1

Goheen scores 16 for Vandy

Business Deductions

S

a

sophomore Elizabeth
Godman 10.
Murray was paced by
Kelly Ridley with 14.
Lone Oak, playing in
its season opener, led by
eight at halftime (29-21)
and gave up only seven
points in the third period
to pull away, 41-28.
Thursday Murray will
host Carlisle County in

CCMS splits openers against N.Marshall

Managed By Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
4

as bad as we looked."
A rash of 29 turnovers
and only 16 of 60
shooting from the field
spelled disaster for the
Lady Tigers who dipped
to 1-2 on the season.
Lone Oak received
scoring bonuses from
Regina Gilbert who led
all players with 21, Ginfly Shaffer had 12 and

NASHVILLE, Tenn
- Former Marshall
County star Barry
Goheen, a freshman
guard this season,
scored 16 points Monday
night to help his Vander-

bllt teammates end
Auqtin Peay State's winning streak, 82-75.
The Governors, an
Ohio Valley Conference
squad coached by Lake
Kelly, dropped to 4-1

MAYFIELD - A
strong Cardinal press
squeezer! The game out
of the Murray High
Tiger freshman team as
host Mayfield recorded
a 54-25 triumph Monday
night.
Monday the MHS
boys, now 1-1, travel to
Calloway County.
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Rams reject underdog notion to upset 49ers
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - The I.1,9
,s
Angeles Rams are tired
of being the worst good
team in the National
Football League.
Fresh from a 29-3 loss
to New Orleans that
Coach John Robinson
called "the most shocking of my career." the
Rams were about to lose
the last glimmer of a
four-game lead they
once held over San
Francisco.
Then they rallied to
smite the NFL champions 27-20 Monday
night with two
touchdowns in the last 5
minutes and 8 seconds
that clinched a playoff
spot and all but insured
them of the NFC West
championship.
"We came in here and
everyone was telling us
that the pitter-patter of

San Francisco's little then lost four of its last
feet had become six games, improved its
thundering hooves. record to 10-4, two
Well, we stopped that," games better than San
said cornerback Gary Francisco, which won
Green, who scored the the first encounter 28-14
game-winner with 3:24 in Anaheim and entered
left when he grabbed a the game with five wins
pass from Joe Montana in its last six starts.
that deflected off Carl
Monroe's hands and
It the Rams win either
returned it 41 yards for one of their final two
a touchdown.
games - at home
against St. Louis and the
"I was sick and tired Los Angeles Raiders of hearing how great the or San Francisco loses
49ers were and what a either to New Orleans or
bunch of slobs we Dallas, the Rams win
were," said running the NFC West. But the
back Eric Dickerson, 49ers can still make the
who celebrated his new playoffs by winning
three-year contract with their next two - they
97 yards in 16 carries, are tied with
including a 41-yard run Washington for the final
that set up a 29-yard wild-card spot but hold
fourth quarter field goal the advantage in the tieby Mike Lansford.
breaker by virtue of 35-8
Los Angeles, which victory over the Redopened with seven wins, skins on Dec. 1.

Los Angeles, sluggish
in the first half, got an
86-yard kickoff return
from Olympian Ron
Brown to open the second half - Brown's
third TD return of the
year - and a 39-yard
touchdown pass from
Dieter Brock to Henry
Ellard
That pass, which
Ellard caught after it
tipped off defensive
backs Dwight Hicks and
Ronnie Lott, came just
30 seconds after San
Francisco had taken a
20-13 lead with 5:38 left
in the game. It also ended a streak of 17
quarters in which the
49ers defense had not
allowed a touchdown.
That overshadowed a
great statistical performance by San Francisco's Jerry Rice, who

Larry Station and
Arizona State defensive
back David Fulcher on
defense.
The 1985 AP All America team consist of
14 seniors, seven juniors
and three sophomores
- Michigan State running back Lorenzo White,
Oklahoma linebacker
Brian Bosworth and Colorado punter Barry
Helton.
Miami (Fla.
tight
end Willie Smith and
West Virginia offensive
tackle Brian Jozwiak
moved up from the se'.
cond team a year ago as did Bosworth - while
defensive tackle Tim
Green of Syracuse was
on the third team in
1984.
The rest of the All-

1985 All-Americas
NEW YORK I Al'
- The
Holland. Texas A&M, 6-2, 220.
Associated Press 1985 All-America
Junior. Hempstead. Texas. Larry
football team
.Station. Iowa. 6.1. 227, Senior.
First Team
Omaha. Neb
Offense
Backs - Thomas Everett, Baylor,
Tight End - Willie Smith. Miami
5.8, 177. Junior. Daingerfield,
Fla
6-2, 224. Junior, Jacksonville,
Texas, David Earlier. Arizona
Fla
State, 6-34, 221. Junior. Los
Wide Receivers - Tim McGee.
Angeles. Calif
Mark Moore
Tennessee. 5-10. 181. Senior.
Oklahoma State, 6-0. 195. Junior
Cleveland, Ohio. David Williams, IlNacogdoches. Texas
linois. 6.3. 195. Senior. Loa Angeles.
Punter - Barry Helton, Colorado.
Calif
6-3. 195. Sophomore. Simla, Colo
Tackles - Jim Dombrowski.
Virginia. 6-5, 295. Senior.
Second Team
N Y Brian Jozwiak,
Offense
West Virginia. 6A, 290. Senior.
Tight End - Keith Jackson,
Catonsville, Md.
Oklahoma
Guards - Jeff Bregel. Southern
Wide Iteceivers - Lew Barnes.
California. 6-1, 280. Junior, Granada
ToPegon'. Webster Slaughter. San
Hills. Calif . John Rienstra. Temple.
Diego State
6-5. 279, Senior, Colorado Springs,
Tackles - John Clay. Missouri,
Colo
Doug Williams. Texas A&M
Center - Pete Anderson, Georgia.
Guards - Jamie Dukes, Florida
6-3. 264. Senior. Glen Ridge. N J
State. Don Smith, Army
Quarterback - Chuck Long, Iowa.
Center - Bill Lewis. Nebraska
6-4, 213. Senior, Wheaton. Iii
Quarterback - Vinny Testaverde.
Running Backs - Bo Jackson.
Miami Fla 1
Auburn, 64, 222. Senior. Bessemer.
Running Backs - Reggie Dupard,
Ala , Lorenzo White, Michigan
Southern Methodist, Napoleon Mc
State. 5-11. 205. Sophomore, Fort
Callum. Navy
Lauderdale. Fla
Placekicker - John Diettrich,
Placeiticker - John Lee, UCLA,
Ball State
5-11. 187. Senior. Downey. Calif
Defense
Defense
Linemen - Jerome Brown. Miami
Linemen - Tony Casillas. (Fla 1. Mike Ruth.
Boston College.
Oklahoma, 6-3, 280. Senior. Tulsa.
Jim Skow, Nebraska, Mark Walen,
Okla . Tim Green, Syracuse. 6.2.
UCLA
246, Senior. Liverpool, N Y . Mike
Linebackers - Cornelius Bennett,
Hammerstein. Michigan. 6-3'9. 260.
Alabama, Kevin Murphy.
Senior, Wapakimeta, Ohio. Leslie
Oklahoma, John Offerdahl, Western
O'Neal. Oklahoma State. 6-4. 245.
Michigan. Michael Zordich, Penn
Senior. Little Rock. Ark.
State
Linebackers - Brian Bosworth,
Backs - Brad Cochran,
Oklahoma, 6-2. 234. Sophomore. IrvMichigan. Allan Durden. Arizona.
ing. Texas. Michael Brooks, L.SU.
Chris White, Tennessee
6-1. 228. Junior. Ruston. La . Johnny
Punter - Mark Simon. Air Force
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America offensive unit unknown at the start of
consists of wide the season, led the nareceiver Tim McGee of tion in rushing with a
Tennessee, offensive Big Ten-record 1,908
tackle Jim Dombrowski yards, an average of
of Virginia, guards Jeff 173.5 yards per game.
Bregel of Southern Jackson, the earlyCalifornia and John season leader, was
Rienstra of Temple, hampered by nagging
center Pete Anderson of injuries in several
Georgia and quarter- games and finished
back Chuck Long of third with 162.4 yards a
Iowa.
game, although his
Rounding out the school-record total of
defensive squad are 1,786 rushing yards was
lineman Mike Ham- second best nationally.
merstein of Michigan, He is Auburn's career
linebackers Michael rushing leader with
Brooks of LSU and "4,303 yards, second in
Johnny Holland of Southeastern ConTexas A&M and deep ference history.
backs Thomas Everett
White and Jackson
of Baylor and Mark tied for second in scorMoore of Oklahoma ing. with 102 points on 17
State.
TDs. White and Jackson
The AP All-America finished fourth and fifth,
team will be featured, respectively, in allas usual, on Sunday. purpose rushing.
Dec. 15,-on the Bob-Hope
Long, who turned
Christmas Show (NBC- down a chance to turn
TV, 9-10 p.m., EST). It professional a year ago,
will be Hope's 47th was the nation's thirdChristmas special on ranked passer, comradio or television.
pleting 231 of 351 passes
White, a virtual for 2,978 yards and 26

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
01.0"

a.

1979 Chevrolet Impala
Silver, Auto, Air, AM/FM Cassette,
Clean 56,XXX miles.
$3,500

DWAIN
753-2617
641 5. Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

"I'm not happy about
anything we did out
there tonight," said
Coach Bill Walsh, referring to a blocked extra
point, a holding penalty
that negated a 42-yard
field goal by Ray
Wersching and an interception thrown by
Montana to Vince
Newsome in the end
zone after San Francisco had driven 79
yards to the Los Angeles
three in the fourth
quarter.
In fact, San Francisco
dominated most of the
game, outgaining the
Rams 410-264.

1142.3
1745
1702
214
211
164

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • CIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

National Football League
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct
PF
New England
10
4
O
714 301
Y Jets
10 4
I)
714 350
Miami
10
4
O
714 370
Indianapolis
3 11
O
214 255
Buffalo
2 12
O
143 176
Central
Cincinnati
7
7 0
500 394
Cleveland
7 7
O
5491 249
Pittsburgh
6
S
429 339
Houston
5 9 0
357 247
West
L A Raiders
10 f
0
714 325
Denver
9 5 0
643 339
Seattle
8 6 0
571 322
San Diego
7
7 0
500 413
Kansas City
5
it
357 266
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
9 5 0
643 313
N Y Giants
9
5
643 350
Washington
k
6
571 243
Philadelphia
6
h
429 235
St Louis
5 9 0
357 248
Central
8-Chicago
13
1
0
929 400
Minnesota
,
7
7
o
Ns. "ak
ii

Iretroit
Green Bay-'
Tampa Bay
PA
237
235
293
347
323
376
236
303
35(i
299
292
263
383
312

291
245
272
255
341
175
309'

ion 2. 429 291
.it54

11

West
y I. A Rams
10 4
San Francisco
8 6
Nev. Orleans
5
Atlanta
2 12
x clinched division title
y (hitched playoff berth

1111 E;4@Ese621'
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Monday's Game
Los Angeles RIAlls 27 San Fran, is•
Saturday'S Games
Chicago at New York Jets
Kansas City at Denver
.
Sunday Dec 15
Buffalo at Pittsburgh.
Cul,:nnati at Washington
Green Bay at Detroit
Houston at Cleveland
Indianapolis at Tampa Has
Minnesota at Atlanta
Sea York Giants at Dallas
San Francisco at Nev. Orleans
Philadelphia at San Diego
St Louis at Los Angeles Rams
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders
Monday Dec 16
Nev. England it Miami

College Basketball Results

touchdowns - all school
records - in leading
Iowa to its first outright
Big Ten championship
in 27 years. He also set
Big Ten career marks
for passing yards, total
offense and touchdown
passes in a game,
season and career and is
the first quarterback in
Big Ten history to pass
for more than 10,000
yards.
Williams caught 85
passes for 1,047 yards
and is the No. 2 pass
receiver in NCAA
history with 245 catches
in 33 games. His 7.4 catches per game is third
on the NCAA career list
and his 3,195 yards
ranks fourth.
McGee grabbed 50 for
947 yards and became
Tennessee's all-time
leader in receptions,
reception yardage and
touchdown catches.
Smith, Miami's alltime reception leader
with another year to go,
caught 48 for 669 yards.

College Basketball Scores
Monday's Games
EAST
Penn 86, La Salle 80
Scion Hall 114. Manhattan 61
Wagner 68, Staten Island 51
West Virginia 72. St. Joseph's 45
SOUTH
Alabama 99. Murray St 65
Citadel Ill, Coker 93
James Madison 73, Morgan St 39
Lamar 60. Samford 56
Loulslanit Tech 72. Marshall 71
Miami, Ohio 65, E Kentucky 63
N Carolina A&T 75, Tennessee

St 57
NW Louisiana 64 NE I.ouisiana
40
SE Louisiana SE Centenary 77
South Carolina 105 Georgia St 67
Vanderbilt 92 Austin Pray 75
VS Kentucky ha Middle Tenn 74

es

MIDWEST
Drake 54, St Louis 44
Incliana.St 52. Butler 45
Kansas 72. South Alabama 4h
Miami. Fla 67 ,Wis -Greer. Has

•

Michigan 79 Chicago St

Missouri iii Si
Not!, Dame 71. tireg,
Pardue h6 S
c7
Valparaiso 77 Mari, t. 77 ,
SOUTHWEST
Memphis St a, 1
Oklahoma 75 V,
--•
Oklahoma St
sr
Arlington 6).
Rice 56 larkson Sr
FAR WEST
Idaho St so warner I,,.
Washington74 Boise s• "."
Wyoming 95 so.itt.,-- •

'Kentucky Prep Basketball Results
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Monday's Games
GIRLS
Allen Central 45, Flerning•Neon
41
Anderson Co 53. Jessamine Co
27
Ashland 64. Portsmouth. Ohio 54
Belfry 55. Phelps 46
Breckinridge Co 76. Greenville
3/4
Brossart 60, Dayton 11
Butler Co 42. Drakesboro 47
Caldwell Co 65, Union Co 25
Campbellsville 34. LaRue Co 27
Carroll Co 43. Gallatin Co 12
Clay Co 53. Cawood 39
Collegiate 54. Lou Evangel 33
Greenup Co 60. Russell 54
Grove City 64, Oberlin 62
Henry Clay 114. Nicholas Co 35
Highlands 59. Campbell Co 48

Johnson Central 101, Pikeville 0
Lafayette 63, Lex Catholic 23
Laurel Co 39. Casey Co 26
Lewis Co 54. Raceland
Lincoln Co 46. Harrodsburg 45
Livingston Cent 83 Trigg Co 61
Logan Co. 67. Warren East 46
Lone Oak 62, Murray 44
Lou Male 46. Franklin Co 37
Lou Viaggener 61. SW Christian
25
Ludlow 54, Bellevue 30
MC Napier 92. Wolfe Co 44
Madison Central 63, Berea 23
Mason Co 66. Bracken Co 39
Mayfield 86. Fulton Co 49
Meade Co 46, Bullitt East 44 IOT
Menifee Co 67. Montgomery. Co
47
Mercer Co 52. Danville 40
N. Hardin 44, W. Hardin 31
Paducah Tilghman 54. Heath 37

Paris 59 Clark
Rowan Co 60 Psi'
Russell Co 44.,
Sacred Heart 71, lc,. V,,,tet • 4
Scott Co 71 I., Br.,
Shelby Co 61 Tate, I 're..
Sheldon Clark 62 F. Cartel 7
Silver Grose 73 Bee, I a 4,3
Somerset 53 Taylor C. 4.
Washington Cr,
Wayne Co 511 Mt
. •
Western Hills 53 t :rant
Whitesburiz 104 lerki, Whitley Co 69 Harlan i
McLean Co Classic
Championship
Apollo 62 Bremer 4,
Consolation
Fordsville 54
BOYS
Buathorn 74. .larks.,, 1"
Mason Co 75
•
•

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-835 s

-4-

12 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME
Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2 Because rpy interests are here.
3 Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.
Reprinted from the Gordon & Ferguson monthly, September 1915

Up To 42 Months With Approved Credit

NOW THRU JAN. 2, 1986

242
235
234
Sal
527
520
635
617
613

PARKER FORD
701 Main St. '
753-5273

Murray

3s,

7.1
247
57: 345 22h
.2xn 354
.4., 252 429

1

517
507
495

1469
1347
1297

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

caught 10 passes for a
team record 241 yards.
Montana completed 26
of 36 for 328 yards but
also contributed to a
series of blunders that
cost the 49ers dearly.

het-it PIA I.rt-at
6\1 Feeling Vs Oh
Ifi.tiwncI.M Parts

124
19
25
'29
25s,
30
31
34

690
620
609

P AGE I I

SCOREBOARD

Bo Jackson heads list of All-America repeats
The Associated Press
Heisman Trophy winning tailback Bo
Jackson of Auburn and
Oklahoma nose guard
Tony Casillas, the Lombardi Award recipient
as the nation's top
lineman, have been
named to the Associated
Press All-America team
for the second time.
Jackson made it in
1983 but missed a year
ago when he was limited
to six games because of
a shoulder injury.
Besides Casillas, the
other repeaters from
1984 are Illinois wide
receiver David
Williams and UCLA
placekicker John Lee on
offense and Oklahoma
State tackle Leslie
O'Neal, Iowa linebacker
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Two Kentuckians to be nominated for federal positions
WASHINGTON t AP
- l'resident Reagan
plans to nominate two
Kentuckians to fill positions on the federal
bench and for the U.S.
attorney for western
Kentucky. the White
House says.
In :01 announcement
Monday. the 1Vhite
House said 11anny J.
Boggs. now. a deputy
secretary of energy, will
tie nominated to a new

position on the U.S. Cir
cult Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati.
The Bowling Green
native has spent the last
few years in
Washington. He was an
administrative assistant to former Gov.
Louie B Nunn in 1970-71
and worked in Nunn's
unsuccessful campaign
for governor in 1979.
Boggs, 41. has been
deputy energy

secretary since 1983.
Previously he had held a
variety of positions in
the federal government
since coming to
Washington in 1972.
He was a member of
the transition team
when Reagan took office
in 1981. He was a
presidential assistant on
energy and natural
resources before he
became the No. 2 man in
the Energy

Department.
Boggs has advocated
the deregulation of
natural gas and has opposed subsidies for synthetic fuel projects.
He is a Harvard
graduate and received
his law degree from the
University of Chicago
law school.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., ,said in
September that his first
choice for the 6th Circuit

SPECIAL
Each Day we will wash a
different color car FREE-with a
Fill-up of Quality Gulf Gasoline
(8 gal. minimum)

Example: Monday White-all white cars will be washed
FREE with full-up. (exterior wash only)

Thurs.-Black, Brown
or Gold

Tues.-Silver

The
AM\
Gulf

Wed.-Red, Yellow
or Orange

Fri.-Green

Sat.-Blue

Effective through Dec. 31

Auto Laundry
'1102 Chestnut Murray 753-1331

WASHINGTON tAP)
- Otis R. Bowen,, the
"country doc" chosen
by President Reagan to
head the Health and
Human Services
Department, says in his
first statement since being nominated that
Medicare should be expanded to cover the expense of catastrophic illnesses among the
elderly.
In his first public appearance as secretary.
designate. Bowen was to
testify today before the
Senate Finance Committee, which is considering his nomination.
But even before his
appearance, Bowen
broke new policy ground
by proposing the
Medicare expansion for
coverage of
catastrophic illnesse§,
both acute and chronic.
The expansion would be
paid for by increases in
premiums and through
the creation of investment plans called Individual Medical Accounts, not by new
government spending.
"There can be no
doubt that the cost of
catastrophic health care
is the No. 1 concern of
our nation's elderly,"
Bowen said. -One
criteria for evaluating
any nation is how well it

responds to the needs
and concerns of its
elderly citizens."
Bowen was named by
Reagan on Nov. 7 as his
choice to succeed
Margaret M. Heckler as
HHS secretary. Mrs.
Heckler, at Reagan's request, is leaving the post
to become ambassador
to Ireland.
In announcing the
nomination, Reagan
cited Bowen's experience as a popular,
tax-cutting governor of
Indiana and as a physician, including his 26
years of family practice
in the small town of
Bremen, Ind. Bowen
also was a professor at
the Indiana University
School of Medicine.
But he also served as
chairman of a presidential advisory council on
Medicare, and some of
the ideas he espoused
there surfaced again on
the eve of his confirmation hearings.
In an article written
before his nomination
and just published in the
"FAH Review," the
magazine of the Federation of American
Hospitals, Bowen proposed a major two-part
program to extend
Medicare coverage
without increasing
government costs.
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the state.
The former Grayson
County attorney was the
unsuccessful
Republican nominee for
attorney general in 1975,
losing to Robert
Stephens, now chief
justice of the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
Whittle, 52, was a
Reagan delegate to the
1980 Republican convention and his wife, Mary,
Is a former president of

the Kentucky Federation of Republican
Women.
The Brownsville
native received his law
degree from the University of Louisville when
he was 21. He was in the
Army in the 1950s and
was stationed in
Germany.
Whittle has said he
will move to Louisville if
he is confirmed by the
U.S. Senate.

Medicare should be expanded, says Bowen

Month of December

AL-7r4).=54V
1
Mon.-White

position was U.S. judge.
District Judge Eugene
Whittle resigned from
Siler Jr. But Slier was the GOP post in March
not accepted.
and returned to his
The appeals court private law practice in
hears cases from Ken- Leitchfield. He had been
tucky. Ohio, Michigan the party's vice chairand Tennessee.
man until May 1984.
Joseph Whittle, the
The U.S. attorney for
former state GOP chair- the Western District of
man, will be nominated Kentucky has his office
for the U.S. attorney in Louisville and is the
job, which became va- federal government's
cant when Ron Meredith chief law enforcement
was made a federal official for that part of

ITS A LOT
OF FUN

The first part would
increase Medicare
premiums by about $12
a month to provide full
protection against
catastrophic illness for
older people.
Medicare now pays
the full cost of only the
first 60 days in a
hospital. Fees of $100 a
day start on the 61st
day, and a 000 per day
charge starts on the 91st
day. After 150 days, the
patient is responsible
for the full cost.. Thus,
old people are unprotected if they
develop a catastrophic
illness that requires
lengthy hospitalization.
Between 65 percent
and 70 percent of
Medicare recipients

now buy so-called
"Medigap" supplemental insurance policies to
cover that risk, paying
premiums ranging from
$500 to $800 a year.
Bowen said his plan
would provide equal or
better coverage for far
less money.
"Under this proposed
system, the costs of
catastrophic care would
be spread over all 28
million Medicare
beneficiaries," Bowen
said. "A small fraction
actually incur inpatient
catastrophic expenses.
The fears of America's
elderly of being confronted with massive
catastrophic expenses
would be reduced."

Funding is critical issue
facing state education
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (API - Two candidates for president at
Western Kentucky
University said Monday
that funding is a critical
issue facing higher
education in the state.
Dr. Raphael
Nystrand, dean of the
University of Louisville
School of Education,
and Dr. Thomas A.
Bond, president of
Clarion University in
Pennsylvania, met with
regents, faculty and
students during the first
of three days of interviews on campus.
Three other finalists
will be interviewed
Tuesday and Wednesday. Western is looking
for a successor to Dr.
Donald Zacharias, now
president at Mississippi
State University.
Nystrand, who was
the state secretary of
education in 1984, told a

group that "funding
must be a priority for
anyone interested in the
future of Kentucky."
"Faculty galaries are
a high priority and one
of the other critical
areas is the purchasing
of up-to-date technical
equipment," Bond said.
Interviews will be
conducted Tuesday, with
Di. Edward
Jakubauskas, president
of the State University
of New York at
Geneseo, and Dr. Paul
Cook, the interim president at WKU.
Dr. Samuel Kern
Alexander, director of
the Institute for Educational Finance at the
University of Florida,
will be interviewed
Wednesday.
WKU's regents plan to
meet in closed session
Wednesday at 11 a.m.
CST.

Sanctions win approval
but bill remains in tangle
YOL1 LOOK A LITTLE
DEPRES5E2, GARFIELD

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Tough new sanctions
against farmers who
contribute to the nation's erosion problems

JUST
(
...
REMEMBER,WHEN YOU'RE
FLAT ON YOUR BACK,THE ONLY
WAY TO LOOK IS UP
THANK YOU,
JON.I AM NO
LONGER
DEPRESSED
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1 Time gone by
4 Rupees
abbr
6 Harvests
11 Stew
13 Refunded
15 Forenoon
16 Choice part
18 Farm
measure
19 French plural
article
21 Biblical

cfraracter
22 That man
23 Goals
26 Seed
29 Remunerates
31 Bristle
33 Brother of
Odin
34 Roman 51
35 Shallow
vessel
38 Son of Jacob
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9 Steps
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respect

3 King of
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painfully
6 Crowned
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8 Brilliantly
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39 Babylonian
deity
40 Commercial
41 Trade
43 Cistern
45 Affirmative
47 Eccentric
50 Tantalum
Symbol
52 European
capital
53 Cover
56 Short jacket
58 American
dogwood
60 Earth
goddess
61 Small fish
63 Fixed
65 Conducts
66 Quiet'
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12 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
14 Down prefix
17 Pedal digits
20 Pigpen
24 Snakes
25 Music as
written
27 Part of stove
28 Frail
29 Frolic
30 Assistant
32 One opposed
36 Veneration
37 Restricts
42 Those in
favor of
44 Perform
46 Rock
48 Astray
49 Molars

5.1 Unit of Indian
tUTTINSCr

54 Eye
amorpult
55 Skin
56 Printer's

measure
57 Sesame

59 Sun god
62 Hypothetical
force
64 Exist

won easy approval in
congressional negotiations, but the overall
farm bill remained
tangled in disagreement
over commodity
subsidies.
Soil conservation
language approved by
negotiators Monday
would for the first time
tie farm program
benefits - from subsidies to crop insurance
- to the way a farmer
treats his most fragile
crop land. It also would
offer federal rent
payments to entice
farmers to retire from
production their most
erosion-prone acreage.
"This is historic,"
said Peter C. Myers,
assistant agriculture
secretary for natural
resources. "Farm programs are going to work
together with soil conservation, instead of
crossways."
"This is the most
historic action on soil
and water conservation
since the Soil Conservation Service was started
50 years ago," said
Daniel Weiss, a lobbyist
for the Sierra Club, one
of several environmental groups that had been
lobbying hard on the
Issue all year.
There was little major
controversy as House
and Senate conferees
worked out the conservation section of the bill.
Rut tt* rrreitilure's refl.
tral provisions. those
dealing with subsidies
on grains, cotton, rice,
soybearpt and milk,
were stifl mired in
disagreement and were
being worked out In
closed-door meetings
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24

Miscellaneous

32

Apts for Rent

46. Homes for Sale

53. Services Offered

53 Services Offered
ALL type masonry
Original Hickory
work, block, brick, J.L. McKnight & Sons
Smoked Country Hams
concrete, driveways. Sawmill on Poor Farm
Prices Good
Mon. Fri. 7 a.m. 2 p.m.
sidewalks, patios, house Rd Buyer of standing
in a new program entitlUntil April 1986
382-2249
ENJOY beautiful Lake foundations, new timber. Call 753 7528
ed the AISU Dislocated
view from this 4 Br. 2 chimneys or chimney JOINER'S complete
after 2 p.m. 247 9949
140,000 BTU
Workers Project. This
bath brick home in repair. 25 years ex- tree service, 32 yrs.
LARRY SLAYS
project is jointly sponOil Fired
Free es- experience
Also,
Panorama Shores 2 perience
MARKET
sored by MSU and the
kitchens, fireplace in timates_ Call Charles Stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
den. Unbelievable low Barnett 753-5476
Kentucky Cabinet for
surface Call 753 0366.
price. 835,000, owner
Human
Resources.
Anyone
inAPPLI
ANCE
says make offer. ConLEE'S CARPET
Designed to assist
terested in bidding
tact Kopperud Realty SERVICE Kenmore. CLEANING. For all
citizens
W
of
west Kenestinghouse. your carpet & upholst
753-1222.
on horse back
°ids Pont Cad -Buick
tucky who, through no
IMMACULATE home Whirlpool 23 years ery cleaning .For a free
riding concession
experien
ce. Parts and estimate call 753 5827
near University refault of their own are out
at Ken Lake State
cently listed for sale. 3 service. Bobby Hopper. Satisfied references.
of work. This Is a Title III
Bob's
Appliance Ser- LICENS
Bedrooms, central gas
Resort
ED Electrician
Park.
JTPA Federally funded
heat. new roof in 1984. vice, 202 S 5th St
Come One
for residential and
Please contact
Business
753-4872. 436. commerc
program.
full basement. Lots of
Heating
ial
Come All
business office at
nice features. Offered in 5848 ihornet
The University has an
and air condition, gas
the'
30's
through
Call
Nights
KopGold, Silver
the park.
opportunity to work with
installation and repair
APPLIANCE REPAIR
penal Realty 753-1222.
Phone 753 7203
participants, screen parBidding closes
Until 10 P.M.
NEW listing by owner!! Factory tuthorized for MOODY'S Mower Re
ticipants, assess parDiamond Party
Dec. 15, 1985.
For sale: brick veneer. Tappan. Kelvinator and pair Pickup & delivery
ticipants, and make
3 BR. 14 bath with Brown. Service on gas Call 753 5668
Wad. Dec. 11
502-474-2211
basement. Close to and electric. ranges.
knowledgeable deci6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
NEED work on your
Rt. 1
COSMETOLOGY by
Carter Elementary in microwaves. dissions
about
who,
from
trees? Topping, prun
LaDora. Perms inHardin, Ky.
city with assumable h washers. reing, shaping, complete
the program, would be
dividually formulated.
91,4e.; fixed rate loan. A frigerators. etc Earl
42048
753-0658 or 753-0611
816
the better referrals for
good first home with all Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
10a.m -5p.m., closed
appliances included. 5341
Coldwater Rd.
jobs in the area.
SERVICE for Pro
Sat.
Call
759-1020
after 6p.m.
Advantages of the
753-1217
FENCE sales at Sears fessional tree care
NICE 2 BR framed now. Call Sears
program from an
753 2310 753 0338
We Rent
home. 412 S. 8th St. Full for free estimate
for
employers view: Onbasement. paved your needs.
Heate
rs
The-Job Training-The
12 Months
driveway, garden spot 6
outbuilding. Call 753- GENERAL HOME
program will pay SO% of
Interest Free
REPAIR 15 years ex
5209 for information.
employees wages while
perience Carpentry.
Financing
REDUC
ED!
3
BR.
2
In training, some parconcrete, plumbing.
bath, neat, very comGoodyear
roofing, siding NO JOB
ticipants qualify for Tax
fortable. Make offer.
TO SMALL. Free es
Install new septic
Passenger Tires;
Credit.
Call 753-8289
timates. Days 753 6973.
•••
Magnavox T.V.'s,
THREE bedroom, 1 acre nights
system
200 E. Main
s, repair on
474-2276
lot. newly decorated, ofWhirlpool
Male, 22 years of age
old
system
s. 30
fice. garag*, carport, GUTTERING by Sears
needs job in auto body
Appliances.
satellite. Must see. Lynn Sears continuo
yrs.
experi
ence.
gut
us
work.
Will accept any
Only At
Grove. 6 miles West of ters installed for your
MEDIC
ARE
License
d
by
State
full
time
position.
Murray
on
Hwy
94.
$42.
RUDOLPH
specifications. Call
SUPPLEMENT
000 Call 435-4583 after 8 Sears 753-2310
B-9
Health
Dept.
for free
GOODYEAR
For
Rent
•••
INSURANCE
estimate.
Pm
26. TV -Radio
Small furnished 3 Br.
753-0595
753-9224.
HENDON mini storage
Female,
has excellent
No age limit to
47
Motorc
ycles
house
for
college
6
FT.
Mitsubishi T.%
INTRODUCING YAMS
self
storage
units,
bus
typing skills, shorthand
STUMP REMOVAL
apply.
Call 753-9240.
1981 YZ 125 YAMAHA Mess or personal
girls or boys. Nice
CAKE HUT specializing
use. 24 SERVICE Mechanically
and
other
office
Our most popular
motorcyc
le.
Call
days
in decorated cakes for
furnishe
d.
hour
Large
easy
apt.
access, removed 10 inches below
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
machine experience.
753-8742, nights 436-5403.
plan pays up to
all occasions. We put
tights, assorted sizes
for 3 or 4 college
the surface, no damage to
HONDA
12x49
TRAILE
125
that little extra effort
needs
R
ATC
3
7618.
753
100c; of Medicare
13-10
surrounding lawn Larry
girls. Located on
•
•
•
wheelerminor
one
repairs.
owner.
to
into our cakes which
move
2
Approved charges
Wood 753 0211 or 1 443
587 Only $ V5
Olive just off 16th
years old- like new - INSULATION blown in
or $25 a month to stay
makes them something
Female,types 65 words
8682
( many policies pay
electric
$2000.
Street.
startCall
753-1310.
rack.
to remember. So, the
Call
Sears.
by
TVA
ap
8810 Only 5395
TREES trimmed or
a min. Shorthand, exonly 20r; ). We even
753-8850 during day - proved Save on those
12x50 TRAILER. 1 BR
next time you need a
Call 753-5865 days
removed
Also, yara
Up To Poster Size
753-8990
nights.
perience with computer
with 18x20 add-on BR.
cake that you would like
pay on office calls
heating
high
cool
and
or 753-5108 after
work
Experienced
to be remembered for
deck, tie downs. under20x28
ing bills. Call Sears
and whisper writer.
and other out of
5:30
p.m.
4 9 . Used Cars- 753 2310 for free Free estimates Call
just call us at 759-4492_
pinning. Call 753-4178
In Store
hospital expenses.
B-11
436 2690
Open Mon -Fri.
MEI
estimate
14x70 TRAILER, 3 bay
•••
1972 DODGE. Runs good
One
Hour
Service
For free informaNET BASEMENT? "We
a.m.-3p m Located at
shop with storage
$300.
Call
753-7772.
And Complete
make wet basements
Phone 742-4471
410 Main St After 3p m.
tion call;
building on 1 acre, Call 2 BR house near down- 1977 LTDLandau 2 dr.,
between
dry
Work completely
town . deposit & reand weekends call 437753-0318.
Jerry McConnell
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
guaranteed
ferences, $225 a month. nice car, 86.000 miles.
Call or
4455 We promise you'll
1982
FLEET
WOOD
Insuran
well
ce
equipped. $1900.
With Individual
Mon. through Fri.
Call 753-6429 after 4p.m.
be glad you called
Morgan Con
te
i
wr
14x70,
BR.
3
2
baths
753-0337
after 5p m
753-4199
And Personal
struction Co Rt 2, Box
Aluminum and vinyl
central heatair. washer. WATERFRONT home 1977
MONTE Carlo,
"free local claim service"
409A, Paducah, Ky
siding. Custom trim
Attention
dryer, on large lot in on Jonathan Creek. loaded.
WE TAKE
15. Articles for Sale
excellent con42001 or call 1 442 7026
work. Refarsawes.
Almo with new septic cable hookup. No pets. 1 dition.
THE CAKE
Call days 753GET a free reusable tank and lines, good
Call Will Ed Salley.
WILL convert 8mrn to
yr lease, deposit. Call
8742, nights 436-5403.
thermal bag from storage building. land- 492-8360 after 4p m.
509 N. 7th
VHS, S 15 per ft. Call
733-0489
5 Lost and Found
1978
CADILL
AC
Coupe
Domino's
759
Pizza with the scaped. Will sell with or
1892 or 443 2127
753-9280
DeVille, 60,000 miles.
LOST billfold. Keep purchase of any two large without lot. Phone 753- 35. Farms for Rent
ONE HOUR PHOTO
ODD jOb specialist, WILL haul white rock,
$3400
Call
753-3807.
money,
drop
billfold
in
pizzas
or buy it for $2.00 6598 of 753-0895.
Fruit and juice baskets._
trundly
ceiling fans, electrical, sand, lime, rip rap and
56 TILLABLE acres
Post Office drop box
without purchase and get WINCHESTER 2
masonary sand. coal,
plumbing, fencing You
balloon arrangements
BR Excellent farm land in
CRASS
$2.00 gift certificate.
name it, I do it You dirt, gravel, fill sand
mobile home, gas heat, Coldwater. Call 442-4089
To
Settle
and decorating, cakes.
6. Help Wanted
FURNITURE
WHIM,POOL 17 Cu. ft. 12x60, good condition. in Paducah.
Call Roger Hudson,
buy, I install
You
Wilton supplies, rent a
103 S 3rd
Estate
refrigerator with tex- Call days 759-1436.
753 4545 or 753 6763
break, I fix Call 436
Downtown
Murray
clown, gorilla grams
38. Pets-Supplies
tured steel door, only nights 759-1776.
American Republic
2868
Must sell 1985 Buick
753 3621
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
•
Insurance Company
PAINTING= Paper
ALASKAN Malamute
Riviera,
1400
miles.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Goodyear 753-0595.
hanging, commerical or
Needs
puppies. Make nice pets.
LicenSed
List price $21,000
WHIRLPOOL heavy 2 BEDROOM.
residential. Free es
5 min. nice Christmas presents.
Sales People. Phone
duty washer with 4 East of Murray,
will sell for $14,000.
timates, References 25
fur- Shots & wormed, $100.
15021 554-2217
cycles. only $6.00 per nished complete,
*Boxing
Years experience,
in- Call 753-9390.
Must see to apMon.-Fri., 8:30 til
week. Rudolph cluding washer Br
Tremon Farris 759-1987
*Framing
dryer, EEAGLE puppies
preciate. All options
Goodyear, 753-0595.
11:00.
real nice throughout. on ready to wean, $10. Call
ROOFING, Plumbing,
*Barn Posts
include
d.
a
Call
private
lot.
Phone
436-5828
Concrete work, Adafter
4:30p.m.
16. Home Furnishings
*Fence
489-2300
ditions, Painting,
EASY ASSEMBLY
CHUMBLER'S Pet
753-8921 after 5
Posts
General
WORK! $600.00 per 100. WHIRLPOOL heavy 2 OR 3 BR. furnished. Shop will be open during
Carpent
ry.
p.m.
*Treated Lumber
P .A. Molony CO
Guaranteed payment. duty dryer with 3 temp AC.natural gas. Shady the month of December
*Metal Roofing
No experience/no selections, only $4.00 Oaks 753-5209.
753 - 8628 . Free
on Sunday from 12:30 to
sales, Details send self- per week. Rudolph I would like to share a 4:30p m. Please check 1978 MALABU 4 door.
Estimates.
*Farm Hardware
6
addressed stamped en- Goodyear. 753-0595.
nice 2 bedroom trailer our in store Christmas cylinder. 1980 Datsun. 310 SEWING Machine Revelope; Elan Vital- 332. 20. Sports
with a man or a couple. specials. Dixieland Coupe. 1953 Ford Victo- pair. All makes and
Equipment
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
on a private lot. near Shopping Center.
ria. 2 door hardtop Call models. Home & In
PADUCAH Gun Show. Murray. Toll free 489- bOatRMAN Pinscher, 753-6973.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
dustrail and bag clos
Christma
s
gifts
for
2300_
your
FEDERAL, state &
one year old. $65. Call 1978 TOYOTA Celica ing machines. Also
shooting
friendsGuns.
Civil Service Jobs now
NICE 2 BR trailer near 759-9527.
Hatchback. one owner. scissor sharpning 40
available in your area. accessories, gold, -Murray No pets. Call DOUBLE yellow with all service records, yrs. experience. All
knives.
coins,
militaria
.
Call 1-518-459-3546 for
489-2611
headed parrot, $300. 30 mpg, super condition. work guaranteed
Ken
Dec. 14 & 15th, JC Civic
information.
neth Barnhill. 753 2674,
talks. Can be seen at Call 753-1299.
Industrial Drive
Center
McCann
Shows
Heating
29.
and
Cooling
LADY to live-in with
Key Auto Parts 1979 BUICK Electra Stella. Ky
Murray, KY
invalid lady, room. 2 2 . Musi
753-5500.
Limited, loaded, all the
cal
Phone 759-1099
board, salary. Call 759REGISTERED purebred extras, good condition.
SURE-FLAME
PIANOS, organs, new,
1661.
Arabian colt and filly white with beige vinyl
NEED a job? 2 openings used. Baldwin. Wurlitoutside woodbum- sired by 1985 National top & interior 474-2796.
55 Feed and Seed
now. You may qualify if: zer. Hammond. FanTop Ten Competitive 1P/9 CHEVY Malibu,
ing furnaces. $300 Trail
(1 iyou do not have GED tastic savings Friday.
TIMOTHY
oats red
ps. pb, air. V-8 Call
Horse. Proven hal
or your high school Saturday to 8p.m
(lover & straight red
753-1469.
ter
and
perform
through
off
ance
Dec.
or
diploma, 12) you have Lonardo Piano Co. next
clover hay 51 5o per
Free Estimates
bloodlines. Terms 1980 OLDS Cutlass
been out of school 9 to JC Penney,
while
supply
square bale & $2o per
lasts.
available
or
Supreme
might
.
burgundy
trade
759-19
ps.
.
83
months or more, 13) you Paris,TN.
round roll Call 435-4383
for horse trailor. Ron and pb, ac, cruise..., tilt
OZARK
are between ages 16 & 21,
Connie
wheel,
Talent
excellent
24.
1-502
shape
753Miscell
aneous
call J.T.P_A. Out Of
LOG HOMES & ,7894.
Call 436-5462
School 753-9318 between 1976 CAMPER pop up,
NM
STUb service for toy 1980 TOYOTA Tercel 5
STOVE SHOP
8:30-12:005 days a week.
$550. 55 gal aquarium
poodles, red & silver. speed. AM-FM radio, 2
TEXAS Refinery Corp. with stand. 759-1892.
121 ByPass
Also, stud service for door Contact after
offers plenty of money ANTIQUES for
Murray
4:30p m. 753-7864
chihuahuas. Call 436
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
plus cash bonuses. Christmas. Golden oak
2901.
753-6774
1985 BLACK Trans AM,
COS 10N1 WOODWORKING
fringe benefits to ma- pool table with all
Paying Over 9%.
TEMPORARY home excellent condition Call
lure individual in accessories. perfect
753-6260. 759-4905 or 401
needed from January
t
Murray area. Regard- restored condition, 30. Business Rentals
May for 10 month old S. 12th Br Mulberry St
less of experience, write $1500. Walnut upright
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
inicrc•i r.itc• --like
Will '81 MAZDA 626, excelRAISED PANEL coops•
J.D. Byers. Texas Re- Columbia Wind-up re- SMALL commerical Cocker Spaniel
•
fl,'I
Olt
lent
condition
pay
boarding
.
food
Birch
.55
building
Willis
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry
&
on
College
Cafinery Corp.. Box 711, cord player. Perfect
0.0
',11.11-.111Itl...1 return 1011 L..111
qUISCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES *
Jeep CJ3-A Call 489expenses 762 6159
mpus Call 753-2967
Fort Worth, Texas condition with lots of old
it .111th
,
1 on 011.1141.11
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
2379
76101.
records, $185. Oak
111,
1111111k'n. 1 ,1" c.1•It'r 1.1.1ht,,u1211
cusTost
SUKT
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
•
43.Real Estate
GOOD Christmas gift ▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our DIeriev
TYPIST- $500 weekly at treadle sewing 32 Apts for Rent
l',1,,r,11S..i.inv• liii 1•0
1975
Cadillac
$1200
home! Information - machine, beautiful
•
1 & 2 BR apt near GOVERMENT homes
William Norman. 116 shape. $100. Old wooden
I .1. ; •
from $1 I U repair , also Call after 6p m • 1212 Main
Murray, Ky. 753-5440 •
downtown Murray
0\11\
753-2594
WI/•
delinquent tax property
Indian Oak, Dept. D. childs sled, $75. 100 yr.
Adults
only
Call
•••••••is•••••••9••11
753US.SAVINGS BONDSkt_
old one horse open
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
4109. 762-6650. or 436- Call 805-687.6000 Ext GH• 50 Used Trucks
Paying Better Than Ever
sleigh, excellent condi8155 for information
2844
9. Situation Wanted
1977 HONDA station
tion, $650. Walnut Vic1 BR furnished. 2 BR HUNTERS paradise
MR. Employer-- I am a torian reuaholstered
unfurnished. Lease & Approx 47 acres, lots of wagon, rebuilt engine.
disabled American couch, $110", Several
deposit Adults only No virgin pine. near 61.000 miles. new paint
veteran- also having my other antiques too
pets Call 753.9208 after Dukedom. TN , Weakly 1970 Datsun pickup.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
County Priced at $14. camper top. rebuilt
next "two" brothers numerous to list. Call
4p m
Gold
Silver
killed in Vietnam. In a 753-1222 days or 753-6620 2 BR TVA energy 000. Call 502-362-4212 or engine 474-2325.
Closed
'76 DODGE truck. SWB,
Closed
24 year period I "have evenings.
efficient model brick after 5p m 502-527.9710
ps. pb. air cond sliding
LACK-BART fireplace
Yesterday 317.50
not" received any job
Yesterday
duplex in Northwood
5.95
rear window. black &
referrals from The Insert with blower New
subdivision
Appliances 46 Homes for Sale
Opened
Opened
Dept. of Human Re- $350. Call 753-5241 after
furnished Quiet dea- BY owner Brick home charcoal. Eagles ST's.
Today
317.00
Today
5.84
318 2 barrel, 66.000
sources Manpower 5:30pm.
dend street 753-7185
Lynnwood Estates. 3
Down
.50
Down
818.000 or best
.11
Service in Murray, CANARIES, tradition
2 BR duplex. central BR, 14 bath, family miles
offer 753-4783 ask for
Compliments of.
although I have asked house light pine dining
heat & air. unfurnished. room, utility room.
David
for their help. To me table• almost new. $260 month Call 753VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
large kitchen & living
'78 FORD F•100 300 6
this seems to be' an .barrell chairs. end &
8096
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
room Fenced in yard. cylinder,
ineffective
3-speed. AM method of coffee tables. 753-8874.
2 BR duplex. 1 bath, deck TVA insulation.
7537113
FM cassette 753-2708
running a dept that we CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6"
kitchen,
wood
stove,
den
central
storage
air.
We boy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
after 3 30p m
pay taxes for! I have an triple wall Installation
area. W
844.000 Call 753-6098 or
hookup
Moors 10 6 Dotty Closed 'Sunday
extensive background kit 834 99 Pipe 6"x36"
'82 Chevy Scottsdale 1
753-9786
Call 753-9240
in purchasing 8r man- $29 99. Wallin Hard10'x20'
ton crew cab dually. ps.
Free Standing
ufacturing I am bon- ware. Paris, TN
pb. air Call 753-5216
Patio Cover &
Carport
dable, dependable &
CLEARANCE sale
knowledgeable-- I will
Other Sizes Available
Wood heater with
consider anything reKentucky Central Insurance Companies
thermostat, deluxe
Southeast Missouri based carrier lated or' on related
- cabinet, has
V-8, automatic,
lift
up
cook
OFFERING
Resum
e furnished upon surface
with lease. 30 units this month. re
top. 25" brick
Automobile
Guerenteed issue
good conditibn
lirnd fire, box, cast iron
Hontswevmers
Senior Citlaens
Van or Reefer will be furnished
warr- .grates rhdoors,
supply
Firs
experienced. de- limited,
Comer
by carrier. We pay percentage ing,
$19.99 Wallin
pendable. references. Hardware
Life
IRA's
, Paris, Tn.
based on excellently rates. for ('all 753-6043
Term
KODAK movie projector
Analysis
For
Free
Cheeses
&
Universal Life
deplore information call Bill at 14 Want to Buy shows both Eimm and
52. Boats•Motors
35mm film 8 piece set
115 S. 13th
314-471-7483.
WANT to buy raw furs
ting of Bavertan Haviland
firTl
arrl==
1
Murray. Ky.
McClellan Furs, china, blue Garland pat
85 hp Mercury motor. 2
Bootheel Transportation
Stanley Owen Mc
42071
tern Carafe silver and
depth finders, graft and
Clellan, Pulaski. III
Sikeston, Mo.
glass coffee holder Call
trolling motor Call
81$ 342.6.316
753 1601
75e-10M

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

Old

Fashioned

Job Watch:
msu is participating

SAVE THIS AD!

Salamander
Heaters

'8995

MOTORCYCLE
PARTS & SERVICE
753-8292

West Ky. Music Co.

Play the
Survival
Game
Dec. 14
753-0153
or
492-8738

753-8201

Murray Rental
& Sales

OAK & Hickory 2 BR
duplex in Norfirewood, you haul $20 thwood
subdivision.
rick. Call 437 4829
appliances furnished.
OAK firewood for sale, central heat & air, wall
delivered & stacked. to wall carpeting. Call
Call after 4p .m. 759-4406.
436 2758.
9 ROOM plus 2 bath.
RAILROAD ties, 3 $240 a month. Regrades, $7, $9 & $12. Call ferences Rent with
753 2905 or 435 4343
option. 307 N. 7th.
753-2475 or 901-642-5244
SANTA suit rentals
Call 759-4073.
EXTRA nice. large 2
SCHOOL desk and chair. BR apt. Residential
Both for $6 A nic/ area, near shopping
center. Call between
Christmas gitt for an
Child. Glass, china, fur- 8a.m.-5p.m. 753-3415,
niture and collectibles. after 5p.m. 753-8756 or
Paris Landing Store, just 753-7123.
off 79 on Hwy 121. Look FURNISHED apts. Effor helicopter. Open 7 ficiency or 1 BR, adults
only. no pets. Zimdays all year
merman Apts. S. 16th
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed St. 753-6609.
hardwoods $30/rick NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
delivered. Min. order 2 apartments. Call 753ricks. Call John Boyer 3530 after 4p.m.
ONE BR furnished apt.
753-0338.
partial utilities paid. no
THEY are here! Rub
ber truck bed mats. Fit: pets, One BR efficiency
S-10, Ranger, Mazda, apt. Call 753-9741.
Toyota, El Camino, TAKING applications
Nissan. Also, full size for Section 8. Rent
Fords & full size Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Chevys. Until Christ BR. Apply Hilldale
mas, $55. See Stokes Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
Tractor, Industrial Rd. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
753-1319.
Two portible TVs. need WANTED: female
some repair. Call 753 0145 roomate to share fully
furnished house in
after 4 pm.
Murray suburb. ExWHIRLPOOL
tremely
'microwave oven with expenses reasonable
. Call 759-4011
700 watts cooking after
6p.m.
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
0595.
34 Houses for Rent
WHIRLPOOL, white
stack washerdryer. Call
753-9674 or 753 8311

3 BR home. 18.01 College
Farm Rd , $18,000. Call
753-7116.

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

PHOTO
ENLARGING

Aluminum
Service Co.

PROCESSING

FARM
LUMBER

DRINKING AND

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

DRIVING CAN
KILL A FRIENDSHIP

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

SOME OF THE GREATEST
THINGS IN AMERICA
NEVER CHANGE.
SOME DO.

Ouunrs

25% OFF

Dec. & Jan. Special

r3

All White

Owner Operators

opkins Insurance Agenc

'72 Chevy Pickup

:F..s w345.3_
20 6 a

753-7291
$1250

Jack Glover's
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding
753-1873

1
•
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Man uses electricity to walk again
FAIRBORN, Ohio AP I —
Roger D. Tackett was paralyzed
18 years ago and once felt he had
almost accepted it. Now, he
knows that someday he will
walk again.
•'Once I can get up. I'm not
sure I'll ever sit down again,"
says the 39-year-old Vietnam
veteran, paralyzed when shot by
a sniper in the mountains of Phu
Bai in August 1967.
Tackett, from South
Charleston, Ohio, is among 35
paraplegic or quadraplegic people in Professor Jerrold Petrofsky's program at the National
Center for Rehabilitation
Engineering at Wright State
University near Dayton.
Eight of the 35 are walking
through the use of electrical
stimulation and braces, and one
— Jennifer Smith — walked 6.8
miles in the Honolulu Marathon
on Sunday. The program has
brought Petrofsky international
renown as well as charges of
showboating.

•'There's some bad blood in
this field right now," said
Howard Chizeck, an assistant
professor at Case Western
Reserve University who reviewed the research for Technology
Review magazine.
Nonetheless, said Dr. Herman
Weed, director of Ohio State
University's Bio-Medical
Engineering center, "I think
he's brought it to the forefront
more than anyone else. His work
has become sort of a standard
against which others are
measured."
Petrofsky's work made
headlines three years ago when
Nanette Davis walked a few
halting steps while tethered to a
large harness and an even
larger computer. Since then, the
equipment has been reduced in
size, and Miss Davis now walks
more than two miles a day.
Petrofsky, 37, predicts a commercial system that can help
four out of five paralyzed people
will be ready within five years.

Despite the recognition, including four appearances on the
CBS program "60 Minutes" and
a television movie, Petrofsky
stressed during a recent interview that walking is only part of
a program that seeks to lower
• medical costs while rebuilding
paralyzed bodies.
"Health and well-being are
our interests here," he said.
Petrofsky, a physiologist and
engineer,says 500,000 people are
paralyzed with spinal cord injuries, and 10,000 more suffer
such injuries each year; 52 percent are quadraplegics; 80 percent are men. The average age
is 17, and the average
hospitalization cost is about
6150,000.

"I've been paralyzed for six
years and all I could do was look
at people in their stomachs. You
begin to feel like a child," said
Susan Steele, 23, of Alexandria,
Va., a quadraplegic who was injured in an auto accident.
Now, "for a couple of hours a
day I'm taller than a lot of other
people," said the 5-foot-11
former athlete, who is in the
walking program.
"Being in a wheelchair can be
one of the most psychologically

Hog market
Federal State Markel Sews Ser4 ice December
III. 14215
kentuck Purchase trot Hog Market Report
Includes S Ku ing Stations
Receipts lIct. 2147 1st. 150 Barrows /1 tints ful15 stead, to firm 'to..'. under 500 lb... '.0-1,110 lower
oser UM lb.,. 1.541-I lower
•i
!to 140 Ito
$47.1.111-47.541
few, 43.75
I!3404 210 lbw
$441.00-47.010
! 2111 2.311 lb..
4441.50-43.00
I • 4 4 Z.511.2741 lb.,
345.5048.541
SO%
I 3 :741 3.510 lb.,
fat.010.3.5.00
I s I .4 .14101.4511
$34.00 35.00
s I 4 43,0-5101
$34.01435.00
I • I 3(her 501i lb..
035.00 31.110
I '3 2 3 300 UM lb...
033.00.34.00
Roars $3111.10) st oo

ACES'
BOBBY WOLFF

WEST
•Q J 7 3
•7 2
•K 7 4
•K J 8 3

12-10-A
NORTH
•A 10 8 5 4 2
•6
•Q J 1096
•2
EAST
•K 9 6
IP 94 3
•8 5 3
•A Q 107

halation early Monday morning.
Her father, Bryant Oliver, 33,
was in fair condition Monday
after surgery on arteries and
tendons cut when he broke a
window trying to save Helen, officials said.
Oliver's wife, Brenda, 34, and
their other two children, Cheron,
11, and Nichole, 3, were not injured in the blaze.

has 180 pounds on his 5-foot-11
frame.
Tackett vividly remembers
his first time on the weight
machine. "They hooked up my
left leg and it raised just as normal as you can imagine. ... I saw
it, but I couldn't believe it."
"The artificial heart, other
medical programs, cancer
research, they're searching for
the answers," said Tackett
"Dr. Petrofsky has the
answers."

For your Christmas
Shopping Convenience

Then, a paralyzed person will
spend an average of $1.2 million
in continuing medical care over
a lifetime that is shortened, lik
said, because of bone and muscle atrophy and psychological
problems.

Corn-Austin
is now open
.0 every night til 8 p.m.,
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Christmas tree lights start fire that kills girl
WEST PALM BEACH. Fla.
At' — A fire that destroyed a
house, killing an 8-year-old girl
and injuring her father, started
when overheated Christmas tree
lights ignited a set of drapes,
authorities said.
Helen Oliver died of smoke in-

damaging things that can happen to you," said Tackett, a
former Clark County commissioner and • now aide to the
Governor's Office of Veteran's
Affairs. "I had almost accepted
that I would never have the opportunity to walk again."
Tackett still has not walked.
He has spent the last 1% years
rebuilding muscle and bone, using a foot vibrator and a leg
weight-lifting machine.
He has lost 213,pounds and now

"I can't believe it. I cannot
believe it, I cannot, I cannot,"
Mrs. Oliver said as she paced
the alley behind her burned out
home. "It's like I want
somebody to wake me up 'cause
I know it's not real. But it is."
The one-story wood-frame
house was engulfed in flames
when firefighters arrived at 1:30
a.m. Monday.

Your New

South Central Bell
DirectoryIs Herd

SOUTH
--VAKQJ 1085
•A 2
+9654

•

Vulnerable Both Dealer South
The bidding
South
1
4V

West
Pass
Pass

North
1•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead - Heart deuce
Is there any way for South to
score today's heart game? Not legitimately, of course, but there is a
surprising way to trick West Here's
how an enterprising European
woman hit the jackpot in a recent
European championship.
When dummy appears, it's difficult for any South to 1$eep from
showing displeasure. There is no
way to reach dummy's spade ace,
and barring a miracle in diamonds,
it appears that the loss of four clubs
and a diamond is inevitable.
Many would run off five or six
trumps and then lead a club. The defenders would then have an easy
time winning five tricks.
How did our declarer lead the defense astray?. She drew only three
rounds of trumps and then led her
diamond deuce.
West won her king and attacked
dummy's spade ace, fearful that
South was going to establish dummy's diamonds. On dummy's spade
ace. South jettisoned her diamond
ace, and dummy's 'remaining diamonds provided for four club
discards.
•
Was West's defense based upon a
hopeless premise? Perhaps, but the
defenders aren't' likely to make
many errors unless they are given'
enough opportunities.
BID WITH THE ACES
12-10-B

South holds
•K 9 6
IP 9 43
•8 5 3
•A Q 107

,-•

North
1•
2 111

South
NT

ANSWER: Two no-trump Shows a
maximum Initial response with
stoppers in the unbid suits.
Send bridge questions to The Aces P
Rot
11343 Dallas, Texas 751, with self addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

It's The One with
"The RealYellow Pages!'
Quick!
Everything.
Name another phone directory like the new
Everything from autos to computers. Antiques to
South Central Bell Directory.
plumbers to zippers.
Right! There isn't one!
It's all here. All the businesses,services and products
Be Sure You've Got The Most Comprehensive,
you need.
Up-To-Date Directory There Is.
And the ads list important facts about your favorite
Valuable information is at your fingertips with
businesses...hours of operation, name brands offered,
the South Central Bell Directory. All the names,
credit cards accepted and much more.In fact,
addresses, phone numbers,area codes, busit
no other"yellow pages"comesclose to matchnesses,services,emergency numbers,rates—
ing the South Central Bell Yellow Pages...The
everything you need to know to get the fullest
Real Yellow Pages.This valuable part of your
possible use and enjoyment out of your phone
South Central Bell Directory delivers
and community. It's all here,down to the
quality information and absolute reliability.
last name and detail, waiting for you in
If you didn't receive your South Central
the South Central Bell Directory.
Bell Directoetius know. V_V„vaget one__
Best4M Aft,We eking
The
6536tin'a flurry
Real Yellow Pages.
Hornetelephone service customers call
So what do you get out of the
toll free 1-557-6600. Office or commercial
South Central Bell Yellow Pages...
South Central Bell
telephone service customers call toll free
The Real Yellotv Pages?
Yellow Pages
1-557-6300.
Pot/lithed113 BP'ISCur^A.414

A PtAN,srN4 Corporatcm

HIM HPIllnuth Advertismg end 15411113404

•
41111.111
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Revere7-Pc.
Cookware Set Saie44,99
Keeps on govingl Copper clad stainless steoi
2- and '4-qt covered saucepans 5-qt co,..
ered stockpot and 8'' open skillet •
••

Your Choice -

Kitchen Appliances

,
t 1,
A 2-Slice Bread Brain Toaster
B Automatic Can Openerwith Power Pierce actor' st.,‘:
C 3-Speed Hand Mixer is lightwei9ht and powerf ul

•

sa•9.99
'"1

black

1,
,P

P Thianet

tA

444

•••

I

ID

•

TTO,N

G.E.Digital AM/FM
Clock Radio sale14
•

88

VI/COW
144 ri1.41i 41444u.
v.r.o.r, „I .
arid slyer) switch 24
hlr
Ti'
rpo tof I E

Heater
Plus Fan

Popcorn
'Sale19.88 Pumper • •

-Hester °perates at-150014.h.-7-50*-tr hearrott•
with way control Five-year warranty yacir
inIl S A 1 417 936,,)

Sale
Less Mail-in
-Pooft-restn.--vevtilektli -Rolm*.
i Melts b,itto• you,
• • witrh• •r ; ,•
Net Cost

_\ -

14.99

11.99

eoastto Coast
Were here to help you. Were TOTAL HARDWARE.
a

•

arum

A

Stanley
Nut Driver Set

Handy hex-nut drivers in SE
3 16" to 1/2- One-piece hi
Tough composition handl(
OMR
pliers fond
%wench eart

Handy Hardware Tools by Black & Decker

sale32.99
sd,e32.99

A Dual Action Sander. Orbital straight i316-03481
B 7 • Circular Saw. 1 -HP 5 380 RPM (314-36171
Variable Speed Reversible Drill. '.4-1P 1314-1868i Saie27.99

C

D. Electric Flush Stapler. Accepts all staples 1324-22521 Sale 15.99
E Router Kit. HP router, bits guide. case 1316-3656)
F 2-Speed Jig Saw. Shoe tilts to 45° 1314-5356i
Sale

Your Choice

saie49.99
22.88

6' Slip Joint Plier & 8' Wre
15" Wonder Bar. Rocker h
blades Beveled nail slot

44-•

1

'11

10!" Power
Mitre Saw

sale139.99

Cuts 2x4 s flat or .edical 5200 RPM Electric
bloke Dust collector .315-0122,

41#

10-Inch
Table Saw

saie89.99

Phi I
HP saw motor Three year
warranty Ideal for home workshop projects
318-0379i

-Hi

Stanley Garage
Door Opener

-

sale99.99

Model 1200-1 standard

Shoperaft 6"
Bench Grinder

sale39.99

Stanley Garage
Door Opener

Heay duty unit for tough grindinirlob.s.-,
'saves
18 you hours of work ",--HP electric motor

i-HP (317-0501

Sale149.99

1 3-HP deluxe Courtesy light e22001317 ig06;
Digital '4-HP Garage Door Opener.
432001317-20201
179.99

..-.400Mc -lora*
Over 3500-Pc.
Nail Shop
Sale

1300 commc
sinker nails over 900 fine
other tai ks and nails. 2(

.11ECKEII

Dual Height •
Workmate

59.99

Sale

- • •-

aws open to 5'4" Clamps
t
•
with swivel pegs Front step
• ,a tat storage 301-3156,

Glue Gun
Sale
Sold sta,eelecti,Less Mail-in
heating High capac- Rebate
ity melt chamber Your
(334-2938,
Net Cost

16.88
3.00

13.88

saie24.99

Heat Gun

s,,,e9.99

Your Choice, Each

blasts of heat blisters paint. ye,'
and other finishes for easy removal irurrI
wood or metal 1200 watts 1,313-94091

Stanley 16-0r. Fiberglass Hammer
Or curved claw Cushion ;,
100's 4fi" Steel Tape Rule

Cowhide
Leather Gloves

S

pr)tr•c
1 0. ith 3M Thin

ii

1l

••

This circular is prepared by Coast zc Coast• Stores. Central
for use by over 1000 independently owned and operated stores_
We will make a sincere effort to maintain adequate inventories Organization
of advertised merchandise in our store. Occasionally, an advertised item may
be temporarily unavailable because of geographic location, variances
store size, or vendor delivery difficulties. Should that occur, we will
provide you with a "rain check to guarantee the sale price and notifyinyou
when the item is in stock.
We are not responsible for printing errors and we reserve the right to
limit quantities on advertised items.
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Electric
Coffee Mill
Sale 16.99
Fresh-grind your fly.'
c, of feit
nuts us.-..in-)iiii•nta,
on switch fur S''1 iii
orinl control , cut
capacity Grinds for
I to 20 cubs 2f colfi,
120V ni••

Belgian Waffler
for Tasty Treats sale

15110
J.C. DURAN D

7-Pc. Fruit 'n Salad

Set
Sa
Beautiful gift set has the look of cut glass, Includes 8" and
six 6" bowls 1153-S,

22.99

:p44c,c,

16-Pc. Dinnerware Set

Sa
By J G Durand Imported from France Fluted swirl
pattern Microwave safe .(1

,04,

,

10-Cup
Ultronic
Mr. Coffee

4-to-8 Cup
Coffee
Brewer

qrle"15
0141 . •

•

illii
t
i

26.99

,.39.99

Sale
Less Mail-in
Rebate
Your
Net

SHARI.

... 14..

New brewing system
is quieter Efficient
flow of hot water with
more even temperato
,
Nni,
,
,s of steam'
" brown trim
Is
S i • lift' 120V AC.
, 1t

79c

•

BUNN

Sale

7.99

Makes every cake a special event' 11'.- glass
plate with 10- clear plastic cover.(153-90551

,

500 Watt Sharp
Microwave

5

(cunbeam Fl
4-Quart
Crock Pot

dome almrir-1
aluminum base
Non-sticv'
,rush

N"

)sition

saie23.99

switch glass cover, stay Cool
handles and feet Crock removes for easy
cleaning Comes with cookbook .161 2090i

r act

" 1.

- 73 Th-,....____VP
. 1)1
.
12 '••

k.);•

A.

H,qh

Sale

Cheerful dog or bear, handcrafl
ware Brown with hand-rubbi
U S A Each 1154-4766 47581

1
,Ift7731

9n
Il

sate24.99

Your Choice Cookie Jars

1

112 1

Presto
11" Fry Pan

a. •

T

Cake Plate
and Cover

:--'1

_,,PRESTO

iv
-

1.4111

.
Cost 1999

100 Filters

Ali

B.

Ar

...er,.,._

A. Schoo ouse
WaH Clock

.
,...
e.T,9,.5
.,‘,.:'
__-

...

sah324.99

'Gettysburg' solid wood case with Early
American walnut finish Brass finish pendulum
Battery not included (242-4935)

B., C. Kitchen
Clocks

Sal

Choose floral 7 ,- x 7'." or brii
82" diameter Quartz battery op
(242-1808 1600)

1t
ileit
a
fled!
"

//.

titti
.

O..
F7
7
- 17

---

_

SPAPT 6

*Ng
-rir
.1944
1

A
Travel Alarm
Kitchen Appliances
crumb r.1
4-Slice Family She Toaster. Snap -open
2-511ce Toaster with Bread Brain r70ntrni ,',F1 •f.r4r1
Cordlem Can Opener-Wall -mounted recharger with irrt

•

49.99
15.99
s.o.24.99
.ilp

Fatding-Elect.ilt
Slicer

mig
Sale 4r7"Par
-

Pushbutton food slicer folds up and locks for
steel blade Almond
p
ola
- testtanitnless
s
atnnirarghenc6
r r163-14981

e
a

Sale

•

CASI

.
!:!!

_.• 9
. M
we
ai
nc'shos
or L!1
....d
,41
,
es
.
'.
i
.sarr.

Lighted LeStrttspray SnotWarathrTh (243-20(13)

4"Alarm Clock

Sale9,99
Snooze alarm Back light display (243-1823)

Digital quartz watches have gol
bracelets Hour, minutes. secc
date Auto calendar Eich 120-

Ci
We're
We re here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.

Vise Grip
Gift Set
11.99
Sale
Less Mall-in
Rebate
4.00
Your
N Cost
So useful' Thin-nose
10" and curved jaw
5"jr vise grip locking
pliers, both with wire
cutter, easy-release
lever (310-2084)

8.99

r Set

Sale1199

4
MEMOREX

2-4-6 Hr.
VHS Cassette

Sale
6.49
Less Mall-in
„tot
Extra labels dust coy Rebate
" low
er plastic storage Your
case 209 2005
Net Cost

it drivers in seven popular sizes.
One-piece hardened tool steel
3sition handle Case (301-4727)

5.49

unicien
;wire Mo9netiu

5.99

iCeSale

Plier & 8" Wrench Set.(304-8006)
Bar. Rocker head Slim tapered
led nail slot (300-2862)

A Tone/Pulse Speaker Phone.'No-hands' conversations Desk wall 2,0B. Dial-in-Handset Desk Phone. Pushbutton dial for tone systems
52781
C Touch Tone Wall Phone. Space-saver Adjustable ring t210-53931
D. Cordless Phone. 1,',ri• , ,;.; to 1000'from base Tone pulse ,210- 514
E. 10-Number Memory Wall-Desk Phone. Battery backup '2'

Blank Audio Cassette

Your Choice

Sale499

60-Minute Tape
90-Minute Tape.

Stanley Screwdriver Set with Rack. One Phillips and three popular standard tip (301.0709
24" Aluminum Level. 2 vials 1301-70191

•

Sale990
Sale1.29

120-Minute Tape.

Salet49

5a1e69.99
Sale29.99
Saie29.99
Sale 79.99
&I/6'49.99

-4464Agit Jx.14•

sentdy

grI4Ek

0-Pc.

3' Tape Rule

Sale

Sale3.29

Attached to key ring Powerlock (302-1235

r 1300 common nails over 500
over 900 finish nails plus 860
nails 20 bins and rack

Iftsentau

1655 Cubic inch
dairs
Sentry Safe
SaletIP
Protects contents against fire Withstands
temps to 1 700 for one full hour Inside
measures 13 x 10 . 12

Combination Squaresaie3.79
Metric graduations Level vial (302-370.

Sentry
Security Chest

99

saie s19.

UL fire rated to protect contents at least
hour at up to 1550- F Inside measures 3 41-1 x
11 oW x 7 'D ;253-07561

Fire-Resistant
Sentry Safe

sale129.99

Protect your valuables and vital papers Withstands temps to 1700' F for one full hour
Inside measures 1 5 x 12x 13- ,253-11u1

Table Top Humidifier

29.99

Sale

Refreshing. moist air for up rc, 00.0
feet--to 5 gallons in 24 hours '
9 -

Ultrasonic Humidifier

.99

Gloves

:tect and keep hands
!ii 3M Thinsulate Keystone
3 :atop Pair :,48 0803 08'1

44•1

3,

Saie12

•

2.99

Your Choice

Sale

Sale59.99

Utility Knife.6 two-position knife w,th ret .1:
table blade 3extra blades included..301.587
9" Torpedo Level. 2 vials 1301-69011

Portable. with mist control nst50•
Automatic shur-ort ye-re- rese-..m•
Runs 6!o7 ho,r,a
. mu. • -

Coastto Coast

Coastto Coast

We're here to help you. We re TOTAL HARDWARE

We're here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE

,4

1144
.411Lgep...11110,241,P*0•11•••••••••

A.

sate6.99

bowls (153-5558)

Sale9.99

crowave safe (129-29031

B.

• •

A. AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Recorder
Sale
54.99
Less Mail-in Rebate
• 5.00

49.99

24-Pc.
Drinkware Set

Your Net Cost
Tapes "live" or directly fro"radio' Automatic stop 7* •

sare9.99

'Impromptu' in azure blue Eight each 10-oz
rocks. 12-oz beverage and 16-oz cooler For
yourself, for giving (129-3133:

B. Dual Cassette Recorder

Sale99.99

Tape deck *2 records 4•0m de(
AM FM stereo radio or live

-'
41110m:a=1•SLI

S
Sale14.99
bear, handcrafted of earthenrith hand-rubbed highlights
4-4766. 4758)

Imperial
25-Pc.
Stainless Set

1111U1111191.N.

PANASONIC'

Twin Cassette Recorder
with AM/FM Stereo

Sale 15.99

Choose Stamford Floral Bar0:1
Blossom pattern (141-1933 188

Headset
AM/FM Stereo
Sale1199
Lightweight headphones give great
sound Separate volume controls for
stereo balance With
slide dial belt
Clip (20--1811 l

Sale9.99

x 7'." or bright gingham
iartz battery operated Each

sale

79.99
LE0

recon15 ''ye from radio Cr cleck 4 1
indicator Tape dubbing with synchrostart and stop C ; 7
Needs 6 17' batteries AC cord 4"
woofer speaker c
.1!", h

D., E. Solid Wood
Clocks
Sale1499

Dual Cassette Recorder
with Equalizer

Sale 149.99

ri.in,-!Qr,i pi,pc equalizer lets
you create your own excl1,,1 sound.
H, qh-speed dubbing copies
tapes fast Needs 8 0 h
97e
.ncigclect Separate speaker system
includes
,eferc

AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Player
Sale

Mini Stereo
Headset
Cassette
Player
sal-

34.99

Amazing stereo sound
on the runt Featherweight stereo headphones Shuts off automatically at end of tape
AC'DC power capability Uses4'AA batteries
21 1-2027f

22.99

Performs on the go'
Cue and review con
trols Ado slop tea
tore(
AC
power .r1

It(

11),•).

American walnut finish Whit,
numbers Choose octagon or r.,
(242-4851 45881

PANASONIC

lies'

.99

lches have goldtone cases
minutes, seconds, month
jr Each 241-1288 1(149)

COUNSELOR
Counselor
Scale

PANASONI

-

Weighs accurately to 260 pound& itotpc you
keep tabs on your diet Vaniiia ,r hrown
leather -look (270 7'222 -714)

rirr

w.r-trarirk-

.Coeseite Recorder

• sd

22.99

All pushbutton operation with
one (
:
tone. Auto Shutoff built
,141

e M'FM - oho
,okami
AC'DC Radio
sareiC.V.21311
full rich sound Tone
whip antenna for improved per
( ocr Parts not incl
¶50/i

''1.1010AC

Coastto Coast
We're here to

help you We NI TOTAL HARD WA

Soundesign
Portable Radio

sale17.99

AM FM with slide rule dial
rotary volume
control. AC.DC or C batteries
--

Coastto Coast
We re here to help you. We're TOTAL
HARDWARE

41

•••1,

0

1001-Piece Nuts
and Bolts Cabinet

SaleiL99

'rest holds metal wood. machine
nek nuts assorted washers. morel

\--rAot•ko.

Hardware Tools - Your Choice, Each

Electric
Air Cleaner

C. 4" Diagonal Cutting Pliers. For wire-cutting Polished head Vinyl cushion grip (304-10681
•
0.4'Adjustable Wrench. Thin pattern for tight places Chrome finish (310-1011)

Removes smoke.odors dust and pollen from
the air On.off switch. 6-ft cord 1165-34681

Saletleigi
Chrome finish (304-0664)
A. 4" Groove Joint Pikers. Four position laws open to
(394-0961)
Cushion
grip
Polished
duck
bill
head
Electrician's
Pliers.
4"
B.

Your Choice

Sale6.99

ILAS.J.L.J tiler al'err! 1 I 11

Swivel Base
Vise

Moto-Tool Kit
Sale12.99

to 1" in
tws accept pipes
eanie steel laws open to
se etghs 14 lbs i305-8096‘

Sale34.438

Grinds cuts drills more' 14 bits (312-2983)

Knife, Tool Chest Sale19.99
3 X-ACTO knives assorted blades (301-9973)

...•••• • -

1=1.••

X-ACTO

TVA V`.1 •T

6-Pc. Hobby
Screwdriver Kit

17.9

siZ

111.

• •• • ••

A. Curling Iron

Sale .1

Sale 7.99

C. Curling Brush

Brush attachment plus two barrels 1160-31091

Jewelers set for the hobbyist! Knurled holder
plus awl and 4 assorted miniature screwdrivers
in plastic pouch.(301-05681

Sale

Lady Chic Cordless Speectraror. For If
underarms 4'AA batteries not incl (160-6:
Men's Doubleheader Electric.(160 6417)

Mon

B. Super Dry My Curlsaie2.99 D. Hair Dryer

Super slim '," barrel with clamp

saie2.9

barrel Signal light 120V (160-213!

Sale15.9

Wall'noun) 1200W 3speeds. heats (160-201

160-30591

Double Action
Carpet Sweeper
Sale

29.99

Picks ;) debr • fine
sand, dust and dirt on
forward and back motions 4corner brushes
Self-adlusts to any floor
surface S-s-s-so quiet'
(221-15301

A.

L

eiSSE!'

Eureka
Cordless
Vacuum
So":

34.99

A. Dustbuster
-enate
,• 26.99
Scrub Brusher

"p•

21.99
ca,e39.99

C.

5-Gallon
B. 12-Volt Car Vac Sale l4.99 Shop Vac

Permanent tiller bag is washable i221-92361

D. Dustbuster + .221-92021 vow net cov
34.99iess'5rnaii-in rebate.

29.99

Qii
Up campact
lightweight vacuum is
rechargeable Large
capacity dust cup empties easily ;.721-1981

sate39.99

Strong suction power Comes with 6-ft hose.
floor nozzle and dolly Automatic float shutoff Picks up wet or dry debris'(316-4993)

A. Hoover Spirit Canister. 1),Ial edqe clean!
B. Hoover Upright with 5 attacnn-ents 4 ca

C. Eureka 1.0 Peak HP Canister Vac. Powei
D. Eureka Upright. 4 w
ai-a rlar arliust

FAI EUREKA

Video Cassette
SOIO
Recorder

Folding Table and
4 Matching Chairs

vront

loadim;
day 1 even•:
wired re,ready 4 diud

69.99

Sale
Just add cards or a board game and
keep the party rolling' Table has 35rib souare saddle brown vinyl top
)c,,:ate enaniel frame Matching
i , rS 'lave padded back 276-80671

Remote Control
13" Color

Tvsai,299.99

Rapid Tune lets•youswitar trai
s Bi.,i•,
t etwerin airstwo c h tr
it .,
,
•
rarer 139 r. rlanm

f rrth
aee;

COSCO

Folding Table and
4 Matching Chairs

Sale89.99

•

Set includes 35"square steel
table with padded vinyl top
and 4 deluxe oversize folding
chairs Chairs have full contoured backsand seats Heavy
duty frame Camel or buckskin r 275-8265 8273 8596 8604

COSCO

Your Choice

sae19.99

Chromed Folding Step Stool
r

Bar Stool 4%••41 • •-

rn-rone 7111TE

Phone Answering
Machine
Sale0V•V

Sampo
19" Color

Beeperless remote e.ess.i.ie
Vc,c
activated recording w
,t.;•,
),111, li,,conner t
Variable outgoing messaoi

Features miro-brite picture tube mi
chassis High impact plastic cabinet with
,dgrain finish r 214-24461

Tv sale269.99

Car Seat

39.99

Stroller
Sae16.88
rvr

, J,asr ahlr,
PVC
2.
• • 1-1

acrviii .1r,r1r

ha'k

•

KRACO

Reedy Rescue Ii
Emergency CB

sate69.99

Get help or directions fast' Plug tea car
cigarette lighter 40-channel tFfl ,eadout
channel 9 emergency button

K1

Kraco In-Dash Radio with Cassel

AM

FM stereo and cassette player E

.

Car Radio/Cassette with Speaker
FF elect and digital readout with pu, •

Our

Ear_Your Lighting Hoods
A. Clamp Swing Arm amp. Whileer.breves W47444T-Tnc,1Fr Swing Arm Magnifier tamp. Extends up to 40 60W bulb
C Desk Lamp. Solid brass 60W bulb not inc) 1250 79021

net 1,1(.1

z--m740.119
2Cil 4,
1(4

s,vp24.88

Choice, Each sale19.99

sT4'41U.

Hat and Coat Tree. Old-fashioned look! Oak
f i nish Five hooks 72- high (255-3774)
Telephone-Stand with oak finish 29'4 high
r 255:61,5:
,,
MaIThfó RiElf'With oak finish-.tfrr 14,,

BUY _
Sharp -Handheld
Printer
2

calculator nit
plain paper f‘V.

2299

afe

Sharp Large-Key
Solar Caret-Aldo r cue

10.99

fl-clicpt. wallet calculi?',r
display Operates on natural
12.8 it/701

rioN11111111

Safety Signal
Ultra-Light Iron

'1917,99
'razor. For legs
ot incl (160-6243i
c. (160-6417)

r

SalelZ99

Tells you iron son Spray,steam dry settings
Stay-cool handle. body 1157-1462)
Steam-Dry Ultra-Light.(157-1454)
14.99

A. Spoon/Spatula. 1111-9353)

Sa/e990

B. Plate Scraper. I 104-7497

Saie69C

C. 2-Cup Beaker. 111-9197)

Sale1.49

D. Measuring Cups. 11t-9114p

le
ei,
:
00,001"
%v-,,z
,
,.

to

E Measuring Spoons. 11 1-9098) Sak3990
F. 4-Cup &min'Saver.(1 11-17311 Sale/.29
7-Cup Servin' Saver. (1 11-1756)
1.79
17-Cup Sennn" Saver.( 111-1772)
23-Cup Servin' Saver. )11-1798i

Saie1.19

G. Servin' Saver

,,,599C

2-Cup Bowl. i 1 . ,
Servin" Saver 4-Cup Bowl
••
&Arvin' Saver 6-Cup Bowl • • • . l',.:
Servin' Saver 12-Cup Bowl. - , 1 r-f,

2.99
3.99

1.19
1.49
1.99

E.

(isur
saie2.99

E. Mini Hair Dryer

120V 060-2135)

120.250 volts for worldwide travel 1160-1814)

Sale

B.

7.99

Range Top Drip Pans. Non-stick. coate,!

i/e15.99
hea

saie2.99
saie3.49
sale3.99

A. 6 Notched. iiO4-1714)
8" Notched.(104-1722)
B. 6" Plug-in.(104-1730)

160-2002)

F 112 ' Spatter Guard • .4 42'
S4!F-99C
G 5-Cup Flour Sifter •
4,)9,
H. Can Opener. •
4 -. 4
Sale3.99
Rollover Preventer
Simmering Ring. .•,4-4:/rjr_,,

saie4.99

8" Plug-in. 104-17481

sak-2.99

C. 32-0r. Measure Cup. y io5 Iso4iSale1.49
D. 16-0r. Measure Cup. 005-1796i Saie990
E. Vegetable Steamer. 004-3504)

saie2.49

Your Choice

2.99

sai,99c

B

Your Choice

Sale
'
14.99

8" Poacher/Fry Pan. Non-stick Silverstone

finish Rack. 4 cups (120-'31401
/1" Chicken Fryer. Non-stick Silverstone surface 1120-3447)

_
• te cleaning
Suction regulator 1221-3567)
Sa/e09.99
4 carpet heights headlight i221-44191 ,sale9
9,,99
ister Vac. Powrar,r11 Suction. Attachments
1221-16541

Pyrex
Ovenware

Sale

Muffin Pan or Mini-Loaf Pan.(117-0901 0877)

Cookie Sheet

Size

15

12

Sale6.99
Fireside amber Pyrex with bash,

Sale3.99

covered,2-quart
Cake dish Each

'17-0919)

Revere Ware

i • '"''•'itS

Your Choice Non-Stick Cookware saie9.99 8-Cup Percolator
Stay-coot

saie459.99

i••aning Headlight 122,09281

Sa/e89.99

rack Roaster is T-Fal coated inside and out.
Each • 12)-5011.4907i

saie8.99

handle Gat boxed

Choose 10- fry pan or 15- oblong roaster with

Stoneware Mug

Whistling Teakettle
A,rr •

147-14001

Sale1.19

Pastels Or earthtOnes 12-oz 1146-4/30

8-Cup Perk
Even heatinr: •

11.99
24.99 -

MOO

bix:43® at)(a4.1,6)

Tit/lb

k,z_
I.

IMMEMMIN

Truck
Floor Mats

f
t
.
'
F:c9

Sale10.99
,,,toct your pickur
• '0. - Choose black o,

.

Digital Auto Clock

gi

N '•'.

••••

3.99

Sale

Travel Caddy

Lighted five-function display , 708-0-1

Sale3.99
i-,.,,hasket has •

•

Auto/Boat CompassSaie6.99

•ft
The Cerreelevelitle

tttir

The tarreeetce Itle

,
.40C,aft4.4
•
•

,I
r•ree-••••••••0Ligtel

-941*-4

'69.99

5 TV with
AM/FM Radio

be mire -power
cabinet wit!,

t.)1.J

24.99

sdq-99•99
TV plays in AC
srd or batteries not

I .•

Sharpshooter Truck
Seat Covers
Sale

soat
ers Gun
r- or mini or standard

•

Simulated Sheepskin dr% aNel
Seat Cover
Sale I
..pt seats

F
r71,
weight -1

Nab., 1

Premium Quartz
Light Kits
sale

29.99

.••
'ens

mo,Jr- ti-g
-33-391- 39091

mean

• el 11.1
e •
V GI o
l

KRAC0

with Cassette
E ass,

incl (212-05581

WI Speakers

rith push seek hi,"

.

*NAM

Electronic
Horn

39.9
Sale99.99
Sale

'

$

19.99

Random Orbit
Polisher

tuning ,212-0251

sale44.88

' 3-HP 2500 orbits
a bonnet two foam
• '1
cl ,scs -." 16341

Or - proklraSOnd hook

.Z..65111

•

A.
•• sq•
. • /..•
0

A

anlong O•r•o
24

241

,so

„

•
•,.

SI1AU'

•

Sharp Printing
P10.99- Calculator
.•. has
1 ,11
I

r Arc':

224

:

(1163929g

10-digit liquid crystal
moruory percentage and
is,,ex, A(
batteries

11.4.411rIPP-P
.P
.

•In

uX,

14.41
0.501
04,01, ••••• VIVr• •••.•• •

Automotive Batteries
...f.curakpv_ 4,L.1,-0.1‘r,-...,-,prornteatverief..-36-monttywarraYriv
Power Plus •
Exide Edge "

•
•

14.4aintooNtree-r.pe

N,r,ar warranty Maintenance. free
i •,• sure starts' Our
hest' Maintenance-free '

39.99
49.99
S,4. 59.99
,
•

Bolt-Down
artable Locker
A,

i'•

Sale4ge9

portable Or use
aisd boit t anvwhere 32' x
x
,'• •

'e.".

••

• 's

•

Coastto Coast
Were here to help you. We re TOTAL HARDW
ARE.

'

r

•4118'_

Wm*
D.

•

121-Lb. Barbell/Dumbell Set

Your Choice, Each
weie:

Sale

5.99

A. Crimp Tool Set. Strips insulation cuts wire and crimps , '4c,
B. Impact Driver Set wIth case arid tow bits 1 -75-8007i
C. 14-Piece Ignition Tool Set handy pouch (727-5084 ,

Sale4
12 interlocking discs, 72" bar, metal revoLying barbell sleeve, cast iron collars,
wreni

sale19.99

1200 Watt Engine Heater

,

46" Barbell Curl Bar

D For 8-cylinder cats and trucks. Thermostat controlled (756-33721
600 Watt Engine Heater for 4 and 6-cylinder vehicles (756-3380)18.99

Sale

For the ultimate in bicep and tricep training Solid steel. Instruction chart 1635-0!

200-Amp
StarterCharger
t /
el
/

Sale99.99
Ii

200- amp starting
Or 40-amp
:st charge 10-amp
charge Built
timer
2
tits east',

4
4
1
!

Weight
Bench

SCHAUER

4 -,1r3

6-Amp
Charger

Automatic.

sait 29.99

soltd state battery charger

50-Amp Starter Charger.

--

44.99

4s 4

Offset RatchetIng
Wrench Set

Exercise

-

Build up your leg muscles on this standard
incline bench Includes leg curl and lift apparatus -Adjustable back 1635-)2741

sale19.99

New offset design reduces inpury to your
hands Five popular sizes in vinyl pouch
725-33541

,

Leather Steering
Wheel Cover sale _

799

--

i\,,

Alo
ft/2Ni Nuil i to
...ts 3 5,
11 2

II "
"-

s

sheepskin mitt keeps your hand
wcirm as you use built-in scraper 7,6-55,11,
6.99'
Plush Pew Scraper.(756-5575

Engine
Heater

Maximum results from sit-ups at
1'4" tubular steel frame Thick pa
ding; vinyl cover Foam protectoi

,13\
tatil
14 403
0
1
.
_anvil 1i

4

rr,„„tron

Salel

7
1
1ii
t-J
"
.
its::
0
itlfur,

For comfort and a firm grip on the wheel
Foam cushion, Sewing needle,thread and
installation instructions incl. Black or rust
color leather Each f 705-0537. 05451

New Ram Paw
ice Scraper
aper
Sale

il

sale49.99 Slant Board

Dartboard 8
Cabinet Set

Sale19.99

Handsome Kings Head- hardwood cabinet
Chalk eraser rules, 6 darts incl 1632-30591
English Brass Darts. Set of 3 (632-32161 4.99

16.99

Magnetic Fitt at watt --C"- '
11

Table Tennis
Set for Four

Sale

You get tour 4-ply paddles. 66'
metal 00StS. 3 balls and rules 163
Table Ts Is Bails. Pack of 6. 163

a,

Fire
Extinguisher

Fuel and
Tool Mate

sd.12.99

Sale13.99

.4.4
11,'
il

A

New'Detachable C 0111partment for tools 1- r
accessories' Ex
S. government an-,
NFPAspecs 1 -ciallP7
capacity !7,0

,,,.. St.'
____
.1111, ft__ -

C

1
HUT D

U

Fire Extinguishe,

I

8.99

12-Pc. Kitchen
Tool Set

•ts !...rith - ail engines
•
39)
Hvls 7:78-1096's

sa,e11.99
Sa e7.99

-40 -30 -20

10

WO

0

a80r

40

Thermometer

,

Sale

12-Pc. 14" Drive
Socket Sets

3-Pc. Chicago
Cutlery Set

2-Ton
Roller Jack

'i! and ,-,
6859i

38.88

Sale

Heavy duty frame with long wheel base Lifts
5- to 15- (701-15211

deeprrying oven

Sa/e10.99

p12.99

B. Covered Oval Casserole

Autograph Basketball. Indoor ,uu
NBA Endorsed Basketball. Synth

SAE sizes to
• and rnetrIc sizes to 19MM
Unconditionally guaranteed.1729-470f, 47131
14.99
70-Pc. Wrench Set.'179-4 14 7 4754i

5.99

Sale
SAE or mein, Rat( hor
Unconditionally guaranteed.
14-Pc. SAE or Metric. 729 4 1

sn,r)

4 ,4 11

12V Air Compressor/ at%
Light/Flasher
Sale EWA

Work light, hazard flasher and inflator,
one' Built-in gauge registers pressure to
PS I Compressor light switches i700-2'

CORNING WARP

CrfINING we

A. 2-Quart Teakettle

NBA ,''' I '' ,' !h ickboard with li ,
heavy itih, Ai Neather net ,534 .1,,,,4

20

Saie2.29

Thermometer

Spalding Football with Kicking T
Wilson Football. Official ,:vitight a

6-Pc. Combination
Wrench Set

9-Slot Slant Block
.• •

Sale5.99

3 Paring Knife

Fiberglass Backboard.
Goal and Net

e,

Sale8.99

10 Sharpening Steel
8 Slicer Knife. '
5 Bone Utility Knife

''','1.

saie49.99

saie29.99

Your Choice
Timing Light
Clamp-on ,•
Engine Analyzer

'me
•_..,„:,
-s,*...,

C. 10" Pie/Quiche Plate

Sale

D. Holly Days Party Plate

Sale

3.99

a festive look 1, , "

4-Piece
Carpet Mat Set

'19.99

Sale

Deluxe cut pile carpet Rubber backing Universal sizes, available in black, blue, red, tan.
grey 2 front, 2 rear mats (718-6109 thru 61411

Cyclops
Safety Light

Sale14.1

Helps reduce rear end collisions by
Easy. no-tool installation Fits most
Meets Dept of Transp requirements (733

•
West Bend
4-to-8 Cup

Percolator
Sale12.99
r;,-)Innial style polyrropylene •coffeei iki3r won t chip or
tor normal
r k
.

r
dk.

SCHAUE

<RI

.

Rival Hot Pot
Express
r)
. :
-.4411414.
WEST BEND

7.mar'"

Sal - I2.99

Heats water rmik . ,;
Kenps temiperati,,. .

and ((Aimed foods
I -o! 32-oz site

abinet
G.E. Un
09,,g9
§4,4
AM "FM Rarfin
high
2
slide rule ri,at 17

In ',fro space, Just
I 1 ' speaker Precision
(203-4108)
h-iolf
1 %

Coastto Coast
We re here to help you We re TOTAL HARDWARE.

Romps.* Clock

Sale •Hinged adheci VP hack for mounting (708-0708)

10-Amp
Charger

Stick 'em Up Clock

Automatic, solid state battery charger 6
volt. U L listed'(748, 4215i

Sale99c

Adhesive strip mounts anywhere (708-0815)

Sale39.9

Cog
7

Were here I

Digital Fish Scale
Sale8.99
Reads up to 30Ibs 50-ft
retractable measuring
tape Fold-away handle
,665-00631

Line Strlwr
Salelft

sale32.88

collars. wrench (635-0532,

Sale17.99
chart 1635-05731

Folding Nylon
Super Bag

Free

Sale3.00

Your Choke Tackle Boxes

Excellent for workout clothes. tourist needs
Zippered main and side compartments 17. x
11 x 5'." Folds to fit 7x4" pouch 635-3619)

Removes line from average reel in less than 60
seconds, Hi-rev grinding
stone doubles as a hook
sharpener 1646-99771

Fonwick cap!.7.00 Value!
Sale 12.99

Choose large 3-tray tackle box
‘,..8 compartments OR double-sided satchel box with
38 compartments Each 1663-0859 g8421

Berkle_y

Stearns
Fishing Vest
Sale 16.88
Flotation vest has two
handy pockets lure
patch Adjusts to fit
most sizes () S Coast
Guard approveg

A

dr
sottni•10

-!f<

,orn

27.99

Sale

sit-ups and leg raises
ame Thick polyfoam pad
oam protectors (635-09951

Aerobic
Bar

Maanumlite GT
Figkin'Rods
sare44.99
4

Sale9.99

Exercise wand helps trim and tone sides of
waist With instruction course i635-01971

P' FISK ARS

--pc. graphite-titanium rods for ultimate sensitivity S 'casting 6' medium or 5'9" medium
heavy spinning rod Each 1640-2630 3448
3398.

Fillet Knife
Fillet Knife

USTEARNS

y paddles. 66" nylon net.
s and rules i632-53361
Pack of 6. 4632-5534199e

Nylon
Daypack

9.99

Sale

Carries hooks, lunch pens in two separate
zipped compartments Padded shoulder straps
Rugged nylon construction h2

1

•

Sale19.99

Handsome gift' F olds Sheath • cl
1658-00391

Century
Spincast
Combination

Sale9.99

Sale

Ceramic sharpen,ng rods in sheath (658-025
2,

Your Choice

5.99

Sale 19.99

Sale

Popular Century reel
is perfectly matched to
5-ft casting rod with
pistol grip handle Ceramic guides are kind
to line 642-0178

Fish Formula II. Spray
On live bait or artificial
lures to attract pass
pantish salmon 8-oz
32'5.
Fish Formula Ill. Attracts northern pike
walleye pike and other
game fish 5555283,

Hummthbird

LCR 2000

1

s,,

214.99

Liquid crystal recorder 0'
trolled depth tinder wit'l a to,111

NeL_T)

isketball. Synthetic leatiiiir

size.

Daiwa

7E:CO (

saie5.99
sale9.99
saie9.99

and weioni
,F1 ,
and SIZE' All weather fir,
tball 1.11 , ,or outdoor use Official size. iniiight
with Kicking Tee.

Ii

-

99

Your Choice

A. Zebco 33 Spincast Reel. Arne,'
S
sellic.q reel A,1p..staoie drag .64 ,e58 Sate 12.9
9
B. Garcia Cardinal 553 Spinning Reel.6:th I -year warrant .•;44-45
y
1.
Sa
C. Daiwa Spinning Reel with auto cast pop -off graphit
e soon!
Sa
D. ShImano Spinning Reel featxesiD,, k Fire- 3
-.Ira sp

Sale&

Starter Spincast Combos.Both have no-back
lash spincast reels matched to 2-piece fiberglass rods Each .642-0244 0202i

Sale19.99

42.99
12.99
Sate39.99

Coastto Coast

Coastto Coast

We re here to help you We're TOTAL HARDWARE

We're heretaheip you. We're-TOTAL HARDWARE

'

sale10.99

extension, spin disc
Plead. 1729-41 19 41271
29-4135 4 1 431
6.99

Milk Chocolate
Cherries
Sale99c
-your mouth treats for holiday
guests

110-Pc. Tool Set sate49.99

Includes 0 11 t, socir.et wrench sets hammer vise g,ip diagonal and needle nose
pliers screwdriver set :Olen and comb wrench
sets Unconditionally guaranteed. i"29-4309)

Farberware
3-Pc. Bowl Set
Stainless 1-.2
plastic s1 vi70

t
; os for yourself, Milk chocola
te covered
cherries 8 ounce box 4170-27031

So -6.99

Double
Hibachi

'

Sale6.99

charcoal cooking;3-position
Iii.sr3ble
for cooking
de:th
•
,22-0100,

:

1117 \
/0
9

.6
.3 \
Speaker/Headset
Sale IW.G1CP

Smoke Detector sale

8.88

AM/FM Radio

;or/ am, ea

er and inflator, all in
;ters pressure to 200
switches , 70n 7s8"i

Sale

Horn a
Surface
tery

Lisle-1 two ways-with 2-oz
headset or 2';
speaker Precision slide-rule
dial. Belt clip
•licth
33,

S
Sale 16.88
Car Ramps
Ideal for the du-it-yourse:fer a.i•
Sturdyone-piiice Car ramps are 8 i..qh with a
6000-lb capacih, Pair -o, ,99:1

' '•

•, h

noint

9iz no

14.99

Less Mall-in
Rebate
• OAR,
Your
Net Cost

9.99

Vt4esiock
Quartz Trave
Alarm Clock
Wo
Ac,
AA

•

9.99

Sale

ase folds over lens for packing
pnalog movement needs one
inc'udedl 24.2r69

,

Lightweight
Folding
Stereo
Earphones

Quartz
Halogen
Hand Held
Spotlight

9.99

Sale

Big performance 20
to 20.000Hz at 20 dB
I mpedence 32 ohms
Regular and mini jacks
on 6 cord (204-lies

sal.11.99

Powerful 12V spotlight
plugs into cigarette
lighter Rugged PVC
housing on /on switch
diameter 15-ft
6
cord .733-90051

R
<1

2-Piece Microwave
Baking Pan Sheet ,,3,e12.88

Size 9
Durable

Sale14.99

collisions by 53°0
ion Fits most cars
,quirements (733 3156 1

• 1

,

is".- - s

f is. to :loin

4

Chec ook
Calculator

Sale14.99

pf.,formsinernorv and balancing
calculations
aid-ens discounts markup
s Automatic power of, 3V watch hatten, riot
included 1228./3/91

us.

CA)

gim

okt1se
Lighted

39.99

attery charger 6 or 1A

Mirror

Booster
,Cables

6.99

Sr/le
its"46 636e,
"
-1,11,8.943
10-Ga Booster Cables
1 -Ft. 8-GA Booster Cables •1,
11.99

to-qa, cp-,

wool

S,..ion141(1l)

req

.

I

CORNING YAW

saie16.88

iniprnirtnr has tri-to switch With
.1nrt magnifying mirror Glare-f
ree
neoular bulbs 1 160-11601

Casserole
Trio Set

Big Wheel
lb

'iont

Red hi

,N 1hielS

itch.

oseto..

salt,19.99

bet 1 -quart 1 -quart and
'aceroles for c kid
ervii

•

Coastto Coast

Coastto Coast

We re here to help you We re TOTAL
HARDWARE

We're here to help you We re TOTAL HARDWARE
•
•

MIIIIIIIIIINFivvvvmvavvvv,vva•464 - -
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01
,
43.1044.11W

4,
,

amide 1/31vsg3WJ

q111.1rm

1t

4

Exercise Equipment

sase99.99
saie99.99

of tension adjustments (635-1167)

C Bodytone 250 Rower.

A. Dumbells
ci,,
,
rs and pectorals 66 lbs each (635-0912
B. Ankle'Wrist Weights. E ktr 3-heavy nylon One pair - 2' -lbs. each (635-0672)
C. Chrome Dumbelis. Knurled grips. threaded ends 3-lbs each (635-09531
D. Smart Belles. Desiccoo especially for women. 3.3 lbs. each 4635-0964)

saie1.99

Your Choice
Hand Grips. E

v.nsion One pair

635-D839

Jump Rope. H,

(:!:1! 8 6 : • , 'led rope

.855-06: 1

Sta-Fit'm Bar

muscle areas Fastens to wall stud. Folds

compactly Weights sold separately 1635-12091

Exercise Mat

x 72 x 1" 1635-0813)

Free Hands Weights saie4.99
Fasten around wrists 1 -lb each (635-0789)

Push-up
Stand

Saie6.99

5.77

sale

Sale6.99

Fa,nwitbir,ylcover. 24

Helps firm. tone, trim waist and hips 1635-07221

Waist Belt

Sale

Use it to tone, trim. develop and strengthen all

saie9.99
sale6499
sate12.99
Sale 7.99

Helps trim firm waist One size 1635-09381

99.• n

Wall Pak
Fitness Center

A. Exercise Bike. Speedometer odometer caliper tension resistance (635-1084)sa1e79.99
B. Dual Action Bike. Back-and forth handlebars. pedaling 1635-11181

Sale12.99
Ideal for arm chest and shoulder exercises
Adjustable 1 tubular steel frame r635-07631

•

16" Girls' or
Boys' First Bike

Sale69.99
as riding skill improves

Training wheels adjust
Boys or girls' Graph ics kit included
•-nat:c 16 x 1 75" tires In carton ,861i

Pr1.11

Rzedmaster
-1-FNEF
Tricycle

Sale29.99
Chromed handlebars, fender (861 -o )811
10" Tricycle. ,861-0131
16" Tricycle. .861-02V

Preg"

26.99
32.99

ST 300 20"
BMX Bike

6•.99

26" Huffy
Olympia 10-Speedsale89.99

Sale
vast moving n.ke itfi style Racing saddle
20' garnwall tire s Rear drag caliper
Full pad •:-.0 Lic artor) 1850-5206)

Olympic racing design with aerodynamic
shroud on 26 • rear wheel 2.1 front
adH51able handlebars In cart'',

Radio Flyer
34" Steel Wagon

Woodstake
Coaster Wagon

x 3 . 'H
Semi-pneumatic 8 ' rubber fires Easy to
assemble (862-0239i

Radio brand classic, Hardwood 36 x 16"x
9 " body with red stakes smooth rounded
corners Easy to assemble 1862- 0387 1

sale2Z99
Heavy gauge steel body is 13'W

sale56.99

IrktIP P."4-F) 'g11-4'. rtr5r r1r7Y'D ritrtnir ,(7-1511V 4-10.1117X
:
iE

4.

313.88

181/4" Grill
'Sale
internal ash catcher heavy duty grate 270 sg in area (27243989)
_

Chomp

mo
-

3-Piece BBQ 'rool Set

s,,r2.99

Chromed fork, tongs and turner with wood handle,

Sa1el89.99
-4tT,Tootriftibitaite
Gthr
Smokes. bbqs steams Door for adding charcoal S
ater 127? °IMO
a ntier
w36.1"
326 sq in cook ing area 175 sq in warming rack In,ott
•

=CA
Coleman Camping Equipment

sale24.99
saie29.99

4-Lb. Sleeping Bag. Cotton outer, polyester-insul 100 fill i622-6914i
Propane Radiant Heater. Focusing, tilting reflector 1621-09341
Lantern & Case. Compact 12'." double mantle lantern w ,case 1621

Sale29.99

0926 t

.v..xt. A

Flannel Shirt
Sale13.88
Extra heavyweight
100Mi cotton flannel
Assorted color plaids
Sizes S M. L. XL
1(s, 7
7 7- •,1

crr-r

30-Quart

Polar Master
Leather Top Bootssalf

Saie19.99

Chest/Tote 6

Complete with hinged lid, drain and food tray
packed in combination with tote-sized per
sonal ice chest (620-3038)

22.88

fr,a o,iirrnth lvi )111-i
Removable
bottom to keep feet dry T rtr, grAtt-1
upper Sizes 7 thrii 1"

alyg-a half_Itag- artar

tpathpr

Lectra-Sox
Sale 13.88
Plug them in to belt
battery pack to keep
Lour feet warm' Gray
with red trim 15 ' high
S M L
sizes 7
through 13 Pair

A

h., a riyliaia Full length zipper 1656-0643i

A. 52"Shotgun Case
Rifle Case. Si
B. Powermaster

Air

t30 s

Rifle

5ale19.99

177-cal Positive safety 605-24921

• 11 irlir-1 70w auto loading 1603-7170 7162.
velocity shells 1607-45951

C..22 Rifle. Cm
.22 Ammo. 1 r-xo

20.99
Sale24.99

7x35mm
Binoculars

Sale62.99

2.29

not BB repeater CO2 powered .605-23441Sate24.99

D. Air Pistol ;

DURACELL

Sa

21.88

All purpose 7
coated lenses and brims
10x5Omm Binoculars

39.99

DURACELL

Compact Flashlight
with Batteries

Duracell Alkaline Batteries

SaleZ99
I bar: k Par k d love compartment or
F4141 ,1 -td ABS CaSr' With two Duracell
.1,- batterios
tt.It0

YoLit choice of C

D

AA

Sale1.66
,52 1404 0.1381

AAA - card of 2 or9-volt -card of I 146

6-Volt Lantern Battery
For bright long-lasting light! (465-18651

Sale5,99

50c and '6.00 Coupons Av

We from Duracell.

Filatt
Battery Charger

Sale 11.97

F.tra life frit C D AA 9V batteries i4t;'
'
-

•

Battery Charger
Sale9.97
For 6 to 7 -volt lantern batteries

Recharge. Flashllght1465-8092I

cost

Sale11.99 less $2 mail-In rebar.
Full-Size Rechargeable 465_8100)

9.99

Sale 13.99 less '2 marl-in rebate.

11.99

,el cost

Night Lights

Sale

Automatic on

11

Flexible Penlight
For hard-to-reach

3.69
5.97

'

Comfort
Sensor

Heater
Sale39.99
FOR',
morn CIri rir
1 000 1 500 vv,itts
Quiet portahie
(4!

PATT4N
1000W Heatlog " Salel688
:Natet\, tip-oer switch U L listed (417-9339

1320W HeatLog'" Sale19.88
Thermostatically controlled U L (417-93471

TOASTMASTER

,26.88

Heater w Fan

Inc t her mostat ant aii hit,', '5410W :SOW or
)1 -0,
fan only 5-year warrarxt
:
Air Filler for above 4'
4.99

Ah))))
RAYONIPAC

Brit. Bar Fluorescent Light
saie8•49
oontb..Jri.wdUs. adea _Si wit_ 24 1 ..E.A.Lta,loctg cord -A440-3539 • -

IlViirkholie. FluorescentItIhtinr1
-Lantern
hiightsir
Throchonal or arca

•
S 3k4

22.99 less `.?

16'• 7F-t

ni,I up rebatc

Plug-in Timer

s&,-4.99

Futileature24.hramt_crTntrot• ti

sa, 4.44

Extension Cord

19.99

Black 8-ft 16 3 cord t

I
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THERMOS.

DOROI

1 Litre Thermos

Rechargeable Lantern
Always
ready - no
more dead
batteries'
1465-8084

Sale15.99
Stainless steel liner, handle. plastic cup, steel body, flip 'n pour
stopper 5-yr warranty 1143-1709)

=.99

gEgg'
T-150
‘...1vilir
o
ji

IC-17.1

Tramp Jogger

3M Thinsulate Lined

14.99

Sale
.
In,
Len MallSale1999
Rebate
." Mini
Run, walk, dance or jump on this
Your et
round tramp Heavy duty surface
Net
and frame 1635-11831
Cost

Sale11.99
Quality bucks.••, .•
Size M or L P

pii;i4•0

)
41.“
i tio oft Ig 1hq IV It 011
11' viola"
-

,
.4=1,

Swim Illognetiu

pas

X-ACTO

THORSEN

75-Piece Super Set

T-120

27.88

Sale

."
'4" drive tool set with
regular and deep sockets SAE
and metric Accessories Unconditionally guarenteed. I 726-82381

Less Mall-In
Rebate
2V4
Hb
ShoL,, Your
rTape2e09c o_ord3106n,q
C
No
es
tt
I
playback

41.99
00

99

X-Acto Knife Chest

SCHRADE
LB8 Knife8 Penknife Set

24.99

Sale4.99

Sale

For carving, other hobby work'
I ncludes *1. 42 and *5 knives 10
assorted extra blades (301-9908)

Famous lor .1 , 1 — • 1,
penknife. horl
•
Handsome q,'t
or camper on , .1

CHRISTMAS SAW
COAST TO COAST STORES
Central Center
Phone 753-6604
MURRAY,KY 42071
•
110

Open Daily840AM to 9:00PM
Sundays 12to &pin

.191,1
35910

Coastto Coast.
W.,• her* to Oslo

you

W4.,I

TOTAt HARDWARE

001-001

1,2,3.4,5

